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The specificity and directionality of certain noncovalent interactions can be explored for
the design of novel drugs, better catalysts, synthesis of complex supramolecular structures,
and so on. For this purpose, a well-founded knowledge of how to control the strength of
these interactions is desirable. Despite the many investigations on noncovalent interactions
done so far, a quantitative assessment of the intrinsic strength of most of these interactions
is still missing. Recently and for the first time, the Konkoli-Cremer local modes analysis
was successfully used to probe the intrinsic strength of hydrogen and pnicogen bonds. In
order to extend these investigations to other types of noncovalent interactions and to obtain
a complete picture of how their strength could be tuned, more than 300 complexes have
been studied in this work. High accuracy CCSD(T) calculations were performed to inves-
tigate the strength and nature of 36 neutral and anionic halogen bonded complexes and
to compare them with 8 hydrogen, pnicogen, and chalcogen bonded complexes. Halogen
bonding is found to arise from electrostatic and covalent contributions, which can be further
strengthened if lone pair delocalization e↵ects are possible. Phosphines turn out to lead
to relatively strong halogen bonds, provided electronegative substituents increase covalent
contributions in the form of 3c-4e bonding. Halogen bonds are found to be highly tunable,
with binding energies varying from 1 to 45 kcal/mol. They are stronger than comparable
interactions involving pnicogens and chalcogens. In a subsequent study, 202 halogen bonded
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complexes were investigated. Ten di↵erent electronic e↵ects were found to contribute to the
halogen bond and are responsible for the large variation in their strength. Based on these
e↵ects, a strategy for the design of new materials was provided. The possibility of forming
halogen bonds with metal centers (Cu, Ag, Au, Pt and Hg) was also investigated using all-
electron Dirac-exact relativistic calculation to reliably account for scalar relativistic e↵ects
in Au, Pt and Hg. A continuous transition from halogen bond to 3c-4e bond and finally to a
complete covalent metal-halide bond was found to exist for these systems. Dimethylaurate
forms stronger halogen bonds than its lighter congeners due to the strong relativistic expan-
sion of the d-orbitals in gold. In another investigation, chalcogen bonds which are closely
related to halogen bonds but less explored, were thoroughly investigated by considering 100
di↵erent chalcogen bonded systems, including neutral, cationic, and anionic complexes, and
sp2 and sp3 hybridized chalcogens. A new type of chalcogen bond involving homodimers of
sp2 hybridized chalcogens was discovered. Covalency in chalcogen bonds was found to in-
volve di↵erent charge transfer mechanisms, depending on the hybridization of the chalcogen
involved. Chalcogen bonds tend to be less covalent and to have a smaller 3c-4e charac-
ter compared to halogen bonds. The striking similarities between halogen and chalcogen
bonding mechanism led us to investigate the existence of a general bonding mechanism to
describe noncovalent interactions involving pnicogens, chalcogens, and halogens. Highly ac-
curate CCSD(T) calculations was done for 32 di↵erent complexes and from the analysis of
these complexes, a conformationally driven bonding mechanism is suggested. It was shown
that some complexes cannot be strictly defined as a chalcogen or pnicogen bonded but are
the result of an admixture of both interactions. In addition to the study of noncovalent
interactions, the stability of planar gold clusters was investigated and an aromaticity index
based on local stretching force constants was derived to measure the  -aromaticity of these
clusters. The stability of the planar gold clusters was explained on the basis of the 3c-2e
character of Au3 subunits. The results discussed in this dissertation provide an wide view
on how noncovalent interactions and multicenter bonds can be tuned, serving as a starting
point for the design of novel materials.
v
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Di↵erent from covalent bonds, which are responsible for holding atoms together within a
molecule, noncovalent interactions are generally weaker and easily reversible, being largely
responsible for the properties of condensed phases [1] and for the stabilization of the ter-
tiary structures of DNA, RNA, and proteins. Noncovalent interactions incorporate a wide
variety of di↵erent types of interactions, ranging from weak nonspecific dispersive to strong
and highly directional interactions. By far the most studied directional noncovalent interac-
tion is the hydrogen bond (HB), which has already been successfully exploited by synthetic
chemists for diverse applications. In catalysis, HBs can lower the activation barrier by stabi-
lizing the transition state, and can induce stereo and enantioselectivity [2]. In supramolecular
chemistry and crystal engineering, building blocks are created in a way that HBs can direct
self-assembly of complex supramolecular architectures [3]. In pharmaceutical design, they
are used to guide ligand-receptor recognition [4]. In the last few decades, the investigation of
other possible directional noncovalent interactions led to the discovery that halogen, chalco-
gen and pnicogen atoms could replace the hydrogen in a HB, forming a halogen bond (XB),
chalcogen bond (ChB), and pnicogen bond (PnB). These interactions are strong enough to
compete with HBs [5, 6] and can also direct self-assembly of supramolecular structure [7, 8],
participate in the stabilization of tertiary structure of proteins [9], and aid in ligand-receptor
recognition of several biomolecules [10]. The realization of the importance of these less ex-
plored noncovalent interactions led to intensive research e↵orts to learn how to control them
by elucidating their nature and quantifying their strength [6, 11].
Standard procedures to analyze the strength of noncovalent interactions are mostly based
on structural parameters (e.g. interatomic distances) or binding energies. These parameters
are useful to discuss specific electronic e↵ects. However, shorter interactions are not necessary
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stronger [6, 12] and binding energies account for all interactions between the monomers,
making it di cult to single out the energy associated with a specific noncovalent interaction.
Cremer and co-workers showed that vibrational spectroscopy provides a reliable parameter
to measure the intrinsic strength of a chemical bond [13,14]. They also demonstrated that it
is always possible to derive, from calculated or experimental frequencies, the local stretching
force constant (ka) of a chemical bond [15, 16], which as proven by Zhou and Cremer [14]
is directly related to the intrinsic strength of the chemical bond. Over the last ten years
the local vibrational modes developed by Cremer, Konkoli and Zou [15, 16] have proven to
be a powerful and dynamic tool, being successfully applied for diverse studies. Including
the investigation of the strength of long C-C bonds [17], carbon-halogen bonds, carbon-
chalcogen bonds [18,19], and used to identify the strongest bond in chemistry [20]. The local
modes were also applied for the investigation of noncovalent interactions, for example, to
measure the strength of HBs and PnBs based on either experimental or calculated vibrational
frequencies [21–27], and also to explain why warm water freezes faster than cold water
[28]. Another invaluable application of local modes is to derive more reliable electronic
parameters to quantify important molecular properties, for example to obtain a more general
and more reliable metal-ligand parameter than the Tolman electronic parameter [29,30], and
to quantify aromaticity in organic molecules [31, 32].
In this thesis we discuss recent results that further expand the applicability of the local
modes. By combining the analysis of the intrinsic strength of a bond based on ka values of a
systematic series of XBs, ChBs and PnBs with analysis of electronic e↵ects based on binding
energies, geometric parameters, charge transfer, dipole moments, electrostatic potentials,
energy and electron density distribution, a clear picture of the interplay between electronic
e↵ects and bond strength is obtained. These are used to answer the following questions:
i. Can we derive a general protocol to systematize the analysis of the strength and nature
of noncovalent interactions?
ii. How strong are the XB compared to other noncovalent interactions?
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iii. Can one determine the covalent and/or electrostatic character of halogen and chalcogen
bonds? When do electrostatics and when do covalent contributions prevail?
iv. How strong are XBs formed with metal center? Can relativistic e↵ects influence the
strength of these interactions?
v. Does the hybridization of the chalcogen a↵ect the ChB mechanism?
vi. Is there a general bonding mechanism to describe XB, ChB, and, PnB?
vii. How does the intrinsic strength of the noncovalent interactions relate to other proper-
ties such as binding energies, interatomic distances, energy and electron density, and
electrostatic potential?
We also combined the analysis of local modes and other properties to investigate what
role  -aromaticity plays in the stability of small planar gold cluster. These questions are
addressed in the next chapters as follows. In chapter 2, we briefly discuss the computational
tools used and propose a protocol to investigate noncovalent interactions. In chapter 3, the
bonding mechanism, nature, and strength of XBs are discussed. A new electronic parameter
to measure 3c-4e electron character of XBs is derived and the strength of XBs is compared
to PnBs, ChBs and HBs (Paper I) [5]. In chapter 4, a series of electronic e↵ects related
to the strength of more than two hundred XBs is discussed and useful strategies for the
design of new XB materials are suggested (Paper II) [33]. In chapter 5, we utilize the
Normalized Elimination of the Small Component (NESC) [34], an all-electrons Diract-exact
scalar relativistic method to investigate scalar relativistic e↵ects in halogen-metal bonds
(Paper III) [35]. In chapter 6, we investigate one hundred ChBs. A new type of ChB is
described and material design strategies are suggested (Paper IV) [36]. In Chapter 7, we
derive a general description of XB, ChB and PnB based on the conformation adopted by
the complexes (paper V). In chapter 8, we discuss the stability of small planar gold clusters
based on the  -aromaticity of three membered Au ring subunits (Paper VI) [37]. In chapter 9
we present a summary of the answers to questions i-viii, and future perspectives. In chapter




A brief summary of the properties used to access the strength and nature of noncovalent
interactions is given. Rather than providing a detailed mathematical derivation of each
property used, we clarify their meaning, as well as advantages and limitations. At the end
of this chapter a general protocol for the investigation of noncovalent interactions developed
during this thesis work is discussed.
2.1. Quantifying the strength of an interaction
Binding energies: The energy required to completely dissociate a complex into its consti-
tuting monomers is called binding energy ( E). If a complex is dissociated but the monomer
geometries are kept frozen, we speak of interaction energies (Eint). These quantities are use-
ful to discuss the overall gain in stability with the complex formation, but they give limited
information about the strength of a specific bond.  E and Eint are cumulative properties;
they include, besides the strength of the interaction, the energy required for the electron
density reorganization of the fragments upon dissociation. They also account for all possible
interactions between the monomers, which means that it is not possible to single out the
fraction of these quantities related to a specific atom-atom interaction. Experimentally, one
measures binding enthalpy  H, which is obtained theoretically by including the zero-point
energy and temperature-dependent enthalpy terms derived from the partition functions.
Local vibrational modes: Vibrational spectroscopy provides an alternative to the disso-
ciative process of  E. The stretching vibration of a bond, given by an infinitesimally small
displacement of the atoms involved, can be used to probe the strength of a bond while pre-
serving the electronic structure. However, normal vibrational modes are not suited for this
purpose. Due to mode-mode coupling, the normal vibrational modes delocalize through-
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out the whole molecular framework. Konkoli and Cremer [15] obtained local vibrational
modes (free from mode-mode coupling) by solving a local equivalent of Wilson vibration
equation [15, 38]. A description of how mode-mode coupling is solved and a comparison of
the normal stretching modes and local stretching modes of F –3 is provided on Figure 2.1.
Recently, Zou and Cremer proved that these local modes are the only local equivalent of the
normal modes [16]. The local stretching force constant (ka) measures the curvature of the
potential energy surface relative to an infinitesimally small increase of the bond length [39].


























Figure 2.1. Flow chart of how local modes are obtained from normal vibrational modes.
Local vibrational frequencies are measurable quantities. McKean could isolate a single
C-H stretching vibration in organic molecules by replacing all hydrogen but one with deu-
terium [40]. In this case, mode-mode coupling is suppressed due to the large mass di↵erence
of H compared to D, resulting in a localized C-H stretching vibration [41]. Local mode
information can also be obtained from the fifth or higher-order overtone of CH stretching
modes [42]. Kraka, Larsson, and Cremer [43] showed that in organic complexes, there is
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a linear correlation (R2 = 0.99) between experimentally determined overtone frequencies of
CH bond and the corresponding calculated local harmonic frequencies; thus confirming the
local nature of high order overtones of CH bonds.
Local mode frequencies can be obtained either by a set of experimental or calculated
normal mode frequencies [44]. Experimentally derived local modes have the advantage of
accounting for anharmonicity, whereas calculated frequencies are usually obtained using the
harmonic approximation due to the high computational cost associated with the inclusion
of anharmonic corrections. In all studies described here, we exclusively used calculated
harmonic frequencies and their associated force constants. It is important to mention that
in contrast to local stretching frequencies, the ka values do not depend on the masses of the
vibrating atoms; therefore, they are better suited descriptors of the intrinsic strength of a
bond.
Bond strength order: The analysis of the intrinsic strength of a bond can be facilitated
by converting ka into bond strength order (BSO). This is done by using a power relationship
based on the generalized Badger rule [43] derived by Kraka, Larsson and Cremer (Eq. 2.1):
BSO n = a(ka)b (2.1)
Constants a and b are determined from the ka reference values of well-known bond order
(Wiberg or Mayer bond order can also be used in this context), and by assuming that for a
ka equal zero, the BSO n is also zero. The most suitable references are obtained from bonds
formed by atoms of the same period as the bonds of interest. However, to compare various
bonds involving di↵erent combinations of atoms across the periodic table, a single power
equation must be used.
2.2. Determining the nature of a noncovalent interaction:
There are four major approaches to investigate the nature of noncovalent interactions.
The first approach is based on a completly electrostatic point of view. According to the
Hellman-Feynman theorem, [45] once the electron density (obtained quantum-mechanically)
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is known, all forces exerted on the nuclei by the electrons in a complex can be considered
to be classical Coulombic forces. The electrostatic model of noncovalent interactions put
forward by Clark, Politzer, and Murray [46–50] basically associates the attraction of regions
of opposite electrostatic potential between monomers to the formation of noncovalent in-
teractions. The second approach is based on the donor-acceptor model, first proposed by
Mulliken [51]. The donor-acceptor model associates the stability of the complexes to a charge
transfer from one monomer (electron donor) to the other (electron acceptor). This model
uses molecular orbitals and orbital interaction diagrams to describe the charge transfer mech-
anism in noncovalent interactions [52–54]. The third approach is based on the analysis of
electron and energy densities. These properties account for both the kinetic and potential
contributions of a noncovalent interaction. The fourth approach uses a model dependent
energy decomposition schemes to decompose the interaction energy into physically sounded
terms [6, 55, 56]. In our work, we combined the strong points of each model to formulate a
protocol of general applicability for the description of the nature of noncovalent interactions.
We made use of the following properties:
Electrostatic potential: The electrostatic potential V(r) is an observable quantity given by
the potential that all the nuclei and electrons of a molecule create at any point r in space. The
electrostatic potential mapped onto the van der Waals surface of the monomers (commonly
assumed to be given by 0.001 e/Bohr3 molecular electron density contour [57]) provides
the anisotropic representation of the charge distribution, which cannot be obtained from an
atomic charge analysis. Regions of positive V(r) reflect a dominant nuclear contribution,
and are usually associated with regions of low electron density. These regions are attracted
to the negative site, associated with region of high electron density, such as lone pairs and
⇡ bonds.
The analysis of the unperturbed molecular electrostatic potentials of the monomers pro-
vides information about positively and negatively charged sites. A comparison of the elec-
trostatic attractive capabilities of di↵erent monomers is done based on the analysis of the
maximum electrostatic potentials at positive sites (Vmax) and the minimum value at nega-
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tive sites (Vmin). However, this analysis serves only as a first approximation since it does
not account for polarization e↵ects. In the complex, the mutual polarization between the
monomers substantially changes the electron density distribution and electrostatic poten-
tial [49].
It is also important to emphasize that the electrostatic view oversimplifies the description
of the noncovalent interaction, especially when charge transfer contribution is relevant. An
important component in the stabilization of a chemical bond is the lowering of the kinetic
energy due to an increase in the electron delocalization [58, 59]. If a model based only on
the potential energy is used, the role of the lowering of the kinetic energy in the formation
of noncovalent interactions is neglected.
Charge transfer: A quantification of covalent e↵ects (i.e. charge transfer) can be obtained
from a natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis [60]. The NBO method transforms non-local
canonical orbitals into orbitals, localized in one (lone pair) or two (bond pair) centers, forming
a Lewis-like molecular bonding pattern of electron pairs. Intermolecular charge transfer
energies are then obtained from a second order perturbation analysis usually involving the
delocalization of a lone pair orbital of one monomer (electron donor) into an empty  ? or
⇡? orbital of the other monomer (electron acceptor). Orbital interaction diagrams are also
useful to rationalize possible charge transfer mechanisms.
Di↵erence electron densities: The di↵erence between the electron densities of the com-
plex and the monomers (obtained using the frozen geometry of the complex) results in a
three-dimensional map showing shifts in the electron density upon complex formation. Elec-
tron density accumulation in the intermonomer region and electron density depletion in
the antibonding region of the electron acceptor are usually associated with charge transfer.
However, electron density shifts also account for other contributions such as polarization and
exchange repulsion.
Energy and electron densities: Based on the analysis of a variety of di↵erent bonds,
Cremer and Kraka [61] suggested two criteria for determining the covalent character of a
bond: i) there must be a minimum electron density path connecting the interacting atoms
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(necessary condition) ii) At the density critical point of the bond rb, there must be a predom-
inance of the local potential energy V(rb) (always negative, i.e. stabilizing) over the local
kinetic energy G(rb) (always positive, i.e. destabilizing), indicating that an accumulation of
electronic charge at rb has a stabilizing e↵ect. In other words, the energy density H(rb) = Hb
= V(rb) + G(rb) has to be negative (su cient condition). These criteria can also be applied
for noncovalent interactions to distinguish between interactions of dominant electrostatic
character (Hb   0) and interactions of partial covalent character (Hb < 0).
Energy decomposition: In general, it is useful to decompose interaction energies into
physically meaningful components such as dispersion, electrostatic, induction, exchange-
repulsion, and polarization [55,56]. However, energy decomposition schemes su↵er from two
shortcomings, i) they are based on interaction energies, and therefore it is not possible to
obtain specific atom-atom contributions and ii) The many contributions considered are not
orthogonal. Consequently, the definition of each component is somewhat arbitrary.
2.3. A general protocol for the analysis of noncovalent interactions
We developed a general protocol for the analysis of noncovalent interactions based on the
systematic study of XB, ChB, and PnB based on five steps:
1. All complexes are ordered according to the intrinsic strength of the noncovalent in-
teraction from the weakest to the strongest with the help of BSO versus ka plots. If
a large variety of complexes are involved, these can be divided into small subgroups
where only an atom or a molecular group varies.
2. The energy density value (Hb) is used to di↵erentiate interactions of dominant electro-
static character (Hb > 0) from interactions of partial covalent character (Hb < 0).
3. The strength of the electrostatic interactions is explained on the basis of monomers
properties, such as the extreme values of the electrostatic potential, dipole moments,
multipole moments, and polarizabilities.
4. Interactions of partial covalent character also require the analysis of electron delocaliza-
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tion energies and charge transfer values obtained from the NBO analysis, which can be
rationalized on the basis of orbital diagrams. In most complexes, the covalent contri-
bution involves a charge transfer from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
of one monomer into the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the other
monomer. Therefore, the first vertical ionization energy can be used to evaluate the
HOMO energy. However, vertical electron a nities are not suitable to investigate the
LUMO. Di↵erent from ionization potentials of neutral molecules, the electron a nities
do not involve charge separation, which results in values that are too small. Hartree
Fock orbital energies calculated with small basis sets provide a qualitatively simple
alternative for evaluating LUMO energies.
5. The correlation of BSO with  E is used to identify secondary contributions to the
complex stabilization. BSO values in a series of similar complexes that are inversely
proportional to E values indicate the presence of secondary interactions or strong elec-
tronic reorganization. Electron di↵erence densities and energy decomposition analysis
can also help to identify secondary contributions (see paper IV).
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Chapter 3
THE INTRINSIC STRENGTH OF HALOGEN BONDS
3.1. Halogen bond definition
According to the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) conven-
tions [62], halogen bonding (XB) is a noncovalent interaction, where a halogen atom in a
molecular entity functions as an electrophilic site able to form an attractive interaction with
a nucleophilic site in the same molecular entity or with another molecule or atom. The
XB (schematically represented on Figure 3.1) is denoted by three dots · · · and forms a near
linear interaction between a halogenated moiety called halogen donor (YX) and a Lewis base
(ARm) called halogen acceptor (Figure 3.1).
Y⎯X###ARmHalogen.donor Halogen.acceptor
~180°
Figure 3.1. Schematic representation of a XB.
First reports of XB systems date back approximately two centuries [11]. However, it was
only about 15 years ago that XB started gaining the attention of the scientific community.
The recognition of the importance of XB was triggered by the discoveries that they could
serve as e↵ective tools to direct self-assembly phenomena in crystal engineering [63] and that
XB plays a major role in the ligand recognition mechanisms of important biological processes
such as the recognition of the 3,5,3’-triiodothyroxine (T3) by human thyroid hormone re-
ceptor [64,65], which occur via two XB between iodines and carbonyl oxygens (Figure 3.2).
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Over the last 15 years, quantum chemical studies were made to support experimental find-
ings and to provide a theoretical description of the nature and strength of the XB. Despite
the many investigations done, there is a scarce number of high accuracy studies on XBs, and
no reliable quantitative assessments of their strength. Therefore, we combined high accuracy
coupled cluster calculations to the analysis of the local stretching force constant associated
with the XB (ka(XA)) to investigate the strength of 36 complexes, and to compare these
complexes to eight hydrogen, chalcogen, and pnicogen bonded complexes.
Figure 3.2. Recognition of T3 by human thyroid hormone receptor [65]. XBs are shown by
dotted lines.
3.2. Importance of using an accurate computational method
The requirement of high accuracy calculations for a quantitative study of a diverse set of
XBs was investigated by comparing CCSD(T) results to the less accurate MP2, DFT, and
double hybrid DFT methods. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show the percent deviation in distances
and in local stretching force constant values (ka(XA)) for a selection of five complexes.
Although all methods reproduced the XB distances reasonably well (within a 5% devia-
tion from CCSD(T) results), deviations of up to 71% were found for the ka(XA) values.
Confirming that highly accurate quantum chemical methods are needed for a reliable quan-
titative description of the halogen bond strength. Especially if second order properties such
as vibrational frequencies are needed.
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Table 3.1. Percent deviation in the XB distances.
F –3 FCl· · ·NFH2 FCl· · ·NH3 FCl· · ·NH2CH3
B3LYP - 4 2 -1
!B97X-D 2 1 1 -1
M06-2X 4 -2 0 0
MP2 1 5 4 4
B2PLYPD -1 5 3 1
mPW2PLYPD 0 4 3 1
ref. CCSD(T) 1.739 2.4 2.32 2.193
a reference values (ref.) are given in A˚.
Table 3.2. Percent deviation in the ka(XA) values.
F –3 FCl· · ·NFH2 FCl· · ·NH3 FCl· · ·NH2CH3
B3LYP - -65 -44 -13
!B97X-D 28 -20 -4 0
M06-2X 70 31 23 0
MP2 -45 -23 -30 -41
B2PLYPD 3 -71 -54 -27
mPW2PLYPD 2 -60 -45 -21
ref. CCSD(T) 1.376 0.197 0.311 0.497
a reference values (ref.) are given in mdyn/A˚.
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3.3. Summary of results
The XB is highly tunable, having binding energies that vary from 1 to 13 kcal/mol for
neutral complexes, and reaching up to 45 kcal/mol for charged 3-center 4-electron (3c-4e)
bonded systems. The comparison of the halogen bond strength order (BSO(XA)) and energy
densities indicates that halogen bonds vary from weak electrostatic to strong covalent. By
ordering the halogen bonds according to their strength with the help of BSO(XA) versus
ka(XA) diagrams, several strength trends related to the halogen atom (X), the halogen-donor
bond YX, and the halogen acceptor ARm are observed. These trends can only be understood
by considering both covalent and electrostatic parts of the XB mechanism.
The electrostatic part is a result of the anisotropic charge distribution of a covalently
bonded halogen X. Whenever a halogen atom X forms a covalent  -bond with an atom
(or molecular group) Y, the e↵ective atomic radius of X along the extension of the Y-X
bond axis becomes smaller than in the direction perpendicular to it. This e↵ect is called
polar flattening, and the region of depleted electron density collinear to the  -bond but
at the opposite end of the halogen atom is called  -hole [49, 50]. If the Y substituent is
electronegative enough to e↵ectively polarize X, a positive electrostatic potential is formed
at the  -hole, which interacts attractively with the negative electrostatic potential of the lone
pair region of a heteroatom A. The electrostatic attraction in FCl···NH3 is shown on Figure
3.3, where the positive potential at the  -hole of FCl molecule interacts with the negative
electrostatic potential in the lone pair of ammonia (lp(N)). Electrostatic attraction increases






Figure 3.3. Color coded electrostatic potential mapped on the 0.001 e/Bohr3 electron density
surface of FCl and NH3. The electrostatic potential varies from positive (blue) to negative
(red) .
The covalent part can be rationalized on the basis of a simple orbital diagram as shown in
Figure 3.4A for FCl···NH3. In this complex, the lone pair of the nitrogen lp(N) is delocalized
into the  ?(FCl) orbital, leading to an accumulation of electron density in the intermonomer
region and a depletion of electron density in the YX bond region (Figure 3.4B). The covalent
contribution is proportional to the lp(N)- (FCl) orbital overlap and inversely proportional
to the orbital energy gap.
σ(F-Cl)
σ*(F-Cl) Lp(N)
F Cl F Cl NH3 NH3
!(r)	increases!(r)	decreases
b)a)
Figure 3.4. A) Orbital interaction diagram of the FCl···NH3 B) Electron di↵erence density
distribution for FCl···NH3 complex. Electron density increase in blue, decrease in red.
The charge transfer from lp(A) to a  ?(YX) orbital results in an electron density depletion
at the YX bond region, which generally leads to an elongation of the YX bond and a red
shift in its frequency. However, in O2NCl···NH3 the N-Cl bond becomes shorter and the
N-Cl frequency is blue shifted. We used local modes and the local mode decomposition into
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normal modes [15, 16] to identify the shift in the local N-Cl stretching vibration and the
normal mode with the highest local N-Cl stretching character in the complexes as well as
in the O2NCl monomer. The local N-Cl stretching vibration shift is of 32 cm
 1, compared
to only 13 cm 1 in the normal mode frequency with the highest NCl stretching character.
The larger shift in the local stretching vibration highlights the advantages of carrying this
analysis in terms of local modes. The blue shift in O2NCl occurs because the  
?(NCl)
orbital is already partially occupied due to an anomeric interaction involving the lp(O) and
the  ?(NCl) orbitals. As the complex is formed exchange repulsion between the electrons in
the  ?(NCl) and lp(N) orbitals strengthens the N-Cl bond by pushing charge from  ?(NCl)
orbital back to the NO2 group.
Halogen bonds strongly depend on the halogen acceptor (ARm). This is clearly seen from
the comparison of the halogen bond strength in FCl· · ·ARm complexes, where ARm is a series
of amines or phosphines. For the amines the BSO values vary from 0.101 to 0.242 depending
on the substituents. Electronegative substituents weaken the halogen bond by withdrawing
charge from the nitrogen, whereas electron donating groups strengthen it. An even stronger
and more complex dependence on the substituents is found for the phosphines. The BSO
in these complexes varies from 0.087 to 0.396. Electronegative ligands withdraw charge,
weakening the electrostatic part of the interaction. However, they also contribute to an
e↵ective contraction of the lp(P) orbital, which improves the overlap with the  ?(YX) orbital,
and thus increasing charge transfer. The strong charge transfer in phosphine complexes leads
to a substantial weakening of the YX bond, resulting in complexes with partial 3c-4e bond
character. This can be quantified based on the ratio of the BSO values of the YX bond and
X· · ·A interaction. If this ratio leads to unity (as it is found for F –3 ), a complete 3c-4e bond
is formed. Figure 3.5 shows a comparison of the 3-4e character of XBs in phosphine and
amine complexes. Compared to amines, where 3c-4e character reaches up to 40%, phosphines

























NF3 NHF2 NH2CN NH2F NH2Cl NH3 NH2OH NH2CH3 
Figure 3.5. Comparison of the 3c-4e bond % character of FCl· · ·NRm (in red) and FCl· · ·PRm
(in green).
Table 3.3 shows a comparison of the  E, ka(XA), and BSO values for interactions involv-
ing halogens, pnicogens, chalcogens, and hydrogen with ammonia and chloride Lewis bases.
XB is stronger than hydrogen, pnicogen, chalcogen bonds for neutral and anionic systems.
A clear advantage of XBs over hydrogen bonds is the possibility of tuning the strength of the
interaction by varying the halogen involved, as shown on Table 3.3. Although FCl· · ·NH3
forms a weaker bond than FH· · ·NH3, the more polarizable Br in FBr· · ·NH3 is able to form
a stronger interaction.
Table 3.3. Comparison of XB, hydrogen, chalcogen, and pnicogen bonds.a
Neutral  E ka(XA) BSO(XA) Anionic  E ka(XA) BSO(XA)
FCl· · ·NH3 9.39 0.311 0.216 FCl· · ·Cl  28.98 0.855 0.382
FHS· · ·NH3 7.58 0.194 0.166 FHS· · ·Cl  22.48 0.443 0.264
FH2P· · ·NH3 6.10 0.144 0.140 FH2P· · ·Cl  18.62 0.307 0.214
FH· · ·NH3 12.11 0.353 0.232 FH· · ·Cl  22.80 0.415 0.254
FBr· · ·NH3 14.10 0.479 0.276
a Calculated at CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level.  E values are given in kcal/mol and.
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Chapter 4
A BROAD VIEW OF HALOGEN BONDING
4.1. Introduction
Previously we showed that halogen bond (XB) is a highly tunable interaction (chapter
III and papers I and II). Therefore, to better understand how to control the strength of the
halogen bond we decided to do an extensive investigation of a set of 202 XB complexes.
This set consists of 148 complexes of the type YX· · ·ARm (Y, X = F, Cl, Br, I, At; A = O,
S, N, P; and R = H, F, Cl, CH3, SiH3, CN, OH) where the halogen donor Y, the halogen
X, the acceptor atom A and its substituents Rm were varied systematically to determine
decisive electronic e↵ects necessary to describe the XB strength. The other 52 complexes
are halomethanes, halotetragenes, and organoiodines used to define strategies for the design
of new materials based on XB.
4.2. A dual computational level approach
A complete analysis based solely on high accuracy CCSD(T) calculations can only be
carried out for a set of very small complexes. The computational cost of CCSD(T) scales
to the seventh power of the size of the systems (e.g., a molecule X, which is twice as large
as molecules Y has a computational cost of approximately 128 times larger than Y). Recent
approximations for CCSD(T) were able to reduce the exponential scaling of CCSD(T) to
near linear scaling with minimal loss in accuracy [66, 67]. However, analytical gradient
and Hessian, which are required for accurate calculations of geometries and frequencies,
are not available yet. To obtain a reliable description of local vibrational modes with a
less computationally demanding method, we compared XB distances and local stretching
force constants (ka(XA)) for a set of 28 complexes obtained at CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ with
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several DFTs. !B97X-D led to the smallest deviations (paper II). Binding energies were
computed also using CCSD(T) energies to estimate the accuracy of !B97X-D for the entire
set of molecules.
4.3. Summary of results
Eleven di↵erent electronic e↵ects were found to play a decisive role in the XB. These can
be separated into two groups; orbital based e↵ects (1-5) and other e↵ects (6-11) as follows:
1. Lp(A)- ?(XY) orbital overlap e↵ect. An e cient orbital overlap is obtained by
having: i) a linear lp(A)- ?(XY) arrangement and a short X· · ·A distance ii) X· · ·A
atoms of close periods iii) A substituent Y more electronegative than X (by this the
X coe cient in  (XY) is decreased and due to orbital orthogonality, the X coe cient
in  ?(XY) is increased). iv) Electronegative substituents that can e↵ectively contract
the di↵use lp(A) orbital of third period heteroatoms.
2. Electronegativity of A and substituent e↵ects on lp(A) orbital energies.
Charge transfer is inversely proportional to the lp(A)- ?(XY) orbital energy gap. This
energy gap is decreased by raising the lp(A) energy in the following ways: i) having
a less electronegative A (e.g. using third row heteroatoms such as P and S) or ii)
by an electron donating substituent (e.g. CH3). Noteworthy is that electronegative
substituents have a smaller impact over the lp(A) orbital energy of heteroatoms of the
third period (A = P and S) compared to second period elements (A = N and O).
3. Electronegativity of Y and X. A more electronegative substituent Y and halogen
X leads to lower  (XY) and  ?(XY) orbital energies. However, this e↵ect has to be
contrasted with e↵ect 1, since a lower electronegativity di↵erence between X and Y
reduces the X orbital coe cient at  ?(XY) (see e↵ect 1), thus decreasing the lp(A)-
 ?(XY) orbital overlap.
4. Relativistic e↵ects. Relativistic contraction of s and p orbitals of heavy elements (I
and At), lowers the electronegativity of X but weakens the electrostatic potential at
the  -hole.
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5. Formation of a 3c-4e bond. As the XB becomes stronger and more covalent, the
YX bond tends to become weaker, leading to the formation of a 3c-4e bonds as is found
for trihalides (e.g. F –3 ). This e↵ect is especially pronounced for the YX-phosphine
(Y and X are halogens) complexes.
6. Halogen transfer and ion interaction. For YX···P(CH3)3 complexes the XA bond
strength can surpass that of XY, leading to the formation of inverted 3c-4e bonds and
ion pair complexes of the Y– ···XP(CH3) +3 type.
7. Charge attraction/repulsion. A Coulomb attraction between a negatively charged
X and a positively charged A leads to stabilization. However, strong XBs are observed
even in complexes where X and A adopt positive atomic charges (see e↵ect 8).
8. Anisotropic charge distribution at X and A. Atomic charges do not describe
the anisotropy of the electron density distribution. The negative charge in the YX  -
bond direction screens the X nucleus less than in the ⇡ direction, leading to a positive
electrostatic potential ( -hole). On the other hand, the A atom is better screened in
the lp(A) region, leading to a negative electrostatic potential.
9. Dipole-dipole interactions. The electrostatic attraction between the monomers can
be enhanced or weakened according to the orientation of their dipole moment.
10. Mutual polarization of the monomers. As the halogen donor YX approaches
the halogen acceptor ARm, the negative electrostatic potential at lp(A) polarizes the
positive potential at the YX  -hole. This e↵ect is proportional to the polarizability of
the monomers.
11. Cooperative e↵ect. XB strength can be augmented by the cooperative e↵ect of a
hydrogen bond. This is found for FCl· · ·PH2OH and FCl· · ·NH2OH, where the H of
the hydroxyl group can form a weak electrostatic interaction with the ⇡-density of the
Cl.
Orbital related e↵ects are relevant to describe the covalent part of the XB, whereas the
other e↵ects play a more prominent role in the electrostatic part of the interaction. These
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e↵ects play an important role in connection of possible strategies that can be adopted for
the design of new materials based on XBs, summarized in the following section.
4.4. Strategies for material design
Halocarbons are the most common compounds used in the design of materials based on
XB. These are used to synthesize liquid crystals, gels, fluorescent materials, and supramolec-
ular compartments for example [11,68–71]. The lower electronegativity of carbon compared
to that of the halogens leads to higher  (YX) and  ?(YX) orbital energies (e↵ect 3) and
to a reduced lp(A)- ?(YX) orbital overlap (e↵ect 1), thus to a reduced charge transfer. As
a result, halocarbons form weak electrostatic interactions which can be strengthened by
increasing the positive electrostatic potential at the  -hole of the halogen as well as the
polarizability of the molecules. This can be accomplished by: i) increasing the polarizability
of the halogen and the halogen donor ii) increasing the e↵ective electronegativity of C iii)
modifying the Lewis base. Therefore, iodo-carbon molecules with a highly polarizable frame-
work are suitable halogen donors. Some examples already used in supramolecular materials
are perfluorinated iodobenzene and iodopolyalkyne [72–75]. We suggest as a possible new
strategy the 1,3 dipolar cycloaddition of I-substituted derivatives of 1,3 dipolar molecules
(e.g. I NNN, ICNI, I2CNN) and diaminopolyalkynes or diaminoperfluorinated polyalkenes.
This reaction could lead to a stable network of bonds that could be explored for the synthesis
of new XBed polymers.
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Chapter 5
FROM METAL-LIGAND TO HALOGEN BONDING
5.1. Halogen bonding involving a metal center
Halogen bonding (XB) is not restricted to main element chemistry but can also involve
metals as halogen donor groups [76, 77], or as halogen acceptors [78–80]. Koten and co-
workers [81] were the first to report late transition metal complexes where I2 coordinates
to a square planar d8 metal (M = Pt or Pd) in a linear fashion (I-I-M ⇡ 180 ). They
suggested that the I2 ligand would be stabilized by a charge transfer from the dz2 lone pair
of the metal to the  ?(I-I) of I2, which is typical of a XB. This hypothesis was confirmed
by Rogachev and Ho↵mann [82] who showed that when I2 acts as an electron acceptor,
a metal-iodine linear coordination is formed and when I2 acts as an electron donor a bent
iodine-metal coordination is formed. They also showed that the binding energies of the XBed
complexes were stronger for the heavier metal Pt compared to the lighter congener metals Ni
and Pd. Although, it was not investigated by the authors, the scalar relativistic expansion
of the 5d orbitals of Pt could be responsible for the higher binding energies involving Pt
complexes. To better comprehend how strong the XB with metal centers can be and the role
of relativistic e↵ects, we studied the XBs in complexes of the type YX· · ·MRn, where YX =
dihalogens, interhalogens, and halocarbons, and MRn = neutral (Pt, Hg) and anionic metal
complexes (Cu, Ag and Au). The all-electron Dirac-exact Normalized Elimination of the
Small Component (NESC) method developed by Cremer and co-workers [34,83] was used to
obtain an accurate description of scalar relativistic e↵ects.
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5.2. Scalar relativistic e↵ects
The NESC method provides a way to determine the magnitude of scalar relativistic
e↵ects. This is done by taking the di↵erence between the relativistic and the non-relativistic
electron densities. Figure 5.1 shows this di↵erence for I2, I2···Cu(CH3)2, I2···Ag(CH3)2,
and I2···Au(CH3)2.
Figure 5.1. Electron di↵erence density distributions between NESC-TPSS-D3 scalar rel-
ativistic density and the non-relativistic density plotted for an electron density of 0.0015
e/Bohr3. Blue regions indicate an increase in the electron density, red regions a decrease
relative to the non-relativistic density.
Relativistic contraction of 5s and 5p in I2 leads to a depletion of electron density far from
the nuclei (in red) and an increase of electron density close to the nuclei (in blue), thus it
leads to a more compact (less polarizable) electron density at the I2. At the metal center it
is possible to see that relativistic e↵ects increase substantially from Cu to Ag to Au, with
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negligible e↵ects for Cu. Due to the 4d (Ag) and 5d (Au) expansion, electrons density close
to Au (in red) is shifted to an outer region (in blue) increasing the polarizability of Au.
5.3. Summary of results
In this work (Paper III) we presented for the first time a quantitative description of the
intrinsic strength of XBs with metal centers based on local stretching force constants and
the analysis of binding energies, geometric parameters, electron and energy distributions,
and electrostatic potentials. All of these quantities were calculated using NESC to obtain
an accurate description of scalar relativistic e↵ects. The following conclusions were reached:
Small changes in the halogen, halogen donor, metal center, and its substituents can lead
to changes in the nature of the XBs, which varies from classical XB, to non-classical 3c-4e
bonds (NC and i-NC), and finally to covalent metal-halogen bonds (i-XB-M). The change
in the bond type from XB to i-XB-M is accompanied by an increase in the strength and
covalent character of the halogen-metal interaction and by a decrease in the strength of the
halogen-donor (YX) bond. Gold is able to form stronger XBs than Cu and Ag due to the
better availability of lp(Au), which is a result of the scalar relativistic contraction of 6s and
expansion of 5d orbitals.
XBs with metal centers share several common features with the XBs involving main ele-
ments (chapter 3 and 4; papers I and II). In both cases, halotrifluoromethanes form weaker
and less covalent XBs compared to dihalogens and interhalogens. This is due to the lower
electronegativity of carbon compared to the halogens. Another common feature is the un-
usual strength trend found for the complexes formed by dimethylaurates and trimethylphos-
phines with dihalogens and interhalogens. In these complexes, the less polarizable interhalo-
gen FCl forms a stronger interaction than the more polarizable FI. Similarly Cl2 establishes
a stronger bond than I2. The reason for the stronger Cl-metal and Cl-P bond in these com-
plexes is due the lower electronegativity of Cl compared to I, resulting in lower  (YX) and
 ?(YX) orbital energies and a stronger lp- ?(YX) charge transfer. These complexes already
have strong covalent character and are better described as 3c-4e nonclassical bonds.
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Although extreme values of the electrostatic potential in the monomers showed only a
limited qualitative correlation with the XB strength, they correctly showed that Au(CH3)
–
2




2 , and that AuF
–
2 is a
better halogen acceptor than AuCl –2 . Future work should focus on possible ways to control
the oxidative addition of dihalogens to planar transition metal pincer complexes. Since
the halogen-halogen and metal-halogen bonds are very sensitive to small changes in the
metal ligands, oxidative addition of a dihalogen to metal centers could be facilitated, for
example, by small modification of metal pincer complexes. Another topic to be explored is
the possibility of forming long strands where a halogen donor such as diiodo-acetylene or
1,4-diiodobenzene interact by frontside and backside of a planar transition metal complex,





Similar to halogen bonding (XB), chalcogen bonding (ChB) is defined as an attractive
interaction between the electrophilic region of a chalcogen atom (E = S, Se, Te) and a
nucleophilic region in another, or the same, molecule [8]. The ChB complex is denoted by
X(Y)E· · ·ARn, where E· · ·A is the ChB, X is the chalcogen substituent collinear to the ChB,
Y is the substituent orthogonal to the ChB, ARn is the chalcogen acceptor.
Since chalcogens are well known to have a rich chemistry [84] and to play an important
role in biochemical [9, 85–87] and material science [8, 88–91], we decided to investigate in
detail the bonding mechanism of the ChB and to compare it with XB. For this purpose, a
set of one hundred di↵erent ChB systems including neutral, cationic, anionic, and sp3 and
sp2 hybridized chalcogens were analyzed. Di↵erent from our previous investigations on XB,
in this study we shifted our focus from describing the major electronic e↵ects related to
ChB to the identification of the essential e↵ects required to explain the ChB geometry and
strength dependence with the chalcogen atoms (sp3 and sp2 hybridized), the substituents
X and Y, and the chalcogen acceptor ARn. A new type of ChB is found and strategies to
obtain new material based on ChB are described.
6.2. Chalcogen bonding mechanism
The ChB mechanism has both electrostatic and covalent parts, similar to the XB mech-
anism (described on chapter 3 and papers I and II), but with few important di↵erences.
First, the electrostatic potential of a sp3 chalcogen can have two  -holes, one collinear to
the Y-E bond and the other collinear to the X-E bond. In the case of a sp2 chalcogen the
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 -hole is still collinear to the X-E double bond. Second, the covalent part of the ChB is
related to two di↵erent charge transfer mechanisms, which depend on the hybridization of
the chalcogen. Charge transfer occurs either from the lone pair A (lp(A)) to the  ?(EX)
orbital of an sp3 chalcogen or to the ⇡?(EX) orbital of an sp2 chalcogen. Both covalent and
electrostatic contributions are maximized when X is the most electronegative substituent.
A slightly di↵erent bonding mechanism is found for the symmetric homodimer complexes
(F(H)E)2. In these complexes both monomers donate and accept charge via the lp(E’) !
 ?(EX) and the lp(E) !  ?(E’X) charge transfer mechanisms. To maximize the lp(E’)-
 ?(EX) and lp(E)- ?(E’X) orbital overlaps and minimize the lp(E’)-lp(E) exchage-repulsion,
the monomers adopt a skewed conformation. The stronger covalent contribution of these
interactions compensates for the weaker electrostatic attraction resulted from the poorer
alignment between the positive electrostatic potential in the X-E  -hole and the negative
electrostatic potential in the lp(E’) region. We found that a symmetric homodimer can also
be held by the charge transfer from the lp(E’) to the ⇡?(EX) orbital as in (FNTe)2 (Figure
6.1). The binding energy of (FNTe)2 is 7.9 kcal/mol and the bond strength order (BSO) is




Figure 6.1. Frontier molecular orbitals of FNTe.
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6.3. Electrostatic versus covalent contributions
Di↵erent from sp3 chalcogen donors, where the  -hole and the lowest unoccupied molec-
ular orbital ( ?(EX)) are collinear, in sp2 chalcogens the  -hole is still collinear to the EX
double bond (Figure 6.2 a) but the lowest unoccupied orbital (⇡?(EX)) is orthogonal to the
 -hole (Figure 6.2). Because of this, the charge transfer and electrostatic contributions are
maximized for di↵erent geometries. As a result, weak electrostatic complexes adopt di↵erent
geometries compared to stronger and partially covalent complexes. The former lead to close




Figure 6.2. Electrostatic potential of F2CSe plotted on the 0.001 e/Bohr
3 electron density
surface (a) Lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of F2CSe (b) F2CSe···NH3 (c)
F2CSe···Cl– (d).
6.4. Summary of results
We found that the ChB strength systematically increases with:
1. The polarizability of the chalcogen atom (E = S < Se < Te). Te is more easily
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polarized by the substituents X and Y than the other chalcogens, leading to a more
positive electrostatic potential at the  -hole.
2. The decrease in the electronegativity of the acceptor heteroatom A (A = F < O < N).
Nitrogen has a more negative electrostatic potential at the lp(N) region and is also a
better electron donor than other heteroatoms of the second period.
3. Increased electronegativity of X (X = CF3 < NF2 < OF < F). The higher electroneg-
ativity of F leads to a  ?(FE) orbital which is lower in energy (closer to the  ?(XE)),
thus increasing lp(A)! ?(XE) charge transfer. The stronger polarizing power of X
also leads to a more positive electrostatic potential at the  -hole.
4. Electron withdrawing capability of Y (Y = CH3 < CF2H < CF3 < CN). A stronger
electron withdrawing substituent Y leads to a more positive electrostatic potential at
E.
5. Lower exchange repulsion between lp(A) and Y. A stronger ChB is found by rotating
CH3, CF2H, and CF3 to positions where the exchange repulsion between lp(A) and
Y is minimized.
6. Electron donor ability of the chalcogen acceptor (ARm = P(CH3)3 > N(CH3)3 >
As(CH3)3). The lp(P) orbital in the trimethylphosphine has a higher energy than the
lp(N) and is not as di↵use as lp(As).
The binding energy ( E) of neutral ChB complexes were found to reach up to 28.0
kcal/mol for F(PMe2)Te)2, a complex where two ChBs are simultaneously formed, whereas
charged complexes could reach  E values up to 47.5 kcal/mol. The ChB strength depends
mostly on the chalcogen donor, the chalcogen, and the X ligand collinear to the ChB. Even
though the Y ligand has a smaller impact on the ChB, it can still be used to fine tune the
strength of the interaction. In general, ChB involves a smaller charge transfer and has a
lower 3c-4e bond character compared to XB. The lower covalent character of ChBs is due to
the lower electronegativity of chalcogens compared to halogens, and also due to the slightly
bent X-E-A angle of these complexes, which results in a less e↵ective lp(A)- ?(XE) overlap.
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6.5. Strategies for the design of new materials
Based on the analysis of strength trends, we concluded that an e cient strategy for the
development of new ChB materials is the use of monomers that can make multiple ChBs,
such as 1,2,5-telluradiazoles. This can be improved by fusing ring structures and increasing
the number of possible ChBs.
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Chapter 7
NONCOVALENT INTERACTIONS INVOLVING HALOGENS, CHALCOGENS AND
PNICOGENS
7.1. Introduction
Halogen· · ·halogen interactions, commonly found on crystallographic structures, are usu-
ally associated with two types of conformations (Figure 7.1). The halogen· · ·halogen type
I conformation is characterized by angles of approximately the same magnitude between
the X and Y halogens and their substituents W and Z, whereas type II conformation is
characterized by a close to linear angle between the intermolecular interaction and the sub-
stituent W and a close to right angle between the substituent Z and the intermolecular
interaction. An inspection of complexes commonly discussed in the literature showed that
complexes involving chalcogen· · ·chalcogen and pnicogen· · ·pnicogen interactions also adopt
two conformations (Figure 7.1). Despite the clear similarities between these complexes, no
comparisons based on type I and II conformations were attempted. Moreover, complexes
involving a pnicogen· · ·chalcogen interaction were also found in two di↵erent conformations,
which closely resemble type I and II. These observations, together with our previous expe-
rience on halogen bonds (XBs) and chalcogen bonds (ChBs), let us to hypothesize that a
general conformational based description of the bonding mechanism of noncovalent interac-
tions of halogens, chalcogens, and pnicogens was feasible.
7.2. Summary of results
To confirm our hypothesis, high accuracy CCSD(T) calculations were done for 32 weak
noncovalent interactions (  E < 10kcal/mol) involving halogens, chalcogens, and pnicogens.
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Figure 7.1. The two common conformations found for halogen· · ·halogen,
chalcogen· · ·chalcogen, and pnicogen· · ·pnicogen interactions.
simple orbital diagram (paper V), which depends only on the conformation adopted by the
complex. Type I complexes adopt a skewed conformation allowing both monomers to donate
and receive electron charge via two charge transfer mechanisms, while minimizing lone pair
repulsion between the heteroatoms involved. In type II conformation each monomer acts as
an electron donor or electron acceptor, resulting in a head on interaction between the lone
pair of the nucleophile and a  ? orbital of the electrophile. These interactions also have
an electrostatic component. In type II complexes the positive electrostatic potential in the
 -hole region of a halogen, chalcogen, or pnicogen faces the negative electrostatic potential
in the lone pairs of the nucleophile. Electrostatics play a smaller role in type I complexes,
since the  -hole of one monomer does not face the lone pairs of the other monomer. Orbitals
involved in the charge transfer mechanisms of type I and II are depicted for FCl· · ·ClF
complex on Figure 7.2, together with the electrostatic potential of the unperturbed monomer.
Although most complexes of type I are held by charge transfer contributions, electro-
static contributions are still important. An example is the (FH2N)2 complex, where the
electrostatic attraction between the lone pairs of the nitrogen of one monomer and the pos-
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Electrostatic potential:
Figure 7.2. Charge transfer and electrostatic attraction in type I and II conformations of
(FCl2)2
interaction. Noteworthy is that type I interactions are not restricted to homodimers. As
long as the monomers have compatible orbital energies and sizable overlap between the lone
pair and the  ? orbitals, heterodimers of type I can be formed. An interesting example is the
complex FHS···PH2F which has three di↵erent minima involving. Two minima refer to type
II conformations, one with a ChB and the other with a pnicogen bond (PnB), and the third
minimum has a type I conformation held by an admixture of a pnicogen and a chalcogen
bond. Type I interactions can be easily distinguished from type II by an analysis of the
di↵erence density, such as the ones shown in Figure 7.3 for the three minima of FHS···PH2F.
Type II complexes are characterized by a spherical shaped increase of electron density in the
intermonomer region (in blue), whereas, in type I complexes the electron density increase
adopts an elongated shape (prolate) due the two charger transfer mechanisms involved.
This study brought also a better understanding of the strength dependence of the various
complexes studied. In our previous study on XBs covering only type II interaction (paper I),





Figure 7.3. Electrostatic potential of F2CSe plotted on the 0.001 e/Bohr
3 electron density
surface (a) Lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of F2CSe (b) F2CSe···NH3 (c)
F2CSe···Cl– (d).
actions follow the opposite strength trends; PnBs are found to be stronger than comparable
ChBs or XBs. We also measured the angular distortion sensitivity by stepwise bending the
noncovalent interactions of seven complexes. The type I conformation of XBs complexes was
found to be a point of maximum energy in the potential energy surface (confirmed by the
existence of one imaginary frequency associated with a bending vibrational mode) if these
complexes are bent to a type II conformation a point of minimum energy is found. There is
a small energy di↵erence between type I and type II XBs (inferior to 1 kcal/mol), which can
be easily overcome by crystal packing forces. This is the reason why both type I and type
II halogen· · ·halogen contacts are observed in crystal structures. On the other hand, type
I pnicogen and chalcogen homodimers are minimum points in the potential energy surface
and no stable type II complexes are found. In general, the angular sensitivity of type I and
II increases with the strength and covalent character of the interaction.
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Chapter 8
 -AROMATICITY IN SMALL GOLD CLUSTERS
8.1. Introduction
Small gold clusters have been the subject of intense research due to their unique catalytic,
electronic and optical properties [92–96], which can be controlled by changing the number of
gold atoms, the shape of the cluster, the support, and additives used [93–95,97]. Compared
to the lighter congeners (Ag and Cu), Au is able to form relatively short and strong bonds,
which is due to the strong scalar relativistic contraction of the 6s orbital and expansion of the
5d orbitals of Au [98, 99]. In this work, we propose a simple structural principle to explain
the preferred planar geometry of small gold clusters (Aum; m < 8) based on the aggregation
of Au3 three membered ring units (3-rings). The 3-rings structure is stabilized due to  -
aromaticity, i.e., the (3c-2e) delocalization of  -electrons in the surface of the 3-rings. Apart
from this the Au6 cluster was compared with the valence isoelectronic Au5Zn
+ cluster, a
potential  -aromatic cluster. [100]
8.2. Assessement of  -aromaticity
Although aromaticity cannot be directly measured, it manifests in di↵erent molecular
properties:
Energy-based properties: The electron deficient cation Au +3 forms a stable equilateral
triangle structure of D3h symmetry, where the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
is the fully delocalized (a1’-symmetrical) 3c orbital formed by the bonding combination of
the 6s orbitals of the Au atoms. Hence, Au +3 can be considered to be a  -aromatic 2e
system (Figure 8.1). The addition of an electron to this system leads to the Jahn-Teller
unstable Au3(3e), which distorts from the D3h cyclic symmetry to an acyclic C2v symmetry
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to regain stability(Figure 8.1). Compared to Au +3 (2e), the Au3(3e) system is considerably
less stable as is shown by its lower atomization energy (AE = 127.6 compared to 73.3
kcal/mol). Furthermore if the normalized atomization energies (NAE = AE/N, where N
is the number of Au atoms) of the cyclic and polycyclic Aum clusters Au
+
3 , Au4 (D2h),
Au5, Au6, and Au7 are compared to the NAE of the acyclic clusters Au2 and Au4 (C2h),
it becomes clear that the formation of 3-ring structures similar to the one in Au +3 grants








Figure 8.1. Comparison of the geometry of the Jahn Teller unstable Au3 (D3h symmetry),
stable Au3 (Cs symmetry), and Au
2+
3 (D3h symmetry). Distances in A˚ and number of
valence electrons in parenthesis.
Magnetic proterties: Nucleus-independent chemical shifts calculated at 1 A˚ above the
rings centroid (NICS(1)), indicate the existence of a diatropic ring current characteristic
of an aromatic system. Au +3 has the most negative NICS(1) in line with its optimal 2e
delocalization. For the 3-rings in Au5, Au6 and Au7 the delocalization decreases with the
number of shared edges of each 3-ring, suggesting a decrease of aromatic  -delocalization in
the inner rings.
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Vibrational properties: The local stretching force constant (ka) of Au-Au bonds in the
classical 2c-2e bond of Au2 and in the 3c-2e bonds of Au
+
3 were used to derive a relative
bond strength order (BSO) and an aromaticity index (AI). The latter was obtained by
extending the definition of Cremer and co-workers originally defined for ⇡-aromatic ring
systems to describe  -aromaticity in Aum clusters. For this purpose, an AI = 1 is chosen to
indicate the fully delocalized 3-ring system in Au +3 , whereas values inferior to 1 indicate a
decrease in  -delocalization and an AI = 0 is chosen to indicate the classical 2c-2e covalent
bond found in Au2. The AI description was complemented with the estimation of electron
deficiency of each 3-ring unit, obtained by rescaling BSO values so that the sum of all BSO of
a given Aum cluster adds up to the total number of electrons. The electron counting of each
3-ring is given by dividing the rescaled BSO values of bonds shared between two 3-ring units
by two and then summing up the three rescaled BSO values referent to each Au-Au bond
in a specific 3-ring unit. The electron counting from rescaled BSO values and the AI values
show that outer 3-ring units have both stronger  -delocalization and an electron counting
closer to 2e (similar to Au +3 ), whereas inner 3-ring units tend to have lower AI values and
to be more electron deficient. This is in line with NICS(1) values.
Electron density proterties: Surface delocalization was calculated from the ratio of the
density at the ring critical point (⇢(RCP)) by the magnitude of the laplacian at the direc-
tion orthogonal to the ring plane (r2⇢(z)) using the formula: ⌘ = |⇢(RCP )/r2⇢(z)|. A
larger ⌘ value indicates electron localization, whereas a lower ⌘ accompanied by a more neg-
ative r2⇢(z) indicates stronger surface delocalization. The decrease in surface delocalization
agreed qualitatively with NICS(1) and AI values.
Aromaticity in Au5Zn
+ cluster: We confirmed that the molecule Au5Zn
+ is also sta-
bilized by  -delocalization. Both the large AI and the negative NICS(1) values confirm the
strong delocalization character of Au5Zn
+. Furthermore, the Au-Zn bonds in this cation
are shorter and stronger than the Au-Au bonds in the valence isoelectronic Au6 molecules
(Figure 8.2). This is a result of the higher electronegativity of Zn as well as the positive
charge of the complex, thus leading to a more stable structure (NAE = 49.4 compared to
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Figure 8.2. Comparison of the geometry of Au6 (D3h symmetry) and Au5Zn
+(C2V symme-
try). Bond distances are given in A˚ .
8.3. Summary of results
The most stable Aum planar structures are the ones able to form the largest number of
3-ring units with dominant 3-center 2-electron character (as it is in Au +3 ). The di↵erent
types of properties analyzed led to di↵erent manifestations of aromaticity. Energy properties
reveal the impact of aromaticity on the stability of the cluster in an unspecific way. There-
fore, other properties are required to better comprehend the electronic changes responsible
for this stabilization. Magnetic properties help to elucidate the aromatic character of each
3-ring unit. However NICS(1) is a hypersensitive measure of magnetic anisotropy and po-
tential orbital current and can only give qualitative insight on the higher aromaticity of the
outer 3-ring units compared to the inner units. Vibrational properties combined with the
analysis of atomic charge and contrasted with local properties of the electron density provide
detailed and reliable quantitative description of 3-ring  -aromaticity and surface delocaliza-
tion. Future studies should use the principles described here to elucidate the stability of
larger gold clusters and also to investigate whether these principles could be generalized to
describe di↵erent metal clusters.
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Chapter 9
CONCLUSION, OUTLOOK AND CONTRIBUTION ACCOUNT
Conclusions: For the first time, the strength of more than 300 noncovalent interactions,
including halogen, chalcogen, and pnicogen bonds in neutral, cationic, and anionic systems
was determined quantitatively utilizing local stretching force constants, which measure the
strength of a bond without changing its electronic structure. The stretching force constant
can be directly related to measured or calculated frequencies. This analysis was comple-
mented by the investigation of binding energies, geometries, NBO charges, charge transfer
values, dipole moments, electrostatic potentials, electron and energy density distributions,
di↵erence density distributions. As a result, a detailed description of the many electronic
e↵ects responsible for the strength of these noncovalent interactions was obtained. Leading
to important new insights, and to the following conclusions:
1. Halogen bonds are highly tunable interactions. By varying the polarizability of the
halogen, the polarity of the halogen donor bond and the electron donor ability of the
Lewis base, binding energies ranging from 1 to 45 kcal/mol are obtained. Halogen
bonds can be stronger than hydrogen chalcogen and pnicogen bonds for both neutral
and charged complexes.
2. Halogen, chalcogen and pnicogen bonds are found to vary from weak electrostatic to
strong and covalent. The strength of these interactions increases in a way that three-
center four-electron bonding becomes possible.
3. The covalent character of halogen, chalcogen, and pnicogen bonds is usually charac-
terized by the charge transfer from the lone pair of the heteroatom of a Lewis base to
the  ?(YX) orbital, X is a halogen, chalcogen or pnicogen and Y is a substituent cova-
lently bond to X. However, in sp2 hybridized chalcogens the charge transfer involves a
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⇡?(YX) orbital instead of a  ?(YX). A new type of chalcogen bonded homodimer was
found by exploring the charge transfer mechanism characteristic of sp2 chalcogens.
4. Halogen bonds formed with metal halogen acceptor are found to be sensitive to small
changes in the electronic structure of the complex. Di↵erent substituent at the halogen
donor or acceptor can make the metal-halogen interaction changes from a typical halo-
gen bond into a nonclassical 3c-4e bonding, or even into a metal-halide bond. Scalar
relativistic expansion of d orbitals of gold favors the formation of stronger halogen
bonds. This is also likely to occur for Pt and Ir complexes.
5. A bonding mechanism based on the two most common conformations adopted halo-
gen, chalcogen and pnicogen bonded complex was derived. This mechanism correctly
predicts the possible formation of noncovalent interactions that are neither chalcogen
bonds or pnicogen bonds but an admixture of both bond types.
6. The intrinsic strength of a series of noncovalent interactions, given by ka or BSO
values, was related to other quantities, such as interatomic distances, binding energies,
interaction energies, energy and electron density values at the electron density critical
point, and electrostatic potentials [5, 33, 35, 36]. Qualitative correlations are observed
only for a small set of similar complexes. If a diverse set of complexes is considered, the
correlations become much too scattered. Although these quantities are useful to discuss
specific electronic e↵ects, they do not reflect the intrinsic strength of the noncovalent
interactions.
7. Based on the systematic study of more than three hundred XB, ChB, and PnB com-
plexes described in this thesis, a general protocol for the analysis of noncovalent inter-
actions was formulated (chapter 2). This protocol not only systematizes the analysis
of the strength and nature of noncovalent interactions but also facilitates the identifi-
cation of electronic e↵ects that contributes to their strength.
In addition to the study of noncovalent interactions, we also investigated the stability
of small planar gold clusters. In this study we derived a new quantitative parameter to
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measure  -delocalization in metal clusters by extended the definition of Cremer and co-
workers aromaticity index (AI) [31, 32]. We also suggested a general building principle
to explain the preferred conformation adopted by small planar gold cluster based on the
formation of the structure with the highest number of Au3 subunits with dominant 3c-2e
character.
Impact of this study: The new insights presented on this thesis, and the results presented
on papers I-VI are expected to have a positive impact on:
1. The understanding of the role of electrostatic and covalent contributions involved in
the formation of various types of noncovalent interactions and how the strength of
these interactions can be fine tuned.
2. Development of new halogen, chalcogen, pnicogen bonded materials. The detailed anal-
ysis of the strength of noncovalent interactions presented on papers I-V can contribute
to a more rational design of new materials held by stronger noncovalent interactions.
The new type of interaction describe on paper IV can also lead to novel material with
unique electronic and structural features.
3. Strategies for the design of novel materials. The bonding mechanism derived on paper
V, not only leads to a more general description of di↵erent types of noncovalent inter-
actions formed by halogen, chalcogen, and pnicogen atoms but can also be exploited
for a conformationally driven design of new materials.
4. The development of more reliable DFTs and force field parameters. These can take
advantage of the high accurate data provided on papers I and V and the large and
systematic amount of data on halogen and chalcogen bonds provided on paper II, IV.
5. Experimental detection of noncovalent interactions. On paper I, II and IV, the normal
vibrational frequencies with the highest local stretching character are provided to help
experimentalist identifing the peaks associated to these noncovalent interaction in the
experimental vibrational spectra. These can only be measured by modern spectroscopic
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methods such as depolarized Raman scattering and Terahertz spectroscopy, which can
measure vibrational frequencies down to 50 cm 1.
6. The understanding of the role of  -delocalization in the formation of stable metal
clusters.
Future perspectives: In addition to the suggestions of new materials provided at the end
of chapters 4, 5, and 6. Future studies should use the protocol proposed on chapter 2 to
investigate tetrel bonds [101], aerogen bonds [102], aurophilic interactions [103], beryllium
and magnesium bonds [104, 105], agostic and anagostic interactions [106], and cation-⇡ in-
teractions [107]. A detailed description of these noncovalent interactions could lead to the
development of new materials, better catalysts, new insight on biochemical processes, im-
proved parameters for molecular mechanic force fields, and to a general understanding of
noncovalent interactions. The protocol discussed on chapter 2, together with the analysis
of 3c-4e character of a bond could also be used to investigate hypervalent iodine reagents,
which can lead to the development of improved oxidizing agents. Future studies should also
investigate cooperative, e↵ects in noncovalent interactions. In our studies we saw that a
secondary hydrogren bond could enhance the strength of the halogen bond in FCl···NH2OH
and FCl···PH2OH complex. Similar e↵ects are found in other systems. Cooperative e↵ects
are found also in halogen, chalcon, pnicogen bonded polymers [108]. The local stretching
force constant is an ideal tool to investigate how the intrinsic strength of these noncovalent
interactions changes as the size of the polymer increases.
Ongoing projects: Currently, three projects are still being pursued (most calculations are
finished and a manuscript for each project is being prepared): i) The oxidative addition of
dihalogens to 16 d8 transition metal pincer complexes are being analyzed. ii) The strength
and 3c-4e bond character in 36 hypervalent iodine complexes are being analyzed. iii) The
strength of agostic bonds, involving early (Ti, Zr, Hf) and late transition metals (Co, Rh,
Ir, Ni, Pd, Pt) in 46 complexes are being investigated.
Contribution account: All calculations, tables and figures reported on papers I - VI were
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done by me. The only exceptions are the NICS, ELF, and energy gap values and the figures
and tables related to these properties on paper VI. I also draft the manuscript of papers I - V,
and on paper VI, I helped with part of the discussion of the results related to energy-based,
vibrational, and electron density properties.
Calculations done: During this thesis a total of 17,670 single calculations were performed,
which added up to a total CPU-time of approximately 147.8 CPU years (time required to
run all calculations sequentially in a single-core CPU). These calculations involved the study
of about 685 di↵erent molecular systems. This work also involved the use of 13 di↵erent
software packages and a variety of di↵erent quantum mechanical methods as follows:
Highly accurate CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ [109–111] calculations of energies, geometries
and harmonic frequencies of 76 di↵erent complexes, plus 38 monomers were carried out with
CFOUR [112] (papers I and V). In addition, single-point energies necessary for the calculation
of binding energies involving 315 complexes, plus 145 monomers were done at CCSD(T)/aug-
cc-pVTZ level utilizing CFOUR, Gaussian [113] , and MolPro [114] softwares. The 8 largest
complexes of paper II was calculated with DLPNO-CCSD(T) [66, 67] approximation on
ORCA [115] software. Less computationally demanding DFT and MP2 [116] calculations
were carried out in Gaussian 09. These comprises the calculation of energies, geometries and
frequencies of more than 330 complexes.
A series of exchange-correlation functionals were tested to guide our choice of the most
appropriated functional for each study (paper II - IV): i) for noncovalent interactions !B97X
[117, 118], !B97XD, M06-2X [119], B3LYPD [120, 121] and B2PLYPD [122] were tested.
ii) for studies involving Au and other metals !B97XD, M06-2X, M06 [119], PBE [123],
TPSS [124] and B3LYP were tested. All DFT calculation were done with an ultrafine or
superfine integration grid [125]. Calculations involving relativistic atom (I, At, Te, Sn, Au)
were carried out with relativistic e↵ect core potentials [126–128] (ECPs) in papers II, IV
and VI. In paper III, we utilized, for the first time, the normalized elimination of the small
component (NESC) [34], an all-electron Diract-exact relativistic method, for the study of
halogen bonds. This comprised of 29 metal halogen bonded complexes. Although ECPs
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can give qualitatively correct energetic and vibrational properties for these complexes, the
calculation of di↵erence densities to evaluate relativistic e↵ects required the NESC method.
Molecular properties investigated: Several other software packages were employed for
the calculation of molecular properties. Local vibrational mode analysis was carried out
with COLOGNE [129], natural bond orbital analysis was done with NBO 6 [60]. Topological
electronic density analysis was done with AIMAll [130] and Multiwfn [131]. Electron densities
and electrostatic potentials were generated with Multiwfn. Energy decomposition utilizing
symmetry-adapted perturbation theory [55] (SAPT) was done in MolPro. The Molden2AIM
script [132], was used to transform the molecular wavefunctions written in MOLDEN file
format obtained from CFOUR into WFN file format. Electron di↵erence density plots were
generated with Chimera [133] and VMD [134], Hartree-Fock orbitals and natural localized
molecular orbital (NLMOs) were plotted with Avogadro [135], and electrostatic potentials
were mapped onto electron density surfaces with Gaussview.
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The intrinsic strength of the halogen bond:
electrostatic and covalent contributions described
by coupled cluster theory†
Vytor Oliveira, Elfi Kraka and Dieter Cremer*
36 halogen-bonded complexes YX! ! !ARm (X: F, Cl, Br; Y: donor group; ARm acceptor group) have been
investigated at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. Binding energies, geometries, NBO charges,
charge transfer, dipole moments, electrostatic potential, electron and energy density distributions,
diﬀerence density distributions, vibrational frequencies, local stretching and bending force constants,
and relative bond strength orders n have been calculated and used to order the halogen bonds
according to their intrinsic strength. Halogen bonding is found to arise from electrostatic and strong
covalent contributions. It can be strengthened by H-bonding or lone pair delocalization. The covalent
character of a halogen bond increases in the way 3c-4e (three-center-four-electron) bonding becomes
possible. One can characterize halogen bonds by their percentage of 3c-4e bonding. FCl–phosphine
complexes can form relatively strong halogen bonds provided electronegative substituents increase the
covalent contributions in form of 3c-4e halogen bonding. Binding energies between 1 and 45 kcal mol"1 are
calculated, which reflects the large variety in halogen bonding.
1 Introduction
Halogen bonding (XB; in the following also used for halogen
bond and halogen-bonded) is a non-covalent interaction formed
between an electrophilic halogen atom X in XY (dihalogens,
interhalogens; or halogenated molecules) and a nucleophilic
heteroatom A (i.e. A with lone-pair (lp) electrons) where XB can
take place in the gas phase, solution, or the solid state. Due to its
unique features, XB is increasingly used in medicinal,1–3 supra-
molecular, and materials chemistry,4–10 apart from its role in
structural chemistry,11–14 synthesis8,15,16 or catalysis.14,16,17 There-
fore, XB has been the topic of several recent reviews.2,5,10,13,16,18–22
In this connection, the excellent review by Metrangolo and
co-workers10 and the earlier work of these authors on XB23–25
deserves special attention. XB was already observed 200 years
ago10 and ever since played some role in synthetic chemistry.10
However, its nature was only understood in the last two decades
when quantum chemical studies focused on XB.20,26–36 It became
soon clear that high-accuracy quantum chemical methods are
needed to reliably describe XB, especially when involving fluorine.
Nevertheless, the number of high accuracy studies on XB is still
limited.33–40
Karpfen36 analyzed XBs between X2 or XY (F2, Cl2, Br2, ClF,
BrCl) and NH3 utilizing CCSD(T). He found that binding
energies do not follow the trends in the XY dipole moments
or XY polarizabilities. Legon33 and Hill and Hu35 performed
CCSD(T)-F12 calculations pointing out the relationship between
various complex properties and the complex binding energy. Hiberty
and co-workers37 compared the bonding features of trihalides
X3
" (X = F, Cl, Br, I) utilizing valence bond and CCSD(T) theory.
Other authors carried out benchmark calculations on neutral
and charged XB-complexes at the CCSD(T)/CBS (complete basis
set limit) level to obtain reliable XB distances, binding energies
and interaction energies (complex binding energies for frozen
geometries of the monomers).32,34,38,41
Other quantum chemical investigations on XBwere based on less
accurate methods such as DFT (density functional theory),38,41–48
or second order Møller–Plesset perturbation theory.12,49–59
Symmetry-adapted perturbation theory15,51,57,60–64 or other
energy decomposition methods52,54,64 were used to partition the
XB binding energy into electrostatic, exchange, dispersion, etc.
contributions. Since the nature of XB is reflected by the charges of
the atoms involved (A and X), the charge transfer from RmA to XY,
charge polarization of the monomers, the electron density dis-
tribution r(r), its Laplacian, the energy density distribution H(r),
or the electrostatic potential V(r) were analyzed.44,50,51,53,55,62,65–74
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XB should lead to a change in the covalent bond XY.
Jemmis75,76 analyzed changes in the XY distances to explained
red/blue-shifted XB-complexes. XY elongation occurs due to
the lone pairs of the acceptor atom lp(A) been donated to the
antibonding orbital s*(XY), whereas XY shortening occurs due to
a negative hyperconjugation mechanism. Del Bene and co-workers
have investigated the spin–spin coupling constants affected by
XB.49,56,77
A comparison of XB with other non-covalent interactions
was carried out by several authors.12,46,78–83 For example, Mo
and co-workers82 used BLWs (Block-Localized Wavefunctions) to
analyze the directionality of non-covalent interactions for halogen,
pnicogen, and chalcogen bonding. Scheiner,80 as well as Elguero
and co-workers,78 reviewed the similarities and differences
between halogen, chalcogen, pnicogen, and hydrogen bonding.
Grabowski79 compared the mechanism of hydrogen with halogen
bonding.
XB is characterized by three common features: (i) the
distance X! ! !A between halogen X and nucleophile (Lewis
base) A is shorter than the sum of the van der Waals radii.
(ii) The covalent XY distance in the XB complex tends to be
longer than in the monomer XY (for exceptions, see Section 3).
(iii) The angle YXA is close to 1801.10 These structural features
are electronically related to an interplay of electrostatic and
covalent interactions, which results in the strength, tunability,
and amphoteric character of XB. The anisotropy of the electron
density distribution at X in a singly bonded X–Y causes unique
electrostatic features as reflected by a s-hole (positive electro-
static potential V in the non-bonded direction)84–86 that is
surrounded in the p-direction by a belt of negative charge
(negative V). For a s-hole, the electron density distribution is
tightly bonded to the nucleus X so that a nucleophile A with an
into space extending lp can dock with the tail density of the lp
into the s-hole of halogen X.84–86 The s-hole and the electro-
static attraction should increase with the atomic number of X in
the series Fo Clo Bro Io At where F2 should be the weakest
halogen donor in complexes XX! ! !ARm.10 p-Systems such as
benzene can also function as a Lewis base (instead of a
heteroatom) and interact with an electrophilic halogen via
XB.10,87,88
Despite the many investigations of XB carried out so far,
there is no quantitative assessment of the XB bond strength.
Complex binding energies and interaction energies can provide
only a qualitative insight as they include, besides the intrinsic
XB strength, all changes in the monomers upon dissociation of
a XB dimer. A quantitative and reliable strength parameter is
the local XB stretching force constant ka that probes the
intrinsic strength of the XB without changing the electronic
structure of the complex as the force constant always refers to
an infinitesimally small change in the complex geometry.89 In
general, a stretching force constant (derived, e.g., from the normal
mode frequencies or directly from the Hessian of the energy)
cannot be used for this purpose as it is always contaminated by
mode–mode coupling.89–91 However, force constants of the local
vibrational modes, which are derived from the mass-decoupled
Wilson equation91,92 of vibrational spectroscopy, are no longer
flawed by mode–mode coupling and provide a reliable measure of
the intrinsic bond strength.89,93–96 Using local vibrational
modes calculated with CCSD(T)97 as an accurate quantum
chemical tool, we will for the first time provide reliable data
on the intrinsic strength of XB. In this connection, we will
pursue the following objectives and provide answers to the
following questions.
(i) The intrinsic bond strength of XB varies. How large can
this variation be and how does it depend on donor and
acceptor of the XB complex? (ii) What bonding mechanism
is responsible for the strength XB? When do electrostatic
and when do covalent interactions dominate the bonding
mechanism? Can the s-hole attraction mechanism rationalize
the intrinsic strength of XB? (iii) Is the XY bond strength
related to the XB strength so that the latter can be anticipated
by the former? (iv) Does the YXA bending force constant reflect
the XB strength? (v) How does the negative charge of an anion
change the strength of a XB? (vi) In the case of the trihalides
[Y! ! !X! ! !Y]" (X, Y: halogen), one obtains ions, which are
valence isoelectronic with XeF2 and, therefore should be
characterized by 3c-4e (3-center-4-electron) bonding. These
ions should represent systems with covalent XBs. How can
one quantify the covalent character of these bonds and the
3c-4e bonding mechanism?
These questions will be answered by investigating 36
neutral and anionic halogen bonded complexes as well as
eight complexes with hydrogen, pnicogen, or chalcogen bond-
ing (Fig. 1). Apart from presenting an order of XB according to
its intrinsic strength, we will analyze the strength of the XB
using two models. The first is based on orbital theory and the
second on electron density theory. Whenever one uses a model
one has to point out its limitations in connection to the five
basic interactions determining the strength of XB: exchange
repulsion, covalent, electrostatic, inductive, and dispersion
interactions. Recently, Politzer and co-workers98–100 have put
forward the idea that non-covalent interactions such as XB
might be described purely on the basis of Coulomb inter-
actions, which have a physical basis. However, to learn about
the mechanistic details of non-covalent interactions it is
useful to refer to quantum chemical models. In this sense,
we will use orbital theory to describe the covalent interactions
between the monomers and single out the charge transfer
between specific orbitals of the monomers as a reflection of
these covalent interactions although part of this charge trans-
fer can be due to other than covalent interactions. In a similar
way, we will use the energy density to distinguish between
covalent and electrostatic interactions where the former will
include all interactions leading to stabilization and a negative
energy density whereas the latter lead to destabilization and a
positive energy density.
The results of this investigation will be presented in the
following way. In Section 2, we will shortly describe the quan-
tum chemical methods and tools used in this work. The nature
of the XB will be discussed in Section 3 where the focus is on
the role of the XB donor and acceptor. Also, we will investigate
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compare XB with other non-covalent bonds. In Section 4, we
will analyze how diﬀerent XB properties commonly used in the
literature reflect the strength of XB. Finally, in Section 5, we will
draw the conclusions of this investigation and provide an
outlook on how the results of this work can be used in the
future.
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2 Computational methods
The geometries of all complexes investigated were fully optimized
at the coupled cluster level using CCSD(T) (all single, double, and
perturbative triple excitations are included)97 and augmented
triple zeta basis sets aug-cc-pVTZ,101–103 which contain diffuse
basis functions to describe the charge distribution of hetero-
atoms or anions and the dispersion interactions in non-covalently
bonded complexes. For the geometry optimizations, a convergence
criterion of 10"7 Hartree Bohr"1 was used and for the SCF (self-
consistent field) iterations and the iterations of the CC amplitudes
a threshold of 10"9.
Each stationary point obtained in the geometry optimizations
was identified as a minimum with the help of the analytical
frequencies. The normal modes obtained by solving the Wilson
equation92 were used to calculate the local stretching modes
and their properties according to the procedures described by
Konkoli and Cremer.89–91,93 Apart from this, all normal modes
calculated were characterized in terms of local modes to identify
those with strong XB stretching or bending character.104
There is a one to one relationship between normal and local
vibrational modes,93 which implies that there are just six local
intermonomer vibrations. One of them is the local XB stretching
mode characterized by the local stretching frequency oa(XB) and
the local stretching force constant ka(XB). As was demonstrated
by Zou and Cremer, there is a direct relationship between the
local stretching force constant of a bond and its intrinsic
strength.105 Accordingly, the intrinsic strength of the XB was
determined by its ka(XB) value the analysis of which was simpli-
fied by converting local stretching force constants into bond
strength orders (BSOs) n(XB) according to
n = a(ka)b (1)
with a = 0.418 and b = 0.564. Eqn (1) is based on the generalized
Badger rule derived by Cremer and co-workers.96,106 Constants
a and b were determined by assuming an n value of 1.00 for the
FF bond in F2 and n = 0.50 for the 3c-4e bond in [F! ! !F! ! !F]",
which according to the Rundle–Pimentel model of bonding has
two electrons in a bonding and two electrons in a non-bonding
orbital. For ka = 0, an n value of zero was enforced.
Binding energies DE were calculated at the CCSD(T) level after
applying the counterpoise correction of Boys and Bernardi107 to
determine the corrections for the basis set superposition errors
(BSSE). The atomic charges and the charge transfer between the
monomers were calculated with the help of the NBO (natural
bond orbital) population analysis108 using CCSD(T) response
densities. Local properties of the electron density distribution,
r(r), and energy density distribution, H(r), were also computed
at the CCSD(T) level of theory. The Cremer–Kraka criteria for
covalent bonding were applied.109–111 These associate a stabilizing
energy density at the bond critical point rb (H(rb) = Hb o 0) with
dominating covalent character, whereas a destabilizing energy
density (Hb4 0) indicates bonding due to electrostatic interactions.
The electrostatic character of the interactions was also investigated
by using the maximum value of the electrostatic potential V(r) on
the van der Waals surface (modeled by the 0.001 e Bohr"3 electron
density surface) of the halogen donor monomers. The halogen
acceptor ability of a monomer ARm was assessed by calculating
the most negative value of V(r) in the lp(A) region (Table 2).
Beside calculating the charge transfer between the interacting
monomers, we also calculated the diﬀerence density distribution
Dr(r) = r(Complex,r) " r(Monomer1,r) " r(Monomer2,r), which
was determined and plotted for the complex enveloping surface
of an electron density distribution of 0.001 e Bohr"3. A positive
diﬀerence density in the XB region is an alternative measure for
its covalent character.
All local mode calculations were performed with COLOGNE-
2016.112 The CCSD(T) energy, energy gradient, and Hessian
were calculated with CFOUR.113 For the NBO analysis, NBO 6108
was used whereas the electron (energy) density distribution was
investigated with the program AIMAll.114 Correlated electron and
energy density distributions were analyzed with the programs
Molden2AIM, and MOLBO of Zou and co-workers.115 The CCSD(T)
electrostatic potential V(r) were calculated with Multiwfn.116
3 Results and discussion
Table 1 lists the distances r(XY) between the halogen atom X and the
donor group or atom Y, the XB distance r(XA) between X and
heteroatom A of the acceptor of the XB, the counterpoise corrected
binding energyDE, the electron density rb and the energy densityHb
at the density critical point associated with XB, the intermonomer
charge transfer obtained from the NBO analysis, the local bending
force constant ka(YXA), the local stretching force constant ka(XY),
the percentage of 3c-4e XB given by the ratio n(AX)/n(XY), the local
stretching force constant ka(XA), the BSO n of the XB, and the local
frequency oa(XA). The last column shows the frequency, the
normal mode number m and the percentage of XB stretching
character contained in mode m. Calculated NBO atomic charges
are given in Fig. 1. Additional properties (dipole moments, static
polarizabilities, etc.) are given in the ESI.†
In Table 2, the CCSD(T) values of the electrostatic potential,
which are used to characterize either the s-hole or the lp(A) of
the monomers are summarized. The BSO values of the XB of all
complexes investigated are given as a function of the local X! ! !A
stretching force constant in Fig. 2.
In previous work, experimentalist used the halogen stretch-
ing force constant as a measure for the intrinsic strength of the
XB. Legon and co-workers33 measured the rotational spectra
and the centrifugal constants of XB complexes to determine the
intermonomer stretching force constant ks, which diﬀers from the
local XB stretching force constant ka(XB) because the former is
contaminated by coupling eﬀects with other vibrational modes.
Since the coupling eﬀects are small in the case of a complex, one
can expect that ks values are related to the k
a(XA) values. This
expectation is confirmed by the data points of ten representative
complexes shown in Fig. 3.
The nature of halogen bonding
There is a covalent and an electrostatic contribution to XB.10
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1 F2! ! !OH2 (Cs) 1.423 2.662 1.15 0.010 0.003 0.005 0.027 4.488 0.974 0.057 0.083 9 105 88(3;99.2)
2 F2! ! !NH3 (C3v) 1.432 2.615 1.69 0.014 0.004 0.017 0.051 3.821 0.890 0.062 0.087 10 114 96(3;100)
3 F2! ! !SH2 (Cs) 1.425 3.092 0.89 0.008 0.002 0.011 0.027 4.238 0.943 0.034 0.062 7 70 58(3;99.3)
4 Cl2! ! !OH2 (Cs) 2.027 2.808 2.62 0.015 0.003 0.014 0.088 2.896 0.761 0.097 0.112 15 123 107(3;99.7)
5 Cl2! ! !NH3 (C3v) 2.047 2.664 4.43 0.025 0.001 0.055 0.165 2.370 0.680 0.132 0.133 20 150 131(3;100)
6 Cl2! ! !SH2 (Cs) 2.032 3.209 2.23 0.013 0.001 0.030 0.078 2.715 0.734 0.069 0.092 13 84 73(3;100)
7 Cl2! ! !PH3 (C3v) 2.034 3.220 2.22 0.014 0.001 0.030 0.064 2.612 0.718 0.062 0.087 12 80 69(3;100)
Interhalogen FCl
8 FCl! ! !NF3 (C3v) 1.650 2.784 1.41 0.017 0.002 0.021 0.076 4.220 0.941 0.081 0.101 11 117 66(3;100)
9 FCl! ! !NHF2 (Cs) 1.660 2.575 3.47 0.028 0.001 0.047 0.166 3.865 0.896 0.131 0.133 15 149 62(2;3.4) 108(3;95.7)
10 FCl! ! !NH2F (Cs) 1.680 2.400 6.22 0.044 "0.004 0.094 0.279 3.156 0.799 0.197 0.167 21 183 149(2;98.9)
11 FCl! ! !NH3 (C3v) 1.703 2.320 9.39 0.053 "0.009 0.145 0.434 2.687 0.729 0.311 0.216 30 230 207(3;100)
12 FCl! ! !NH2CN (Cs) 1.662 2.594 3.88 0.028 0.000 0.045 0.196 3.759 0.882 0.155 0.146 17 162 132(3;98.2) 173(4;1.5)
13 FCl! ! !NH2Cl (Cs) 1.685 2.379 6.90 0.046 "0.005 0.094 0.320 3.042 0.782 0.234 0.184 24 199 157(3;97.3) 254(4;2.4)
14 FCl! ! !NH2OH (Cs) syn 1.712 2.223 9.84 0.068 "0.016 0.179 0.451 2.472 0.696 0.379 0.242 35 254 208(3;98.6) 348(5;1.2)
FCl! ! !NH2OH (Cs) anti 1.700 2.300 8.59 0.056 "0.010 0.138 0.430 2.697 0.731 0.285 0.206 28 220 182(3;97.8) 298(4;1.12)
87(1;1.0)
15 FCl! ! !NH2CH3 (Cs) 1.736 2.193 12.80 0.073 "0.019 0.217 0.551 2.239 0.658 0.497 0.281 43 290 239(3;92.5) 335(5;7.1)
16 FCl! ! !OH2 (Cs) 1.660 2.566 4.75 0.024 0.002 0.032 0.178 3.967 0.909 0.170 0.154 17 162 145(3;99.9)
17 FCl! ! !PF3 (C3v) 1.659 2.953 1.85 0.023 0.000 0.072 0.106 3.552 0.854 0.062 0.087 10 80 55(3;100)
18 FCl! ! !PHF2 (Cs) 1.887 2.057 7.15 0.147 "0.087 0.561 0.242 1.209 0.465 0.909 0.396 85 306 228(3;95.0) 372(5;3.5)
432(6;1.4)
19 FCl! ! !PH2F (Cs) 1.883 2.104 7.88 0.133 "0.072 0.540 0.093 1.097 0.440 0.730 0.350 80 275 218(3;94.6) 383(4;5.3)
20 FCl! ! !PH3 (C3v) 1.785 2.360 5.42 0.080 "0.026 0.361 0.361 0.654 0.329 0.121 0.127 39 112 106(1;100)
21 FCl! ! !PH2CN (Cs) 1.670 2.852 2.83 0.029 "0.002 0.073 0.147 2.857 0.755 0.069 0.092 12 85 73(2;100)
22 FCl! ! !PH2Cl (Cs) 1.840 2.195 5.44 0.110 "0.049 0.439 0.195 1.022 0.423 0.417 0.255 60 207 164(3;98.3) 325(4;1.7)
23 FCl! ! !PH2OH (Cs) syn 1.916 2.100 13.11 0.135 "0.076 0.609 0.286 1.095 0.440 0.905 0.395 90 306 283(4;99.1)
FCl! ! !PH2OH (Cs) anti 1.904 2.102 10.12 0.134 "0.074 0.574 0.377 1.073 0.435 0.799 0.368 85 287 250(4;95.7) 352(5;4.3)
24 FCl! ! !PH2CH3 (Cs) 1.902 2.157 12.15 0.120 "0.060 0.567 0.383 1.039 0.427 0.701 0.342 80 269 244(4;95.5) 294(5;4.5)
25 FCl! ! !SH2 (Cs) 1.673 2.863 4.31 0.027 "0.001 0.085 0.206 3.237 0.810 0.128 0.131 16 114 105(1;100)
NH3 acceptor
26 HCCCl! ! !NH3 (C3v) 1.652 3.072 2.45 0.011 0.002 0.009 0.049 5.072 1.044 0.073 0.095 9 111 97(3;100)
27 NCCl! ! !NH3 (C3v) 1.648 2.964 4.10 0.013 0.002 0.014 0.074 4.976 1.033 0.103 0.116 11 132 115(3;100)
28 O2NCl! ! !NH3 (Cs) 1.839 2.772 3.83 0.021 0.001 0.037 0.117 1.592 0.543 0.114 0.123 23 139 117(4;100)
29 FH2P! ! !NH3 (Cs) 1.644 2.663 6.10 0.025 "0.002 0.057 0.317 3.794 0.886 0.144 0.140 16 159 139(2;98.1) 148(3;1.9)
30 FHS! ! !NH3 (Cs) 1.670 2.512 7.58 0.035 "0.003 0.081 0.410 3.309 0.820 0.194 0.166 20 184 163(3;99.9)
31 FH! ! !NH3 (C3v) 0.953 1.695 12.11 0.053 "0.018 0.069 0.096 6.340 1.184 0.353 0.232 20 798 273(3;99.7)
Ionic systems
32 [F! ! !F! ! !F]" (DNh) 1.739 1.739 22.86 0.113 "0.027 0.584 0.367 1.376 0.500 1.376 0.500 100 496 398(3;28.5) 548(4;71.5)
33 [Cl! ! !Cl! ! !Cl]" (DNh) 2.328 2.328 23.43 0.080 "0.022 0.546 0.465 0.701 0.342 0.701 0.342 100 261 260(3;90.3) 262(4;9.7)
34 [Br! ! !Br! ! !Br]" (DNh) 2.594 2.594 26.21 0.062 "0.015 0.542 0.416 0.730 0.350 0.730 0.350 100 177 161(3;15.7) 184(4;84.3)
35 [F! ! !Cl! ! !F]" (DNh) 1.875 1.875 45.01 0.121 "0.054 0.384 0.744 1.486 0.522 1.486 0.522 100 453 447(3;19.9) 455(4;80.1)
36 [F! ! !H! ! !F]" (DNh) 1.140 1.140 43.21 0.178 "0.264 0.244 0.351 0.848 0.380 0.848 0.380 100 1226 1271(2;99.0)
37 [F! ! !PH2! ! !F]" (C2) 1.836 1.836 41.69 0.097 "0.068 0.277 0.812 1.257 0.475 1.257 0.475 100 308 413(3;20.0) 431(4;80.0)
38 FCl! ! !Cl" (CNv) 1.883 2.316 28.98 0.081 "0.024 0.496 0.590 1.212 0.465 0.855 0.382 82 288 283(3;99.9)
39 HCCCl! ! !Cl" (CNv) 1.657 3.025 8.11 0.018 0.001 0.046 0.138 4.599 0.988 0.166 0.152 15 127 114(3;100)
40 NCCl! ! !Cl" (CNv) 1.659 2.883 16.59 0.024 0.000 0.072 0.190 4.126 0.929 0.247 0.190 20 155 140(3;100)
41 O2NCl! ! !Cl" (C2v) 1.957 2.455 20.47 0.062 "0.013 0.378 0.474 0.732 0.350 0.487 0.278 79 217 214(3;98.5) 241(4;1.5)
42 FH! ! !Cl" (CNv) 0.971 1.915 22.82 0.048 "0.017 0.115 0.186 5.355 1.076 0.415 0.254 24 848 255(1;99.5)
43 FH2P! ! !Cl" (Cs) 1.725 2.649 18.62 0.039 "0.009 0.208 0.531 2.136 0.641 0.307 0.214 33 178 166(1;100)
44 FHS! ! !Cl" (Cs) 1.790 2.493 22.48 0.056 "0.014 0.305 0.581 1.466 0.518 0.443 0.264 51 212 204(1;99.4)
Donors
# Complexes (sym.) r ka n oa V # Complexes (sym.) r ka n oa V
45 F2 1.418 4.700 1.000 916 16.5 50 HCCCl 1.649 5.227 1.062 996 34.2
46 FCl 1.646 4.326 0.954 772 40.4 51 NCCl 1.644 5.209 1.060 995 36.8
47 Cl2 2.019 3.025 0.780 542 25.4 52 H2FP 1.577 5.791 1.125 914 36.6
48 Br2 2.313 2.340 0.675 317 28.5 53 HFS 1.626 4.569 0.984 807 40.3
49 O2NCl 1.864 1.403 0.506 488 21.9 54 FH 0.921 9.594 1.496 4125 68.3
a Computed at CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ. Bond distances r(XY) and r(XA) in Å,DE in kcal mol"1, density at the XA critical point rb in e Bohr"3, energy density at
XA critical point Hb in Hartree Bohr
"3, NBO intermonomer charge transfer (CT), local YXA bending force constant in mdyn Å rad"2, local XY and XB
stretching force constant in mdyn Å"1, local stretching frequency oa in cm"1, bond strength order n, 3c-4e% character calculated from n(XA)/n(XY), normal
mode frequencies related to XA stretching om in cm"1 (normal mode number; %oa: % of local XA stretching character). In case of the X-donor monomers,
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lp(A) to the s*(XY) orbital (Fig. 4) thus leading to 2e-delocalization
and stabilization of lp(A). The magnitude of the 2e-delocalization is
proportional to the orbital overlap and inversely proportional to the
energy gap De(2e) between the energies of the lp(A) and the s*(XY)
orbital. As shown in Fig. 4, the 2e-stabilization eﬀect is always
accompanied by a 4e-destabilization eﬀect involving lp(A) and
the bonding s(XY) orbital. The 2e-stabilization increases and the
4e-destabilization decreases when increasing the electronegativity
of Y because this (i) lowers the energies of s(XY) and s*(XY)
orbital (decrease of De(2e) and increase of De(4e)) and (ii) increases
the overlap between lp(A) and s*(XY) (decreases the overlap
between lp(A) and s(XY) as the lower electronegativity of
X leads to a smaller X coeﬃcient. Because of orbital orthogonality,
the X coeﬃcient becomes larger in the s*(XY) orbital). As a
consequence of the charge transfer from lp(A) to s*(XY) and the
formation of the XB, the Y–X single bond is weakened (for
exceptions, see Section 3).
The electrostatic part of the halogen bond depends on (i) the
mutual polarization of the monomers and (ii) on the Coulomb
attraction between a negatively charged heteroatom A and the
s-hole of X. The latter eﬀect is relevant when Y has a larger
electronegativity than X thus withdrawing s charge from X and
contracting the s density at X and generating a s-hole.84,85
Dispersive contributions are smaller than the other contributions,
but still non-negligible, especially for weak halogen bonds.80
We have determined the covalent character of the monomer
interactions in complexes 1–44 (Fig. 1) utilizing the energy
density Hb at the density critical point rb between X and A
(Fig. 5). There is a continuous transition from electrostatic (Hb
close to zero) to covalent XB with negative Hb values indicating
that electron density accumulation in the interaction region is
stabilizing the complex. Utilizing the BSO values in Fig. 2, one
can distinguish between weak predominantly electrostatic
halogen bonds (0.05 o n(XA) r 0.2), normal halogen bonds
(0.2 o n(XA) r 0.3), and strong, predominantly covalent
halogen bonds (0.3 o n(XA) o 0.6). As shown in Fig. 2, XB
Table 2 Minimum electrostatic potential V at lp(A)a
X-Acceptor V(r) X-Acceptor V(r)
NR3 PR3
NF3 "2.2 PF3 2.6
NH3 "37.3 PH3 "15.7
NHF2 "16.1 PHF2 "6.0
NH2F "27.9 PH2F "11.2
NH2CH3 "36.6 PH2CH3 "21.0
NH2OH "26.5 PH2OH "14.6
NH2CN "11.8 PH2CN "1.3
NH2Cl "27.1 PH2Cl "8.5
AR2 Anions
OH2 "32.3 F" "168.6
SH2 "16.5 Cl" "139.5
Br" "131.6
a Minimum electrostatic potential V (kcal mol"1) computed on the
0.001 e Bohr"3 electron density surface at lp(A). CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ.
Fig. 2 Power relationship between the relative bond strength order (BSO)
n and the local stretching force constants ka of XB (halogen), HB (hydro-
gen), PB (pnicogen), and CB (chalcogen) bonding in complexes 1–44.
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations. See also Table 1 and Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 Linear relationship between intermonomer stretching force con-
stant ks measured by microwave spectroscopy
33 and local XB stretching
force constants ka calculated at CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ. R2 = 0.983.
Fig. 4 Orbital interaction diagram showing the 2e-delocalization of an
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varies over a BSO range larger than 0.5, which is significantly larger
than found in the case of hydrogen bonding95 and pnicogen
bonding.117,118
Halogen bonding leading to a blue shift
There are cases of XB that lead to a shortening rather than
lengthening of the XY bond.75,76 For example, in complex 28
(O2NCl! ! !NH3) the NCl bond becomes shorter by 0.025 Å
(reduction from 1.864 Å in the monomer to 1.839 Å in the
complex; Table 1 and Table S3 in the ESI†). This leads to a blue
shift in the NCl stretching frequency by 32 cm"1 (from 488 cm"1
in the monomer to 520 cm"1 in the XB-complex), which has to
be compared with a blue shift of just 13 cm"1 in the normal
mode frequencies that have strong N–Cl stretching character
(monomer: 378 cm"1 (98.2% NCl stretching character); complex:
391 cm"1 (99.9%)). This underlines the advantages of carrying
out the analysis in terms of local rather than normal modes. The
cause of the strengthening of the NCl bond upon XB formation
with NH3 is a result of exchange repulsion between the mono-
mers upon complex formation. The Lewis base NH3 is a weak
lp-density donor (charge transfer of just 0.037 e compared to
0.378 e of Cl" in 41 (O2NCl! ! !Cl"); Table 1). Hence, exchange
repulsion is a dominant force when the monomers are
approaching. The electron density of the monomer O2NCl is
polarized, the NCl bond becomes more polar, and the NCl
antibonding orbital is lowered in energy (see Fig. S5 in the ESI†
for perspective drawings of the MOs). This leads to a stronger
interaction with the ONO lp-orbitals in the sense of an anomeric
interaction so that lp(O) density is transferred into the NCl bond
(Jemmis has used the term ‘‘negative hyperconjugation’’ in this
connection75,76). Normally, this would lead to bond weakening
but due to the increased polarity of the NCl bond, the NCl
antibonding character is decreased, and bond shortening rather
than lengthening results during XB-complex formation with the
Lewis base NH3 as is nicely documented by the habitus of the
XB-complex HOMO (see ESI†). Hence, exchange repulsion is
the actual cause for the blue shift in the XY frequency.119,120
The anion of Cl has a much more diffuse charge distribution
that leads to less exchange repulsion, less polarization, and a
larger charge transfer. Accordingly a lengthening of the N–Cl
bond in 41 and a red shift of 136 cm"1 in the local NCl frequency
is the consequence.
Halogen bonding in dihalogens and interhalogens
Fig. 6 gives the relative strength of the XB for a series of halogen
donors Y in Y–X (F2, Cl2, FCl) and halogen acceptors ARm (OH2,
NH3, SH2, PH3). A stable halogen bonded F2! ! !PH3 complex
could not be found at the CCSD(T) level because of the weak-
ness of F! ! !P interactions. All but complex 11 (FCl! ! !NH3) of
complexes 1–11 shown in Fig. 6 are weak and dominated by
electrostatic interactions as is documented by the small BSO
values and the positive (or weakly negative) Hb-values (Table 1).
Dihalogen F2 leads to weak interactions with a Lewis base as
the s*(FF) orbital is strongly contracted. Therefore, it provides
insuﬃcient overlap with orbital lp(A). The corresponding XBs
are relatively weak with n-values smaller than 0.1 (red squares
in Fig. 6). Hence, it depends on the polarizing power of the
acceptor ARm and the electrostatic interactions between the
monomers to establish a XB. The electrostatic potential values
V at lp(A) are useful to explain trends in the calculated BSO(XB)
values (V(NH3):"37.3 kcal mol"1o V(OH2):"32.3 kcal mol"1{
V(SH2): "16.5 o V(PH3): "15.7 kcal mol"1, Table 2). Cl2 can be
better polarized than F2 and has a more positive s-hole (V(F2):
16.5; V(Cl2): 25.4 kcal mol
"1, Table 2), which leads to stronger
but still dominantly electrostatic XBs (no 0.15, blue triangles in
Fig. 6).
Significantly stronger XBs are obtained in the case of an
interhalogen such as FCl (green dots in Fig. 6). The electrostatic
part of the interactions is enlarged due to the dipole moment of
FCl (0.93 Debye, CCSD(T)), which increases the attraction
Fig. 5 Comparison of the bond strength order n with the energy density
Hb at the density critical point of XB (halogen bonding), HB (hydrogen
bonding), PB (pnicogen bonding), or CB (chalcogen bonding). Hb values
close to zero indicate electrostatic and negative Hb values covalent
bonding.109,110 CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ. For the numbering of complexes,
see Fig. 1.
Fig. 6 Power relationship between the relative BSO n and the local XB
stretching force constant ka for XB complexes involving F2, Cl2 and FCl
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between the halogen X (partially positively charged) and the
Lewis-base A (partially negatively charged). Additional covalent
interactions lead to a larger variation in the BSO values (0.13o
n o 0.22). The antibonding FCl orbital is suﬃciently low in
energy to support a stronger charge transfer of 145 me (milli-
electron) for 11 (Table 1). This becomes possible because of an
enlarged Cl orbital coeﬃcient in the s*(FCl) orbital (Allred–
Rochow electronegativities: w(F) = 4.10 o w(Cl) = 2.83121) and a
larger overlap with the lp(A) orbital of the acceptor.
The charge transfer does not necessarily relate to the
strength of a XB. For example, the BSO values of the complexes
FCl! ! !PH3 (20) and FCl! ! !NH3 (11) are 0.127 and 0.216, respectively,
whereas the corresponding charge transfer values are 361 and
145 me. The 2e-stabilizing interaction in 20 is largely oﬀset by
electrostatic repulsion between the positively charged Cl atom
(131 me) and the positively charged P atom (389 me). Hence, the
electrostatic part of the XB decides on the ordering of the BSO
values in the case of the FCl complexes.
Influence of the acceptor
The nature of the XB strongly depends on the availability of the
lp(A) electrons, the polarizing power, and the negative charge of
the acceptor atom A. This is demonstrated for the 8 amine and
8 phosphine! ! !ClF complexes shown in Fig. 7. The XB strength
increases in the series NF3 o NHF2 o NH2CN o NH2F o
NH2Clo NH3o NH2OHo NH2CH3 whereas for the phosphine
complexes the order is changed to PF3 r PH2CN o PH3 {
PH2Cl{ PH2CH3r PH2Fo PH2OHr PHF2. The BSO values of
the amine complexes vary from 0.10 to 0.28 and those of the
phosphine complexes from 0.09 to 0.40 thus revealing that XB is
more variable in the case of the phosphines.
The trend observed for the amines can be easily explained
using the electrostatic description of XB, but considering in a
few cases covalent contributions. Electronegative substituents such
as F lower the negative charge at N and thereby the attraction
between the positively charged Cl and atom A. Considering the
number of electronegative substituents and their electronegativity
(in the case of CN, the group electronegativity) one can explain the
BSO (intrinsic strength) values of all amine complexes with n
smaller or equal to that of NH3. Unusually large are only the BSO
value of F–Cl! ! !NH2OH (0.242) and that of F–Cl! ! !NH2CH3 (0.281).
In the latter case, the hyperconjugative effect of the methyl group
increases the electron-donor ability of N thus leading to a larger
charge transfer and a stronger admixture of covalent bonding.
In the case of the NH2OH partner of FCl, one should expect
an electrostatic eﬀect and a BSO value larger than that of NH2F
(0.167) but smaller than that of NH2Cl (0.184). The actual increase
to the value of 0.242 can only be rationalized by analyzing the
calculated equilibrium geometry. The OH group is placed in the
mirror plane of the complex and syn with regard to the Cl atom.
Although the H! ! !Cl distance is 2.579 Å, a weak, electrostatic
H-bond is established (stretching ka = 0.088 mdyn Å"1; BSO value:
0.111), which stabilizes the complex, leads to a relative short ClN
distance of 2.223 Å (for NH3: 2.320 Å), and the increase in the BSO
value. If the OH group is forced into the anti position the BSO
value is decreased to 0.206 which is slightly higher than one would
expect from the electrostatic model.
XB in the phosphine complexes suﬀers from two electronic
deficiencies both caused by the lp(P) orbital (lp(P) is too diﬀuse
to make P a strongly polarizing atom; insuﬃcient overlap with
the s*(FCl) orbital) so that charge cannot be transferred
eﬀectively and a more covalent interaction becomes possible.
If the positive charge of P increases for example because of
electronegative substituents, then the lp(P) is contracted, the
polarizing power of P is increased, and a better overlap with
the s*(FCl) orbital leads to a better charge transfer. However,
the latter eﬀect will be limited because of increased P, Cl
repulsion, a decrease of the orbital energy of lp(P), an increase
of De(2e), and a reduction of the 2e-stabilization eﬀect. In
connection with the electrostatic eﬀect, one has to consider
that the partially positive charge of P is shielded to some extend
by the lp(P) density in the direction of the Cl atom as is
indicated by the negative electrostatic potential of the monomers
(V(PH3):"15.7, V(PFH2):"11.2; V(PHF2):"6.0 kcal mol"1; Table 2)
Fig. 7 Relationship between the relative BSO n and the local XB stretching force constant ka, calculated at CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ. (a) Cl! ! !N halogen
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with the only exception being (V(PF3): 2.55 kcal mol
"1; Table 2).
There must be a compromise between the contraction of lp(P) (due
to the electronegative substituents at P) and the enlargement of
De(2e) (reduction of 2e-stabilization).
For the XB-complex 17 (FCl! ! !PF3), one might think of a
s-hole, s-hole interaction and a mutual transfer of charge from
the P to the Cl and from the Cl back to P in the sense of a mixed
halogen–pnicogen bond. The calculated charge transfer of
0.072 e from Lewis base to X-donor suggests a dominance of
XB. A pnicogen bond would lead to a lengthening of the PF
bonds117,118 whereas the calculated geometries indicate a
reduction of the PF bonds from 1.580 (monomer) to 1.573 Å
(complex) as it is typical of XB. Furthermore, one has to
emphasize that the description in terms of s-hole, lp interac-
tions is in itself a model that excludes the effects of the kinetic
energy and, therefore should not be pushed too far.
The charge transfer values of Table 1 and the diﬀerence
density distributions shown in Fig. 8 provide an insight where
the best compromise is achieved. For three F substituents as in
PF3, the increase in De is too large, 2e-stabilization and charge
transfer are strongly reduced (72 me) compared to PH3 (361 me)
so that electrostatic interactions dominate XB. The diﬀerence
density distributions confirm this in so far as for PF3 just a
small region of density increase between Cl and P (blue ball in
Fig. 8) and a similar increase at the F atom is visible whereas for
the PH3 complex regions of charge increase and decrease
alternate throughout the complex from the nonbonding region
of the PH bonds to the lp(F) region, which is in line with charge
transfer and charge polarization.
For the PHF2, a clear increase in charge transfer (561 me,
Table 1) and charge polarization is documented by the diﬀerence
density distribution in Fig. 8. The charge transfer leads to a
lengthening of the FCl bond from 1.785 (PH3) to 1.887 Å (PHF2),
the ClP distance is reduced from 2.360 to 2.057 Å and the charge
at the F(Cl) atom increases from 492me (PH3) to 632me. The BSO
value of the XB is 0.396 (PHF2) whereas that of the FCl bond is
reduced from 0.954 to 0.465 suggesting that the real structure is
a superposition of the halogen-bonded complex and the ion
pair F"! ! !Cl–PHF2+. Such structures were first discussed by
Alkorta and co-workers49 and called chlorine shared bonds. It
is more appropriate to consider them as a superposition of XB
and 3c-4e-bonds (in short: 3c-4e XBs), which can be identified
via (i) the large charge at the interhalogen F, (ii) the BSO values
of F–Cl and Cl! ! !P which are similar or inverted, (iii) the
difference density distributions with an increase in the XB
and at the interhalogen F (Fig. 8), and (iv) delocalization of
the lp(Cl) electrons into the s*(PR) orbitals, especially into
those of the PF bonds.
We quantify the amount of 3c-4e XB with the help of the
calculated BSO(XY) and BSO(XB) values. If the latter is zero,
there is no XB. If they are equal, there will be 100% 3c-4e XB. In
general, the percentage of 3c-4e XB is given by the expression
100 # n(AX)/n(XY). For amines these values are up to 40%
(NH2CH3: 43%, Table 1). However, for the phosphines, they can
increase to 90%: PH2OH (90; 0.395) E PHF2 (85%; n(XB) =
0.396) 4 PH2CH3 (80) E PH2F (79) 4 PH2Cl (60) 4 PH3 (39).
3c-4e XBs are found for PH2OH (n(ClP) = 0.395), which, as in
the case of the corresponding amine complex, forms an elec-
trostatic H-bond with Cl (r = 2.889 Å, ka = 0.098 mdyn Å"1, BSO
value: 0.113; PH2F: n(ClP) = 0.350; PH2CH3: n(ClP) = 0.342;
PH2Cl: n(ClP) = 0.255). Interesting is the PH2CH3 value as one
could argue that in this case the hyperconjugative eﬀect of a
methyl group increases the Lewis-base character of the phos-
phine. Hyperconjugation also strengthens the electrostatic
contribution. Even though the electronegativity of C (or the
Me group) is larger than that of P (w(C) = 2.504 w(P) = 2.06121),
leading to an increase of the positive charge at P (801 compared
to 389 me in 20 and 0.358 in PH2CH3 compared to 0.108 in PH3)
Fig. 8 CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ electron diﬀerence density distributions Dr(r) given for FCl! ! !NR3 and FCl! ! !PR3 complexes. Dr(r) is plotted for an
electron density surface with a constant density value of 0.001 a.u. Blue regions indicate an increase in the electron density, red regions a density
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there is a decrease of the electrostatic potential in the lone pair
region (V(PH3): "15.7; V(PH2CH3): "21.0 kcal mol"1; Table 2).
Halogen bonding in anions
The ideal 3c-4e XB with 100% electron delocalization and
therefore covalent nonclassical bonding (Hb o 0, Table 1) is
realized for [F! ! !F! ! !F]" (32), which we have used as suitable
reference with a BSO of 0.500. Anions [Cl! ! !Cl! ! !Cl]" (33) and
[Br! ! !Br! ! !Br]" (34) have also 100% 3c-4e XB, but their BSO
decreases to 0.342 and 0.350. The decrease is due to an increase
of the s orbital energies (because of decreasing electronegativity)
and increased lp-repulsion between the pp electrons of the
halogen atoms. The latter becomes less destabilized with
increasing X–X distance so that [Br! ! !Br! ! !Br]" has a somewhat
larger BSO value (0.350) than [Cl! ! !Cl! ! !Cl]" (0.342). Since the
negative charge is accumulated at the terminal atoms, the
inclusion of a less electronegative atom such as Cl leads to an
increase in the BSO to 0.522 (35), which is also reflected in its
binding energy DE of 45.0 kcal mol"1 (Table 1). Such an increase
is also found when H occupies the central position (36), but
since H does not possess a 2ps-orbital its BSO is just 0.380
(DE = 43.2 kcal mol"1).
An unexpectedly strong 3c-4e bond is obtained if PH2 is in
the center of the anion (BSO: 0.475; DE = 41.7 kcal mol"1) as in
[F! ! !PH2! ! !F]" (37). The complex has a butterfly form with long
PF bonds (1.838 compared to the 1.577 Å of the PF bond in the
monomer PFH2). The molecule should be a suitable ligand for
transition metal complexes or suitable for fluorination. Bond-
ing in F3
" and related halogen systems correspond to covalent
(delocalized) XB, in [F! ! !H! ! !F]" to covalent (delocalized)
H-bonding, and, accordingly, in [F! ! !PH2! ! !F]" to covalent (deloca-
lized) pnicogen bonding although the latter term is actually
reserved for the non-covalent interactions of two pnicogens. One
could also speak of hypervalent bonding as PF2H2
" or PF4
" are
isoelectronic with the corresponding sulfur analogues difluorodihy-
drogen and tetrafluoro sulfurane. Compared to the axial SF bonds
in these molecules (1.646 Å), the axial PF bonds are lengthened by
0.2 Å, which is due to the negative charge in the axial positions (see
Fig. 1) entering the third and antibonding FPF orbital.
The local bending force constants ka(YXA) provide an indir-
ect indicator for the strength of the covalent 3c-4e bonds. A
stiﬀer linear arrangement reflects a stronger covalent XB:
[Br! ! !Br! ! !Br]" (ka(YXA) mdyn Å rad"2): (0.416; BSO: 0.350) E
[Cl! ! !Cl! ! !Cl]" (0.465; 0.342) o [F! ! !F! ! !F]" (0.367: 0.500) o
[F! ! !Cl! ! !F]" (0.744; 0.522) o [F! ! !PH2! ! !F]" (0.812; 0.475) o
[F! ! !H! ! !F]" (0.351; 0.380). The comparison with the BSO
values reveals that the bending force constants are useful, but
do not provide a quantitative measure of the 3c-4e bond
strength as the diﬀerent size of the central atom (group) can
lead to an increase of the bending force constant, which
disguises the stiﬀness caused by 4e-delocalization in YXA.
3c-4e XB is partly lost if the symmetry of the complex is
reduced by substituting one of the terminal halogens by
another group. Table 1 reveals that in the series O2NCl! ! !Cl"
(79% of 3c-4e bonding; n(XA) = 0.278)4 FCl! ! !Cl" (82%; 0.382)4
FSH! ! !Cl" (51%; 0.264) 4 FH2P! ! !Cl" (33%; 0.214) 4 FH! ! !Cl"
(24%; 0.254) 4 NCCl! ! !Cl" (20%; 0.190) 4 HCCCl! ! !Cl" (15%;
0.152) the 3c-4e bonding is successively lost, which is (partly) in line
with a weakening of the XA covalent interactions as reflected by
BSO, Hb, and charge transfer values. Clearly, the higher the energy
of the acceptor orbital s*(XY) is (the lower the electronegativity of
the donor Y), the weaker is the actual XB and the lower is the
degree of 3c-4e delocalization. It is interesting to note that chalco-
gen bonding as in F(H)S! ! !Cl" (44) is stronger than pnicogen
bonding in FH2P! ! !Cl" (43) or H-bonding in FH! ! !Cl" (42). In
Fig. 9, examples of stronger and weaker XBs are shown.
Non-covalent interactions in neutral systems: comparison of
halogen bonding with chalcogen, pnicogen, and H-bonding
Considering ammonia as a prototypical neutral acceptor, two
series of complexes were compared: (i) XBs for diﬀerent
X-donors (FCl, Cl2, O2NCl, NCCl, HCCCl) where a Cl atom
Fig. 9 Relationship between the relative BSO n and the local XB stretch-
ing force constant ka for ionic complexes. See text. CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ
calculations.
Fig. 10 Relationship between the relative BSO n and the local XB stretch-
ing force constant ka for complexes between NH3 and a halogen (YX),
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interacts with the N atom of NH3. (ii) The XB in FCl! ! !NH3 was
compared with other types of non-covalent interactions such as
H-bonding in FH! ! !NH3, pnicogen-bonding in H2FP! ! !NH3
and chalcogen bonding in F(H)S! ! !NH3. In these complexes,
electrostatic interactions can be complemented by a charge
transfer from lp(N) to the s* orbital of the halogen, hydrogen,
pnicogen, or chalcogen donor.
According to Fig. 10 the polarity of the Y–X bonds and the
polarizability of X decide on the magnitude of the electrostatic
interactions, which should increase in the series Y–X: F–F
(0.087) o HCCCl (0.095) o NCCl (0.116) o O2NCl (0.123) o
Cl2 (0.133)o H2FP (0.140)o F(H)S (0.166)o FCl (0.216)o FH
(0.232). There are also minor covalent interactions as is
reflected by the charge transfer values especially in the case
of Cl2! ! !NH3 (55 me) compared to NCCl! ! !NH3 (14 me), leading
to a stronger XB even though NCCl has a more positive
electrostatic potential (V(NCCl): 36.8; V(Cl2): 25.4 kcal mol
"1).
Larger charge transfer values are found for the chalcogen bond
of F(H)S! ! !NH3 (81 me), the pnicogen bond of H2FP! ! !NH3
(57 me), the H-bond of FH! ! !NH3 (69 me), and the XB in
FCl! ! !NH3 (145 me). In all these cases, a lengthening of the
charge acceptor bond is observed (from 1.626 to 1.670; 1.577 to
1.644, 0.921 to 0.953, and 1.646 to 1.703 Å, Table 1).
Clearly, the XB is stronger than the chalcogen or pnicogen
bond if one compares the three non-covalent interactions
FCl! ! !NH3, F(H)S! ! !NH3, and H2FP! ! ! NH3. This is the result
of three electronic factors: (i) because Cl has a smaller covalent
radius than S or P, FCl can establish a stronger interaction with
larger orbital overlap. (ii) Due to the high electronegativity of
both F and Cl, the energy of the s*(XY) orbital is lower leading
to a smaller De(2e) and a stronger 2e-destabilizing interaction.
(iii) FCl forms a head-on interaction with NH3 thus maximizing
charge transfer (covalent interactions because of 2e-delocalization
and stabilization) and electrostatic interactions (via a s-hole).
If the non-covalent interactions between the monomers have
an increasing charge transfer contribution, orbital overlap S is
maximized, and the geometry leading to a maximal S becomes
less flexible. Hence, the rigidity of the YXA unit measured by
the local bending force constant ka(YXA) increases for an
increased covalent contribution to the YX! ! !AR interactions.
The values of ka(YXA) listed in Table 1 reflect this: 0.434
(FCl! ! !NH3) 4 0.410 (F(H)S! ! !NH3) 4 0.317 (H2FP! ! !NH3) 4
0.096 mdyn Å rad"2 (FH! ! !NH3). Important in this connection
is that one compares non-covalent interactions of the same type.
Clearly, the H-bonding interactions as a first row-second row
interaction should not be compared with a third row-second row
interaction. Exchange repulsion between lp(X), lp(A), and AR
bonding electrons is no longer present so that the H-bond in
FH! ! !NH3 (n = 0.232, see above) becomes stronger than the other
non-covalent interactions.
Comparison of BSO values with other quantities
We have investigated whether the intrinsic strength of the XB is
related to the distance r(XA), the binding energy, or the energy
density at the critical point. The latter quantities are commonly
discussed in the literature to assess the strength of the XB.10
However, there is no relationship for example between the XB
strength and the binding energy DE as the latter is a cumulative
quantity that accounts not only for the intrinsic strength of the
XB, but also for the energy required for the reorganization of
the electronic structure of the monomer upon the formation of the
complex and for contributions due to secondary inter-monomer
interactions. Accordingly, a strong scattering of the data points is
obtained when correlating BSO and DE (rXA,Hb) values for a larger
set of complexes as we have done in the ESI† (not always done in
the literature49,72) thus indicating that none of the latter quantities
reflects the strength of the XB and therefore cannot be used for a
quantitative ordering of XBs according to their strength. Even
qualitatively, these quantities are limited to the description of small
groups of XB systems dominated by similar electronic eﬀects. As
the BSO values derived from the local X! ! !A stretching force
constants provide a measure of the intrinsic strength of the bond,
it is possible to discuss the strength of XB in a comparative,
quantitative manner.
4 Conclusions and outlook
In this work, we present for the first time a quantitative
description of the intrinsic strength of XB based on accurate
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations of the local stretching force
constant and an accurate analysis of binding energies, geome-
tries, NBO charges, charge transfer values, dipole moments,
electrostatic potentials, electron and energy density distributions,
diﬀerence density distributions, vibrational frequencies, local
bending force constants, and relative BSO values n all calculated
at the coupled cluster level. In this way, a clear picture of the
bonding mechanism emerges. XB has been compared with
hydrogen, chalcogen, and pnicogen bonding where the latter
term has been extended to include the interaction between a
pnicogen atom and a hetero atom other than a pnicogen.
(1) XB can emerge from weak electrostatic interactions
(binding energies DE o 10 kcal mol"1) or from fully covalent
3c-4e interactions (DE up to 45 kcal mol"1). The majority of XBs
have both electrostatic and covalent interactions and therefore
span a large range of binding energies and BSO values. Based on
the local XB stretching force constant, we suggest to distinguish
between weak electrostatic XBs (0.05 o n(XA) r 0.2), normal
XBs (0.2 o n(XA) r 0.3), and strong, predominantly covalent
XBs (0.3 o n(XA) o 0.6, Fig. 2).
(2) The mechanism of XB as it was repeatedly described in
the literature10 has been confirmed in this work. The covalent
part can be rationalized by the orbital diagram of Fig. 4 and is
characterized by charge transfer values or the diﬀerence density
distribution of Fig. 8. We show that the 4e-destabilizing factor
must not be overlooked when analyzing XB.
(3) The electrostatic part of XB increases with (i) the polariz-
ing power of the hetero atom A, (ii) the polarity of the XY bond,
and (iii) the polarizability of the halogen atom X. This implies
that halogens X2 with higher atomic number form stronger
XBs and that in turn interhalogens XY form stronger XBs
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interhalogens are found for Y = F. Deviations from these trends
normally indicate covalent contributions to XB as in the case
FCl! ! !NH3.
(4) Electronegative substituents R attached to A can have
opposing eﬀects on the strength of the XB. The latter is reduced
in the case of an amine because the negative charge at N is
lowered and X! ! !N attraction is reduced (e.g., in FCl ! ! !NHmR3"m
(m = 1, 2, 3) complexes). This eﬀect is even stronger for phosphines.
But in this case it is annihilated by a stabilizing covalent eﬀect,
which is based on the contraction of the lp(P) orbital and an
improved overlap with the s*(XY) orbital. Comparison of the
calculated BSO and charge transfer values reveals that an optimal
covalent contribution is obtained for the complex FCl! ! !PHF2.
(5) XB can be strengthened by H bonding as we have demon-
strated for the complexes FCl! ! !NH2OH and FCl! ! !PH2OH. A syn-
arrangement of the XB and the OH group leads to an electrostatic
lp(Cl)! ! !H–O bond with BSO values of 0.111 and 0.113 which
increases the strength of the XB significantly. In the anti position,
the effect of the OH group is destabilizing for amines and
moderately stabilizing for phosphines.
(6) XB in substituted phosphines (R being more electron-
egative than P) leads to partial 3c-4e character, which can be
quantified with the help of the BSO values: PH2OH (90% of 3c-
4e bonding; BSO = 0.395) E PHF2 (85%; n(AX) = 0.396) 4
PH2CH3 (80%) E PH2F (79%) 4 PH2Cl (60%) 4 PH3 (39%).
(7) 3c-4e bonding implies covalent character, which is
completely fulfilled for anions of the type Y! ! !X! ! !Y (X,Y:
halogen): [Cl! ! !Cl! ! !Cl]" (BSO: 0.342) o [Br! ! !Br! ! !Br]"
(0.350) o [F! ! !F! ! !F]" (0.500) o [F! ! !Cl! ! !F]" (0.522). This
trend of increasing bond strengths is due to increasing covalent
interactions and better charge distributions.
(8) Halogen bonding is stronger than pnicogen, chalcogen,
or H bonding in comparable complexes. One obtains for the
following anions: [F! ! !Cl! ! !F]" (0.522)4 [F! ! !PH2! ! !F]" (0.475)
4 [F! ! !H! ! !F]" (0.380); neutral complexes: FCl! ! !NH3 (0.216)4
F(H)S! ! !NH3 (0.166)4H2FP! ! !NH3 (0.140). In the latter case H-
bonding is stronger because of the lack of destabilizing
exchange repulsion: FH! ! ! NH3 (0.232). The strength of the
XB is due to the smaller covalent radius of a halogen (compared
to pnicogen, chalcogen), the larger overlap, the lower s-orbital
energies, and the larger 2e-stabilization eﬀect.
(9) The intrinsic XB strength as measured by the BSO values
is not reflected by the binding energies DE or the distance r(AX)
because these parameters contain other eﬀects, which are not
related to the XB strength. The Badger rule (relationship
between ka(AX) and r(AX))106,122 is only qualitatively fulfilled.
The same holds for the charge transfer values, the density and
energy distribution, rb and Hb values, or the bending force
constants ka(YXA). These are useful quantities when discussing
special electronic eﬀects, but in general they do not reflect the
intrinsic bond strength.
(10) All systems investigated were also calculated with
several XC functionals. In general, DFT can give a qualitative
correct description of XB, with few exceptions found for the F2
complexes, and in those cases where strongly electronegative
substituents and/or 3c-4e bonding are involved.
Future work has to show how XB changes with increasing
atomic numbers for X and A to see how relativistic eﬀects
influence XB. One other topic, which deserves more attention is
the description of XB via the s-hole mechanism. Any form of
bonding implies changes in both the potential and the kinetic
energy as was demonstrated by Ruedenberg when investigating
the H2
+ and H2 bond.
123,124 If one exclusively focuses on the
potential energy, then the kinetic energy as an important
component of bonding is neglected and conclusions just drawn
on the existence of a V(r)-based ‘‘s-hole’’ become questionable.
Clearly, this aspect deserves additional investigation.
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ABSTRACT: A total of 202 halogen-bonded complexes have been
studied using a dual-level approach: ωB97XD/aug-cc-pVTZ was used to
determine geometries, natural bond order charges, charge transfer, dipole
moments, electron and energy density distributions, vibrational
frequencies, local stretching force constants, and relative bond strength
orders n. The accuracy of these calculations was checked for a subset of
complexes at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. Apart from this,
all binding energies were veriﬁed at the CCSD(T) level. A total of 10
diﬀerent electronic eﬀects have been identiﬁed that contribute to halogen
bonding and explain the variation in its intrinsic strength. Strong halogen
bonds are found for systems with three-center-four-electron (3c-4e)
bonding such as chlorine donors in interaction with substituted
phosphines. If halogen bonding is supported by hydrogen bonding, genuine 3c-4e bonding can be realized. Perﬂuorinated
diiodobenzenes form relatively strong halogen bonds with alkylamines as they gain stability due to increased electrostatic
interactions.
■ INTRODUCTION
Halogen bonding has been the topic of many excellent
reviews,1−11 summarizing a large number of experimental and
computational investigations. The importance of this kind of
noncovalent interaction for materials chemistry,1,5,12−16 struc-
tural chemistry,9,17−19 synthesis,6,15,20 catalysis,6,19,21,22 or
medicinal chemistry7,23 is well-documented. Halogen bonding
involves the interaction between a halogen (X) and a Lewis
base (A). We will abbreviate halogen bonding in the following
by XB, where this abbreviation is also used for the adjective
“halogen-bonded”. It is generally accepted that quantum
chemistry has been essential in understanding the various
features of XB.4,10,24−35 Most of the quantum-chemical
investigations of the last years were based on density functional
theory (DFT).36−44 Other investigations used second-order
Møller−Plesset perturbation theory18,24,45,46,48−54 or more
accurate methods.28,32−35,38,55,56 In view of the many
experimental and calculated data describing XB, it is safe to
say that XB has many similarities with hydrogen bonding
(HB):57−62 Both involve a polarized H or X donor and a Lewis
base with an occupied, relatively high-lying lone-pair (lp)
orbital as the H or X acceptor A. Depending on the nature of
the donor and acceptor, both HB and XB can vary from weakly
electrostatic to strongly covalent interactions involving binding
energies of 40 kcal/mol and more.1−10 The strength of these
interactions will depend on the complex geometry where a
linear arrangement of HB or XB turns out to be energetically
favorable. However, there is an important diﬀerence between
HB and XB: The electronic nature of X should have a strong
inﬂuence on the XB strength, and because X can vary from F
via Cl, Br, I, to At, more possibilities for designing XBs with
speciﬁc properties should exist.
Standard procedures use, e.g., the binding energies of XB
complexes or structural parameters such as the distance
between X and A as a measure of the strength of the
XB.2,63,64 More sophisticated approaches have utilized
symmetry-adapted perturbation theory20,47,52,65−70 or other
energy decomposition methods48,50,70 to obtain insight into the
nature of XB. One has determined the electrostatic, exchange,
and dispersion interactions adding to XB within a given model.
Alternatively, one has analyzed wave-function and molecular
orbitals, electron density, magnetic properties, electrostatic
p o t e n t i a l , o r o t h e r p r o p e r t i e s t o d e s c r i b e
XB.24,40,45−47,49,51,68,71−82 However, none of these properties
provides a reliable measure of the intrinsic XB strength, which
is decoupled from other interactions between the monomers.
For example, by determination of the binding energy ΔE, all
interactions between the monomers are included, and it is
diﬃcult to single out the energy associated with XB.83,84 In this
situation, vibrational spectroscopy helps because it is always
possible to determine the local X···A stretching force constant,
which provides a direct measure of the intrinsic bond
strength.85−88
In previous investigations, we have used vibrational spec-
troscopy to determine the strength of the HB.83,89−94 This was
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done by using either experimental or calculated vibrational
frequencies and solving for them the Zou−Cremer local
equivalent of the Wilson equation to obtain local stretching
force constants and frequencies.87,88,95 Zou and Cremer have
demonstrated that the local stretching force constant is directly
related to the intrinsic bond strength96 and therefore can be
used as a sensitive measure to distinguish between the diﬀerent
types of HBs83 or pnicogen bonds.97,98 In this work, we will use
vibrational spectroscopy to characterize the nature of the XB
for a large variety of XB complexes by answering the following
questions:
(i) Which XBs are weak and which are strong? Is there a
relationship between the complex binding energy ΔE and the
local XB stretching force constant ka? (ii) To which degree
does the XB strength vary in dependence of the Lewis base
when the latter contains a heteroatom from the second (O and
N) or third (S and P) period? (iii) How do Lewis base
substituents aﬀect the strength of the XB? (iv) How does the
polarizability of a dihalogen X2 or the polarity (dipole moment)
of an interhalogen XY change the intrinsic strength of XB? (v)
Can one determine the covalent and/or electrostatic character
of XB with the help of calculated charge transfer (CT) or other
properties of the XB complex? (vi) 3c-4e bonding, as is found
for trihalogenide ions such as [F3]
−, should also play a role for
XB complexes. Can one quantify the degree of 3c-4e bonding
and explain under which circumstances it can be expected for
XB? (vii) How do relativistic eﬀects change XB? (viii) Which
haloorganic molecules form the strongest XB complexes? (ix)
Can one work out design strategies for new useful materials
based on XB? (x) Is it possible to order and compare on a
quantitative basis XB if diﬀerent atoms X and A throughout the
periodic table interact?
These questions will be answered by investigating 202
neutral and anionic XB complexes, which are divided into
groups, as shown in Figure 1. In section 2, we shortly describe
the quantum-chemical methods and tools used in this work to
investigate XB. Electronic eﬀects, being decisive for XB, will be
discussed in section 3, where the focus is on the role of the
halogen and halogen acceptor. In section 4, we will analyze XB
for halotetragens interacting with amines and phosphines.
Finally, in section 5, we will draw the conclusion of this
Figure 1. Schematic representations of complexes 1−202.
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investigation and provide an outlook on how the results of this
work can be used in the future.
■ COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
A two-pronged strategy was pursued to obtain a reliable description of
the local vibrational modes of the 202 XB complexes investigated in
this work. For this purpose, a subset of 28 complexes was investigated
employing CCSD(T) (coupled-cluster theory with all singles, doubles,
and perturbative triple excitations)99 and Dunning’s augmented triple-
ζ basis sets aug-cc-pVTZ,100−102 which contain diﬀuse basis functions
to describe the charge distribution of anions and heteroatoms and the
dispersion interactions in noncovalently bonded complexes. For atoms
Br, I, At, and Sn, scalar relativistic eﬀects were assessed by using
eﬀective core potentials (ECPs) in combination with the Dunning
basis sets.103 The CCSD(T) calculations were carried out employing a
convergence criterion of 10−9 for the CC amplitudes. Various DFT
methods were tested for their ability to reproduce the CCSD(T)/aug-
cc-pVTZ results. All DFT calculations were performed with tight
convergence criteria [self-consistent ﬁeld, 10−10; geometry iterations
and forces, 10−7 hartree/bohr] and an ultraﬁne grid.104 It turned out
that ωB97X-D105,106 leads to a better agreement with regard to the
CCSD(T) results than, e.g., B3LYP,107,108 PBE0,109,110 or M06-2X.111
However, even in the case of the ωB97X-D/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations,
signiﬁcant diﬀerences with the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ results were
found. The data reﬂecting these diﬀerences are given in Table S2 and
Figure S1. They reveal the following.
The largest discrepancies are found for XB complexes between F2 or
FCl and a Lewis base containing third-period atoms such as S or P. For
F2 complexes, the stability is underestimated by ωB97X-D, whereas it
is overestimated for the more stable FCl-amine and -phosphine
complexes by maximally 2.9 kcal/mol. Percentage-wise deviations in
the complex binding energies are generally not large and can be
tolerated apart from the complexes mentioned. This holds also for the
interaction distances r(XA) with the exception of F2···OH2 and FCl···
PF3. However, the more sensitive second-order response properties
such as the local stretching force constants reveal the deﬁciencies of
the ωB97X-D/aug-cc-pVTZ description in half of the 28 complexes
investigated. Especially problematic is the lack of accuracy of the ka
values in the cases of F2 and F3
−, which were the ﬁrst choice of
reference molecules with deﬁned bond orders (1.00 and 0.50; see
below).
Clearly, ωB97X-D is unable to describe F2 and [F···F···F]− with the
accuracy needed for this investigation. Therefore, we excluded these
molecules and complexes containing F2 from the DFT investigation.
This implied that in this work FCl and [F···Cl···F]− were used as
reference molecules (assumed bond orders 1.00 and 0.50; see below)
to set up bond strength order (BSO) values. These are derived from
the local stretching force constants, which were obtained utilizing the
Konkoli−Cremer method that converts normal-mode frequencies ωμ
and force constants kμ of a quantum-chemical calculation into local-
mode frequencies ωn
a and force constants kn
a (μ, n = 1, ..., 3N − L with
N = number of atoms and L = number of translations and rotations)
using the local equivalent85−88 of the Wilson equation of vibrational
spectroscopy.112
According to the calculated Mayer bond orders113,114 for FCl and
[F···Cl···F]− (0.994 and 0.581, respectively), it is reasonable to assume
that these are 1.00 and 0.50, where the latter is the result of 3c-4e
delocalization and the occupation of all-bonding and nonbonding
orbitals. By using these bond orders as reference BSO values and
assuming that, for a stretching force constant ka of zero, a zero BSO
value results, the constants a and b in the power relationship91,115
=n a k( )a b (1)
were determined to be 0.380 and 0.611, respectively. The
corresponding CCSD(T) values are a = 0.387 and b = 0.649, which
conﬁrms the usefulness of the ωB97X-D/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations
provided F2 complexes are eliminated from the investigation. By
determination of the BSO value n(X···A) = n(XB) for each calculated
ka(X···A), an easy ordering and comparison of XBs according to their
intrinsic strength becomes possible.
Because 3c-4e bonding can occur, its magnitude was assessed in
percentage with the help of the ratio n(X···A)/n(XY) × 100. If this
ratio leads to unity, 3c-4e bonding is fulﬁlled by 100% as in [F···Cl···
F]−. Values below 40% indicate that 3c-4e bonding plays a minor role.
Values above 100% suggest an inverse 3c-4e bond where the XA
interactions (i.e., the XB) are stronger than the XY interactions. Values
above 100% are listed in the tables to quickly identify inverted 3c-4e
bonding but are compared with other values via their reciprocal. In
addition to the BSO test, the XY and XA distances were compared
with the corresponding values in the appropriate monomers.
Binding energies ΔE were calculated at the ωB97X-D/aug-cc-pVTZ
level, where the counterpoise correction of Boys and Bernardi116 was
used to correct for basis set superposition errors (BSSEs). For each of
the 202 complexes investigated, the BSSE-corrected CCSD(T)/aug-
cc-pVTZ binding energy was also calculated to provide an estimate of
the reliability of the ωB97X-D/aug-cc-pVTZ calculations (see Table
S1 and Figure S2). For this purpose, DLPNO−CCSD(T)117,118 and
the def2-TZVP basis sets119 in conjunction with the Stuttgart−
Dresden ECPs for iodine120 were used.
The local properties of the electron density distribution, ρ(r), and
the energy density distribution, H(r) = G(r) + V(r) [G(r) = kinetic
energy density (positive, destabilizing); V(r) = potential energy
density (negative, stabilizing)], were computed at the ωB97X-D/aug-
cc-pVTZ level of theory. The Cremer−Kraka criteria for covalent
bonding were applied.121−123 These associate a negative and therefore
stabilizing energy density at the bond critical point rb [H(rb) = Hb < 0]
with dominating covalent character, whereas a positive (destabilizing)
energy density (Hb > 0) is associated with predominant electrostatic
interactions.
The covalent character of XB was also assessed by calculating the
delocalization energy ΔE(del) = ΔE[lp(A)→σ★(XY)], which is
associated with CT from the lp(A) (Lewis base) to the antibonding
σ★(XY) orbital (halogen donor), thus leading to an increase of the
electron density in the XB region. The magnitude of ΔE(del) was
determined by second-order perturbation theory.124 Detailed analysis
of calculated atomic and monomer charges reveals that CT from the
halogen acceptor to the halogen donor is largely dominated by the
lp(A)→ σ★(XY) transfer but is not the only CT. Also, there are other
covalent contributions to XB according to the natural bond order
(NBO) perturbation analysis. However, ΔE(del) turned out to be the
most important contribution in line with frontier orbital theory, and
therefore we considered the intermonomer CT calculated in this work
as the “lp(A) → σ★(XY)” CT for reasons of simplicity.
Electrostatic interactions were determined by investigating the
electrostatic potential V(r) on the 0.001 e/bohr3 electron density
surface of the monomers listed in Tables S3 and S4. For halogen
donors, the V(r) maximum in the nonbonding region in the σ
direction (σ-hole-attracting negative charge) and, for halogen
acceptors (Lewis bases), the V(r) minimum in the lp region were
calculated. These values are given in the SI in kilocalories per mole and
provide a measure for electrostatic attraction.125−128
Calculation of the local-mode properties was carried out with the
program COLOGNE2016.129 CCSD(T) energies were obtained with
the packages CFOUR130 and ORCA.131 For NBO analysis, NBO 6124
was used, whereas the electron (energy) density distribution was
analyzed with the program AIMAll.132 DFT calculations were
performed with the package Gaussian09.133
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A schematic representation of the 202 molecules investigated in
this work is given in Figure 1. They are separated into four
groups (I−IV). Investigation of the FCl complexes of group I
(1−22), which involve amines and phosphines, provides a
possibility of studying the consequences of halogen acceptor
substitution for the strength of XB. Group II (23−148)
contains dihalogens X2 and interhalogens XY interacting with
acceptors ARm (R = F, H, CH3; m = 2, 3), with A being an
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atom of the second or third period (O and N or S and P).
Group II is included to study the inﬂuence of the polarizability
of X and the polarizing power of Y on XB. Groups III (149−
180) and IV (181−202) contain the actual targets of this work:
Simple halomethanes and halotetraganes interacting with
amines, phosphines, or the Cl− anion are contained in group
III. Group IV consists of organoiodine molecules interacting
with Cl− or NH3.
In view of the large number of molecules investigated, the
data for all monomers and XB complexes (see Figure 1) are
summarized in Table S2, which contains bond lengths r(YX)
and r(X···A) in Å, binding energies ΔE(DFT) and ΔE[CCSD-
(T)] in kcal/mol, electron density ρb at the XB critical point in
electron/bohr3, energy density Hb at the XB critical point in
hartree/bohr3, delocalization energies ΔE(del) = ΔE(lp→
σ★(XY)) in kcal/mol, intermonomer CT dominated by the
transition lp(A)→σ★(XY) in electrons, local stretching force
constants ka(XY) and ka(XB) = ka(X···A) in mdyn/Å, BSO
values n(XY) and n(XB) = n(X···A), the degree of 3c-4e
bonding in %, and the frequency of that normal mode, which
has dominant XB stretching character. The latter is given to
provide vibrational spectroscopy information, where the XB
stretching band should be found when either IR or Raman
spectra are recorded. Tables S3 and S4 contain molecular
properties of the XB acceptors and donors, respectively. Figures
S3−S5 provide a schematic representation of all complexes
with NBO charges.
Rather than a discussion in detail of the data collected in the
Supporting Information (SI), the most important results are
given in the form of suitable diagrams. Figure 2 summarizes all
results in a BSO diagram, which shows that XB can vary from
very weak (n ≤ 0.1) to rather strong interactions (n ≥ 0.3),
which are found for some phosphine complexes. The sequence
of increasingly stronger XB shown in Figure 2 and given in
more detail in Table S2 provides for the ﬁrst time a quantitative
comparison of the various types of XB.
In Figure 3, the nature of the XB is characterized with the
help of the energy density Hb at the XB critical point. There is a
variation from electrostatic (Hb values close to zero) to
covalent bonding with distinctly negative Hb values that
indicates stabilization of the electron density at the XB critical
point and, by this, covalent interactions according to the
Cremer−Kraka criteria.121 Analysis of the energy density is
conﬁrmed by the corresponding CT values from the lp(A)
orbital to the σ★(XY) orbital, and the corresponding
delocalization energies are listed in Table S2.
Figure 4 provides analysis of FCl-amine and FCl-phosphine
complexes, again based on the BSO values determined with eq
1. Figures 5 and 6 compare XB for various halogens and
interhalogens (excluding the F2 complexes for the reasons
discussed above) in combination with second- and third-row
heteroatoms A that characterize a given type of Lewis base. XBs
for halomethanes, in general, and iodocarbons, speciﬁcally, are
analyzed in Figures 7 and 8.
A possible relationship between the intrinsic bond strength
of XB and the complex binding energy ΔE (Figure 9) or the
delocalization energy ΔE(lp→σ★(XY)) (Figure 10) is also
investigated. In the SI, similar relationships with the electron
density ρb and acceptor ionization potentials (IPs) are
provided.
These results lead to a clear picture of the nature of XB,
which can be rationalized by considering 10 diﬀerent electronic
eﬀects. Most of them have been previously discussed in
connection with XBs (orbital energy and overlap,36,37,44,53
electrostatic eﬀects and σ-hole inﬂuence,46,125−128,134−136 and
CT41,137). However, in this work we summarize these
electronic eﬀects in a compact way, applying vibrational
spectroscopy and the local vibrational modes.
1. Changes in the orbital energy of lp(A) and the electro-
negativity of A. Covalent contributions sensitively depend on the
lp(A) energy that inﬂuences the orbital energy diﬀerence Δϵ =
ϵ[lp(A)] − ϵ[σ★(XY)] with ϵ[lp(A)] < ϵ[σ★(XY)]. The
smaller Δϵ is, the larger are the CT and covalent contributions.
Trends in ϵ[lp(A)] are reﬂected by the corresponding vertical
IPs (see the SI) or, more directly, by the calculated lp(A)
orbital energies. For a third-row element like P, the lp orbital is
lying higher in energy and by this the covalent contribution is
larger, as conﬁrmed by the BSO values of the phosphine and
amine XB complexes shown in Figure 4.
1a. Orbital energy of lp(A) and σ-withdrawing/donating groups
at A. The lp(A) orbital can be raised by suitable substituents to
decrease Δϵ. As shown in Figure 4 (amines in red; phosphines
in green), the XB strength ranges from BSO values n = 0.100
for FCl···NF3 to 0.270 for FCl···N(CH3)3, whereas for the
phosphines, the bond strength varies from n = 0.064 (FCl···
PF3) to n = 0.512 (FCl···P(CH3)3), thus revealing that the
strength of the XBs formed with FCl largely depends on the
halogen acceptor. For amines, the XB strength increases in the
series NF3 < NHF2 < NH2CN < NH2F < NH2Cl ≈ NH2SiH3 <
NH3 < NH2OH < NH2CH3 < NH(CH3)2 < N(CH3)3. For
phosphines, the intrinsic strength of XB increases as follows:
PF3 ≈ PH2CN < PH3 < PH2SiH3 < PH2Cl < PH2F ≈ PH2CH3
< PHF2 < PH2OH ≪ PH(CH3)2 < P(CH3)3. Electron-
withdrawing substituents such as F in NF3 lower ϵ[lp(A)] and
thereby weaken XB, whereas electron-donating groups such as
Me raise ϵ[lp(A)] and thereby strengthen the covalent
contribution to XB.
1b. Orbital energy of lp(A) and π-withdrawing/donating groups
at A. Substituents, which lead to a potential delocalization of
lp(A) such as the cyano group in PH2CN, lower ϵ[lp(A)],
increase Δϵ, and thereby weaken XB (see 20 in Table S2). π-
Donating substituents such as Cl in chlorinated phosphines
have destabilizing pπ,lp(A) 4e interactions that cause an
increase of ϵ[lp(A)]. The latter eﬀect can be stronger than the
σ-electron-withdrawing eﬀect so that the Lewis base becomes a
Figure 2. Power relationship between the relative BSO n and the local
stretching force constants ka of XB complexes 1−202 given according
to eq 1 (solid black line). Weak, normal, and strong XB are separated
by the horizontal blue lines.
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stronger electron donor. For phosphines, these eﬀects
dominate, whereas for amines, the Cl substituent acts more
as a σ acceptor rather than a π donor. The calculated strength
of XB in the FCl complexes of NH3 (n = 0.190), NH2CN
(0.139), NH2Cl (0.158) and PH3 (0.151), PH2CN (0.077),
P(CN)3 (0.044), PH2Cl (0.213), and PCl3 (0.096) conﬁrms
these eﬀects (see Table S2 and Figure 4). Noteworthy is that
the sensitivity of XB to substituent eﬀects in the Lewis base is
much larger for third rather than second period atoms A, which
is especially obvious for the phosphines.
2. Orbital overlap between X and A. Covalent bonding requires
an eﬃcient overlap between the interacting orbitals, i.e., the
lp(A) and σ★(XY) orbitals. The latter depends on the geometry
of the complex [a linear arrangement of the unit (A, centroid of
lp, X, and Y) would be optimal as well as a short interaction
distance r(X···A)], the nodal characteristics of the valence
orbitals, and their diﬀuseness. The rule of thumb is that orbital
overlap decreases when the principal quantum numbers of X
and A increasingly diﬀer and/or the electronegativity diﬀerence
Δχ(A,X) = χ(A) − χ(X) increases. Electronegative substituents
at an atom A with a diﬀuse lp (e.g., P) can improve the overlap
due to orbital contraction. The best overlap can be expected
between atoms belonging to the same period and having similar
χ values. The overlap decreases in the series ClCl, ClBr, and ClI
or in the series FF, FCl, FBr, FI, and FAt, as is in line with the
Figure 3. (a) Comparison of the BSO n with the energy density Hb at the density critical point of the XB for complexes 1−202. (b) Enlargement of
the range 0 < n < 0.026; −0.010 < Hb < 0.005 hartree/bohr3. Electrostatic XBs are indicated by Hb ≥ 0, whereas negative Hb values are associated
with covalent XB.121,122 For the numbering of XB complexes, see Tables S2, S7, and S8.
Figure 4. Relationship between the relative BSO n and the local XB
stretching force constant ka (eq 1; solid black lines) for XB complexes
involving FCl as halogen donor and amines (lower curve, red squares)
or phosphines (upper curve, green dots) as halogen acceptors.
Figure 5. Relationship between the relative BSO n and the local XB stretching force constant ka (eq 1; solid black lines) for dihalogens and
interhalogens interacting with (a) amines NF3, NH3, and NMe3 and (b) OF2, OH2, or OMe2.
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calculated BSO values. In this connection, one always has to
consider the orbital orthogonality between the σ(XY) and
σ★(XY) orbitals. It is important to understand [lp-
(A)−σ★(XY)] overlap and the formation of 3c-4e-bonding
(see below).
3. Relativistic ef fects on the orbital overlap and energy. Scalar
relativistic eﬀects lead to a contraction of valence s and p
orbitals of relativistic atoms such as X = Br, I, or At.138 Orbital
contraction implies that the energy of the bonding and
antibonding XY orbitals is somewhat lowered, and the eﬀective
electronegativity χ of X is raised, where both eﬀects slow down
the increase of ϵ(σ) with decreasing χ and the nonrelativistic
decrease of χ with the atomic number AN within a group.
Orbital contraction (strong for s and weak for p if spin−orbit
eﬀects are averaged) implies also a reduced (anti)bonding XY
and reduced [lp(A)−σ★(XY)] overlap. In the series FCl, FBr,
FI, and FAt, the BSO value decreases from the reference
n(FCl) = 1.00 to n(FAt) = 0.827 (Table S4). CT from the
lp(A) of a Lewis base to the σ★(XY) orbital and the covalent
character of XB decreases less drastically for Br, I, and At
because of the scalar relativistic eﬀects.
4. Strengthening of XB by 3c-4e-bonding. Anions F3
−, Cl3
−,
FClF−, etc., undergo XB in the sense of a 3c-4e bond, where,
according to molecular orbital theory, a covalent XB bond
order of 0.5 results. In these complexes, the outer atoms are
negatively charged, whereas the inner atom is less negatively or
slightly positively charged. If a Lewis base is carrying an
electron-withdrawing substituent (preferably F but also OH, Cl,
CN, etc.), XB can lead to partial 3c-4e character, which is given
in this work in percentage (see Table S2). This is low if amines,
ethers, or thioethers are involved but increases for phosphines
with electron-donor substituents to 100% and beyond,
indicating inverted 3c-4e bonding. For FCl···PH2OH (19), a
perfect 3c-4e bond is observed, which is the result of a peculiar
interaction between XB and HB (see below). This electronic
eﬀect was ﬁrst discussed by Alkorta and co-workers45 and called
chlorine shared bonds. We hesitate to use this term because it
suggests a new type of bonding, which is nothing else but the
well-known 3c-4e bond (or Rundel−Pimentel bond-
ing28,139,140).
5. Halogen transfer and ion interactions. Strong covalent
character associated with a large CT from A to X leads to a
breaking of the XY bond and the transfer of X+ to ARm. This
happens for phosphine complexes FCl···PHMe2 (17), FCl···
PMe3 (18), ClCl···PMe3 (106), and BrBr···PMe3 (107), which
might be considered as phosphonium halogenide complexes
that are stabilized by ion−ion attraction (see charges in the SI).
Figure 6. Relationship between the relative BSO n and the local XB stretching force constant ka (eq 1; solid black lines) for dihalogens and
interhalogens interacting with (a) SF2, SH2, and SMe2 and (b) PF3, PH3, or PMe3.
Figure 7. Relationship between the relative BSO n and the local XB
stretching force constant ka (eq 1; solid black line) for complexes
involving halotetragenes and four diﬀerent acceptors (NH3, red
squares; NMe3, blue circles; PMe3, green triangles; Cl
−, gray
diamonds).
Figure 8. Relationship between the relative BSO n and the local XB
stretching force constant ka (eq 1; solid black lines) for XB complexes
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Because the phosphonium ion complexes also have 3c-4e
bonding character (the percentages given in Table S2 are >100
and have to be inverted: 100/115 = 87, 68, 43, and 81%), their
PCl bond is labilized, and only ClCl···PMe3 can be considered
to be dominated by phosphonium character. In this work, the
classiﬁcation as an ion pair was ﬁrst based on the YX and XA
distance analysis using the corresponding monomer distances
of di/interhalogens and phosphonium ions as reference (Table
S5). Subsequently, it was revised by utilizing the corresponding
BSO values (Table S6), which are more reliable. Accordingly,
Cl−···ClPMe3+ is the only system with suﬃcient ion-pair
character, where bonding takes place in the form of
noncovalent dihalogen interactions between the Cl anion and
a positively charged Cl in the phosphonium ion. This situation
is generally considered as XB and can be contrasted with fully
delocalized 3c-4e systems such as [F···Cl···F]− or FCl···PH2OH
(19), which are also considered to be stabilized by XB.
6. Charge attraction/repulsion between X and A. Coulomb
attraction between a negatively charged A and a positively
charged X stabilizes XB. For an interhalogen XY, with Y being
the more electronegative atom, CT from X to Y leads to bond
polarity and a positively charged X atom. If the electronegativity
diﬀerence Δχ(Y,X) = χ(Y) − χ(X) increases (e.g., in the series
FCl to FAt), the charge of X increases and thereby X−A
attraction exists. Similarly, the negative charge of A can be
increased by electron-donating substituents so that Coulomb
attraction increasingly supports XB. Noteworthy is that XB in
FCl-phosphine complexes is relatively strong despite a charge
repulsion between a positively charged X (because of the higher
electronegativity of F) and a positively charged P (see Figure S3
and the following).
7. Role of a σ hole at X and the electrostatic potential. Charge
repulsion between X and A, as suggested by the calculated
NBO charges, does not consider the anisotropy of the electron
density distribution. The negative charge of X screens the
nucleus less in the XY bond (σ direction), thus leading to
positive values of the electrostatic potential V when V is
calculated outside the bond region for the 0.001 e/bohr3
electron density surface (henceforth called the van der Waals
surface). This is generally interpreted as a σ hole. The
importance of σ-hole,lp interactions is well-established.125−128
The σ hole of X in interhalogens XY increases with the polarity
of the XY bond, which increases with increasing Δχ(Y,X)
[Allred−Rochow χ values are 4.10 (F), 2.83 (Cl), 2.74 (Br),
2.21 (I), and 1.90 (At)141,142]. Similar trends can be found for
the interhalogens (Table S4). Accordingly, XB is inﬂuenced by
the σ hole of X in XY, as is reﬂected by an increase of the XB
BSO values in the series X2···ARm and FX···ARm (X = Cl, Br, I,
At; ARm = OH2, NH3; see Table S2).
8. Dipole−dipole interactions between XY and ARm. Electro-
static attraction between X and A can be inﬂuenced if the
molecular dipole moments are collinearly aligned as in FCl···
NH3, whereas dipole−dipole repulsion in a complex inﬂuences
the XB in FCl···PH3. Because of this, the dipole moments of
the monomers are listed in the Tables S3 and S4. Noteworthy
are the large dipole moments of NH2CN (4.61 D, Table S2)
and PH2CN (3.70 D), which are arranged in a direction that
leads to repulsion with the FCl dipole (0.86 D).
9. Mutual polarization XY and ARm. Interaction between the
multipole moments of the monomers (here only atomic
charges and dipole moments are considered) is enhanced by
induced electrostatic interactions. These depend on the
polarizability of the monomers and their polarizing power.
The ﬁrst property is a tensor where for reasons of simplicity
here just the isotropic polarizability αiso is considered (see
Table S4), although a more detailed analysis might focus on the
Figure 9. Comparison of the BSO n values and the binding energy ΔE for (a) complexes 1−202. (b) Enlargement of the region 0 < n < 0.026; 0 <
ΔE < 19 kcal/mol. The purple line indicates the expected relationship between the two quantities. For the list of complex numbers, see Tables S2,
S9, and S10.
Figure 10. Comparison of the second-order CT stabilization energy
ΔE(del) = ΔE[lp(A)→σ★(XY)] and the BSO n values. The yellow
line provides a reference line (see the text). Complexes with 3c-4e
bonding have large ΔE(del). Complexes with strong 3c-4e bonding or
phosphonium character are not included.
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σ polarizability. The value of αiso increases steeply in the series
F2 (8.2 bohr
3), Cl2 (30.6), Br2 (45.4), I2 (71.6), and At2 (87.4),
thus explaining why Cl2 and higher halogens are so easily
polarized, which will lead also to an increase of the X σ hole by
a Lewis base with suﬃcient polarizing power. This can be
estimated by calculating V at a position on the van der Waals
surface of A, which is next to X and gives a measure for the
eﬀect of the lp(A) electrons. The more negative V is for lp(A)
(see Table S3), the stronger should be the polarizing power of
the Lewis base. The negative value of V increases with (i) χ(A)
(amines have more negative values than phosphines) and (ii)
the electron-donating power of R in ARm. More positive values
of V at the position of lp(A) are obtained if the lp electrons are
delocalized as for CN substituents or when R has a much larger
electronegativity than A (as in PF3).
10. Augmentation of XB by HB. There are some interesting
exceptions to eﬀects 1 and 2: An OH group does not lead to a
weakening of the XB but to its strengthening (FCl···PH2OH: n
= 0.364 compared to n = 0.304 for FCl···PH2CH3). Inspection
of the geometry of FCl···PH2OH reveals that this unusual
behavior of the OH group is due to HB with Cl, which
increases the complex stability. If the HB is broken by rotation
of the OH group, the hydroxyl group functions, as expected, as
an electron-withdrawing group with a XB weakening eﬀect.
Clearly, electronic eﬀects 1−5 are relevant for the covalent
part of XB, whereas eﬀects 6−9 concern the electrostatic part.
Additional electronic eﬀects can augment either covalent or
electrostatic XB. It is well-known that exchange repulsion and
dispersion forces inﬂuence the strength of XB.68,143 Further-
more, spin−orbit coupling plays a signiﬁcant role for atoms
such as Br, I, and At.144−146 These additional eﬀects were not
explicitly calculated in this work but have to be considered in
the following.
Before some classes of XB complexes are discussed in more
detail, it is appropriate to diﬀerentiate between physically based
observables and the model quantities used in this work. Clearly,
the local mode frequency can be measured88 and the local force
constants can be derived from the former. This is also true for
the electron density or the dipole moment, whereas NBO
charges are orbital-based and therefore model quantities. A
chemist wants to explain XB in terms of covalent, exchange,
electrostatic, inductive, and dispersion interactions. Politzer and
co-workers147−149 have recently pointed out that according to
the Hellmann−Feynman theorem150 noncovalent interactions
are purely Coulombic in nature and include polarization and
dispersion. Therefore, noncovalent interactions such as XB may
be described purely on the basis of Coulomb interactions.
Although this is a valid view, it does not exclude that one uses
model quantities such as NBO charges, CT values, or charge
delocalization energies for a more detailed, model-based
description of XB. We will use the CT values as an indicator
of covalent bonding, where one has to realize that within the
model used smaller contributions to CT might also arise from
other than covalent interactions. In a similar way, we will use an
energy-density-based model that distinguishes just between
covalent and electrostatic forces.121−123
XB with Phosphines. Considering all eﬀects, the strong
covalency of XB in phosphine complexes (Table S2 and Figure
3) is noteworthy. This can lead to BSO values larger than 0.3
(1), where, as shown above, especially methyl substituents help
to increase the intrinsic XB strength. For P(CH3)3, the lp(P)
orbital energy is raised [CCSD(T): IP = 8.6 eV; IP(PH3) =
10.5 eV; Table S3] via hyperconjugation and a lower electron-
withdrawing eﬀect of the methyl group. The very low value of V
[V(PMe3) = −28.8 kcal/mol; V(PH3) = −16.9 kcal/mol] and
the high polarizability (PMe3, 67.6 bohr
3; αiso(PH3), 30.8
bohr3; Table S3) cause both the covalent and electrostatic parts
of XB in, e.g., FCl···PMe3 (ΔE = 28.0 kcal/mol; n(XA) = 0.512;
Table S2), to be relatively large and the complex to take the
character of a chlorophosphonium ion interacting with F− via
signiﬁcant 3c-4e bonding (68%).
In the series Cl2, Br2, I2, and At2 or FCl, FBrl, FI, and FAt,
the electrostatic interactions with P(CH3)3 increase in a limited
way because of an increasing σ hole and an increasing
polarizability of X but an increased repulsion between positively
charged X and P (Tables S3 and S4 and Figure S4). At the
same time, the covalent contributions decrease because of an
increase in the σ★(XY) energy and a decrease of the orbital
overlap, as is documented by the CT values in Table S2.
Accordingly, for Cl2 and FCl, the strongest XB is found (n =
0.583 for 106 and n = 0.512 for 18), indicating in the ﬁrst case a
phosphonium complex with 3c-4e character and in the second
case inverted 3c-4e character.
Using the 10 electronic eﬀects discussed above, the trends in
the intrinsic strength of XB, as reﬂected by the BSO values
shown in Figures 3−6, can be explained in detail. The insight
provided by these values makes it possible to discuss XB for
halogenated carbon molecules, which are directly relevant for
polymer chemistry and materials science.
■ ASSESSMENT OF XB INVOLVING TETRAGENES
The lower electronegativity of carbon compared to that of the
halogens leads to higher orbital energies σ(XY) and σ★(XY)
and to reduced overlap between the latter and the lp(A) orbital.
The polarity of the CX bond is inverted (compared to FCl) and
causes a larger (smaller) orbital coeﬃcient of X in the σ(CX)
bonding [σ★(CX) antibonding] orbital. Hence, 4e repulsion
between lp(A) and σ(CX) will be larger and 2e stabilization
between lp(A) and σ★(CX) lower. This can be directly veriﬁed
by the reduced CT and ΔE(del) values of the halocarbons
(Table S2). Halocarbons lead to weak electrostatic XB. To
increase the intrinsic strength of the XB involving a halocarbon,
the eﬀective electronegativity of the C(X) carbon has to be
increased, which is accomplished by halogenation. Apart from
this, it is interesting to see how XB is changed when
halomethanes are replaced by the corresponding silanes,
germanes, and stannanes. For this purpose, a set of tetraganes
interacting with NH3, NMe3, PMe3, and the Cl
− anion as
halogen acceptors were investigated. The calculated BSO values
of the halomethanes are shown in Figure 7.
XB for Halomethanes and Halotetraganes. According
to the calculated BSO values, both weak and normal XB are
observed, where the largest BSO values are obtained for the Cl−
anion (0.120−0.273 corresponding to ΔE values from 8.2 to
28.0 kcal/mol; Table S2), which indicates how anions as
halogen acceptors signiﬁcantly increase the strength of XB.
Diﬀerent from what was found for dihalogens and interhal-
ogens, halocarbons form XB with phosphines and, in particular,
P(CH3)3, which have slightly lower strength (0.047−0.122)
than those formed with NH3 (0.066−0.153) and N(CH3)3
(0.084−0.158; Table S2). This reﬂects the smaller covalent
character of the XB involving tetraganes as X donors. P(CH3)3
still leads to larger CT values (Table S2), but the corresponding
XB strength is also inﬂuenced by electrostatic contributions
such as X−A repulsion (attraction) determined by the
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calculated atomic charges, σ-hole−lp(A) attraction as reﬂected
by the calculated V values, and charge polarizability.
According to the BSO values, σ-hole−lp(A) attraction seems
to be decisive, as suggested by V values of −37.7, −30.9, and
−28.8 kcal/mol for the lp(A) in NH3, N(CH3)3, and P(CH3)3,
respectively. Nevertheless, small covalent contributions remain
to be important, as the BSO values of complexes with H3CI,
F3CI, Cl3CI, and CI4 reveal, where Cl3CI and CI4 form stronger
XB than F3CI for both NH3 and Cl
−. This can be related to a
lowering of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)
of the halomethanes, as was already pointed out by Huber on
the basis of binding energies.53 The highest BSO values are
obtained for Cl3C−I as a halogen donor, which is because of its
high polarizability (90.2 bohr3; Table S4) and a positive charge
at I, which is more attracted by the negatively charged N in
NH3 (−1.056 e) and N(CH3)3 (−0.500 e) than the positively
charged P (1.123 e; Figure S3) in P(CH3)3. Similar
considerations apply to F3C−I and I3C−I, which lead with
N(CH3)3 to relatively strong XB complexes [ΔE = 8.3 and 10.3
kcal/mol (CCSD(T)].
When C is replaced with a less electronegative tetragene such
as Si, Ge, or Sn [Allred−Rochow: χ(C) = 2.50 > χ(Ge) = 2.02
> χ(Si) = 1.74 ≃ χ(Sn) = 1.72141,142], the strength of the XB
decreases, where the BSO follows the changes in the σ-hole
potential value (see Tables S2 and S4) and the fact that X
becomes increasingly negatively charged. Again, the strongest
values are found for the iodomethanes. This clariﬁes that once
the interaction between RmCX and a Lewis base is considered,
it is limited to the moderate donor ability of the halocarbon,
where an iodocarbon provides the best option. Therefore,
stronger XB can only be provided by increasing the polarity of
the C−I bond via an increase of the eﬀective electronegativity
of C, an increase of the polarizability of the halogen donor,
and/or modiﬁcation of the Lewis base. As the examples
involving the chloride anion reveal, enlarged BSOs of up to 0.3
(in this work considered as the border to strong XB) result,
where both increases of the covalent [higher lp(A) energies and
stronger CT] and electrostatic contributions (higher polar-
izability of the Lewis base; Table S3) play a role.
XB for Organoiodine Compounds. Because iodocarbons
provide the strongest XB (among the tetragenes), an increase
of the perﬂuorinated iodoalkane chain might be one possibility
(184, 185, 195, and 196) to strengthen the XB. However, the
calculated BSO values reveal little improvement. The change in
the eﬀective electronegativity of C(I) is too small. A larger
eﬀect is obtained when p-diiodobenzene is perﬂuorinated. The
BSO value increases from 0.105 (186) to 0.117 (187) and the
binding energy from 3.8 to 6.0 kcal/mol where the increase of
the σ hole from V = 22.0 to 32.9 kcal/mol seems to be the most
important change. Perﬂuorinated p-diiodobenzene materials are
already widely used in gels, ﬂuorescent materials, and
others.16,151−153
A larger change in the electrostatic potential V is
accomplished in the series diﬂuorodiiodoethene (183, V =
32.3 kcal/mol), diiodoacetylene (182; 37.6 kcal/mol), and
iodocyanide (181; 51.8 kcal/mol; Table S4). If this is combined
with increased covalent and electrostatic contributions, as
provided by an anion such as Cl−, then BSO values of 0.215,
0.212, and 0.261 can be obtained, where the switch in the order
of the XB strengths is due to the covalent contributions and a
relatively large CT of 0.188, 0.179, and 0.221 e (electron;
ΔE(del) = 40.3, 35.2, and 52.8 kcal/mol; Table S2) in line with
the LUMO energies. The corresponding binding energies are
22.4, 22.9, and 31.6 kcal/mol [CCSD(T); Table S2].
Obviously, iodocyanide is too toxic to work with, but
diiodoalkynes could be used as suitable compounds to form
polymers based on XB, as is already known for some
time.154−156
XB of similar or even larger strength than the one found in
iodocyanide is observed for ONCI, ICNI, and NNNI
complexes. In the ﬁrst case, the nitroso substituent leads to
an increase in the polarizability of the X donor (from 48.7
bohr3 for NCI to 59.8 bohr3 for ONCI), resulting in a slightly
stronger bond (BSO value of 0.174 compared to 0.161 for
NCI···NH3), whereas for ICNI and NNNI, the higher
electronegativity of N compared to C [χ(C) = 2.50; χ(N) =
3.07] lowers the energy of σ(NI) and σ★(NI) and improves the
lp(A)−σ★(NX) overlap, which results in larger CT and
ΔE(del) values compared to the ones found for iodocarbon
complexes (Table S2). Although ICNI and NNNI have a lower
electrostatic potential than NCI (V = 38.4 and 42.4 kcal/mol
compared to 51.8 kcal/mol), they are capable of forming XB of
similar strength for NH3 (BSO values of 0.130 and 0.171
compared to 0.161) and stronger XB for Cl− (BSO values of
0.335 and 0.368 compared to 0.261) with high 3c-4e character
(101% and 88%).
■ INTRINSIC XB STRENGTH AND COMPLEX BINDING
ENERGIES
There is a tendency of considering the binding energy ΔE of
XB complexes as a direct result of the intrinsic strength of XB.
This simpliﬁcation overlooks that, even in the structurally
simplest XB complex, the magnitude of ΔE is determined by
many factors rather than just the intrinsic strength of the XB.
This also holds for dihalogens and interhalogens interacting
with simple Lewis bases. The mutual polarization of the
monomers leads in all cases to additional electronic eﬀects,
increasing the stability of the complex. Therefore, ΔE is not a
simple reﬂection of the intrinsic strength of XB.
If one correlates the two XB complex properties BSO n(XA)
and complex binding energy ΔE, one obtains the diagram
shown in Figure 9. The scattering of data points suggests that
there is no direct relationship between the two quantities.
However, as indicated by the purple curve, which gives largely a
linear relationship between n and ΔE based on the two
reference molecules Cl2···OF2 (0.021) and FCl···OH2 (0.134),
three classes of XB complexes can be distinguished. The ﬁrst
class contains the phosphonium ion 106, which has a covalent
Cl−P bond, some Cl···C interactions, and a BSO(XB) value
that is larger than suggested by ΔE (18.1 kcal/mol for Cl2···
PMe3; however, 75.3 kcal/mol for Cl
−···ClPMe3+). In this class,
one can also place systems 17, 18, or 107 with inverted 3c-4e
character because they also have some (small) phosphonium
character.
The second class contains complexes with strong 3c-4e
bonding such as 7, 13−16, or 46−52, which also have larger
BSO values than ΔE values. Complex 19 belongs to this class
but has a larger ΔE due to a HB between XY and Lewis base.
Complexes such as 113, 114, or 115 have much larger binding
energies as a result of the large polarizabilities of the monomers,
which leads to stabilizing attractions between FX and the
methyl groups of the phosphine that do not enhance the direct
interactions between X and A but ΔE.
In the third class (to the left of the curve in Figure 9: larger
ΔE values than expected from the BSO values), there are
complexes with electrostatic and moderately covalent XB.
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Strong deviations from the expected ΔE can be observed for
the perﬂuorinated halogen donors 195 and 196, which are
strongly polarizable and therefore have signiﬁcantly higher
binding energies ΔE. In this way, for each complex, additional
stabilization eﬀects can be quantitatively determined once a
reasonable functional dependence has been established
between n and ΔE with the help of a few reference systems.
One can extend this approach by comparing delocalization
energies ΔE(del) with BSO values n (Figure 10). Scattering is
stronger in this case because the magnitude of ΔE(del)
depends on the orbital energies of lp(A) and σ★(XY) as well as
their overlap. In the two previous sections, we have discussed
the many eﬀects determining orbital energies and overlap. On
top of this, electrostatic interactions can increase the BSO value
so that their magnitude becomes larger than expected from
ΔE(del) (examples are 51 or 52). By using ΔE(del) for
analysis, one has to be aware that its calculation is based on the
assumption of a speciﬁc Lewis structure, which in the case of
nonclassical 3c-4e bonding leads to exaggerated delocalization
energies. One can calculate with the perturbational molecular
orbital approach 3c energies.124 However, we have refrained
from using this approach and have excluded complexes with
strong 3c-4e bonding from the diagram in Figure 10 on which
the analysis of the covalent contributions was based.
■ CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The strength of the XB of 202 complexes has been determined
for the ﬁrst time quantitatively using local stretching force
constants, which reﬂect local features of the curvature of the
potential energy surface and can be directly related to measured
or calculated frequencies.86,89,90 The current investigation is put
into perspective with regard to other quantum-chemical
investigations of the recent years in Table 1. On the basis of
this comparison, a solid basis for future studies on more
sophisticated XB complexes is laid in the current work. Our
work has led to the following conclusions.
1. On the basis of the calculated BSO values, one can
distinguish weak (n < 0.1), normal (0.1 ≤ n ≤ 0.3), and strong
(n > 0.3) XB. Complexes with n close to 0.5 beneﬁt from
nonclassical 3c-4e bonding. Complexes with n > 0.5 result from
a transfer of the halogen cation X+ from a polarized XY or XX
to the halogen acceptor and the formation of an ion pair that
itself is bonded by an inverted XB between the remaining
halogen anion (as Lewis base) and the halogenated Lewis base
as a new halogen donor. An example for such a X+ transfer is
Cl2···PMe3 → Cl−···ClPMe3.
2. We have established 10 diﬀerent electronic eﬀects to
analyze and explain the observed XB strength order of the 202
XB complexes.
3. The majority of the XB investigated has sizable covalent
contributions. There is not a single XB with a strongly positive
energy density in the bond region, which according to the
Cremer−Kraka criteria would indicate dominant electrostatic
bonding. Typically, the weak XB identiﬁed in this work possess
energy densities close to zero and dominant electrostatic
character.
4. Covalent contributions have been characterized by CT
from lp(A) to σ★(XY) and by the delocalization energy
ΔE(del) associated with this process. In all cases, at least some
covalent character of XB could be observed, which underlines
that XB is, in general, more covalent than either HB or
pnicogen bonding.83,97
5. It is remarkable that, besides the covalent contributions,
the σ-hole,lp(A) interactions, as measured by the electrostatic
potential V, are often decisive for the magnitude of the BSO
because they directly inﬂuence the intrinsic bond strength. For
example, the increasing intrinsic XB strength in the interactions
of FCl, FBr, FI, and FAt with a Lewis base such as PMe3 can be
predicted in this way. However, it is a simpliﬁcation to explain
XB just by σ-hole interactions because covalent contributions to
XB always have to be considered.
6. Unusual are the relatively strong XB between dihalogens/
interhalogens and phosphines, especially if these are carrying an
electron-withdrawing substituent such as Z = F, OH, Cl, CN,
etc. In these cases, 3c-4e bonding is established leading to an
interaction of the type Y···X···PR2Z. The degree of 3c-4e XB is
quantitatively determined by the ratio BSO(X···A)/BSO(Y···
X). If the latter is close to 1.00, an ideal 3c-4e system is
established. If it is larger than 1.00, then an inverted 3c-4e XB
exists, with a stronger X−A interaction that in the extreme can
lead to a new bond.
7. Relativistic eﬀects both strengthen and weaken XB because
of the s,p-orbital contraction for Br (small eﬀect), I, and At.
Orbital contraction increases somewhat the eﬀective electro-
negativity, which causes a less steep decrease of the covalent
contribution, as would be predicted by nonrelativistic orbital
energies and the overlap with A. Second, they lead to a smaller
σ hole (stronger shielding of the nucleus by orbital contraction)
Table 1. Comparison of Quantum-Chemical Investigations
of XB Complexesa
XB
complexes method properties and topics ref
IV (6) DFT-r4 ESP 20
I (22) MP2 ΔE, r, Jcoup 30
II (76) CCSD(T),
microwave
ΔE, r, kσ 32
II (15) CCSD(T) ΔE, ED, r, Θ 34
III (18) MP2 ΔE, r, Δω, IE 37
II (69) CCSD(T) benchmark r, ΔE 38
II, III (55) DFT-r4 BLW ΔE, IE, ED 41
III (100) MP2 ΔE, r, ESP 46
III (8) MP2 ΔE, ESP, ED 54
II,III (28) SAPT ΔE, ED, Θ XB vs CB, PB 66, 67
I (15) SAPT ΔE, ED, Θ 69
III (11) DFT-r2 ESP, ΔE, r, ρ 72
II (30) DFT-r4 dipole, ΔE 74
I (7) MP2 ΔE, r, ED, ρ, Θ 75
I (14) MP2 ρ, XB vs HB 76
I (16) MP2 ΔE, r, Jcoup 83
III, IV (57) DFT-r4, MP2 ESP, ΔE, r 123,
125
IV (12) MP2 ESP, ΔE, r, Θ 130
II (7) DFT-r4 BLW ΔE, r, ESP, ED, Δω, Θ, XB vs
HB, CB, PB
133




ΔE, r, ρ, ESP, ωa, ka, BSO this
work
aGroups I−IV according to Figure 1 and the number of XB complexes
studied given in parentheses. XC functionals of DFT are classiﬁed
according to their rung in “Jacobs’s ladder” (r2, GGA; r4, hybrid XC).
ESP = electrostatic potential, ΔE = binding energy, Jcoup = NMR spin−
spin coupling constants, ED = energy decomposition, ρ = electron
density, r = geometric parameters, kσ = intermolecular force constant
from microwave spectroscopy, Δω = frequency shifts, Θ = angular
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for the higher halogens, as expected on the basis of their atomic
number. Compared to the nonrelativistic eﬀects, the relativistic
eﬀects are too small to change the overall trends in covalent or
electrostatic XB.
8. It is remarkable that, because of the formation of a
supporting HB, the otherwise destabilizing OH group can
substantially increase the intrinsic strength of XB. In the case of
FCl···PH2OH, a nonclassical complex is formed with ideal 3c-
4e bonding. We suggest exploiting the combination of HB and
XB systematically to generate new polymers and other
materials.
9. Halomethanes and halotetraganes are limited in establish-
ing strong covalent contributions to XB. This is actually a result
of the relatively low electronegativity of C (and the higher
tetragenes) and the limited polarity of the C−X (Si−X, Ge−X,
and Sn−X) bond. These limitations can be overcome by
increasing the σ hole and polarizability of X, which is best
accomplished by reverting to iodo-substituted carbon mole-
cules. Essential is that the carbon framework is also highly
polarizable, which is achieved if carbon molecules with multiple
bonds are involved. This explains the stability of XB in
connection with diiodoacetylene or diodopolyalkyne and their
frequent use in polymer chemistry.16,154−156
10. We suggest as new materials the use of perﬂuorinated
diiodobenzene, which has relatively strong XB with alkylamines
and gains stability by its large polarizability. Iodocyanide should
be too poisonous to use, iodophosphaethyne (I−CP) should
only be stable at low temperatures, and diododizomethane
(I2CN2) should be explosive, which limits the possibility of
utilizing strong XB for systems with triple or multiple bonds.
However, I-substituted derivatives of 1,3-dipolar molecules
such as diazonium betaines (INNN and I2CNN), nitrilium
betaines (ICNO, ICNI, and ICNCR2), or azomethines should
provide possibilities for polymers if reacted with diamino
perﬂuorinated polyalkenes or diaminopolyalkynes. 1,3-dipolar
cycloadditions would lead to a very stable network of bonds in
such polymers.
11. Apart from providing for the ﬁrst time a quantitative
order of intrinsic XB strengths, we have developed a new
method for analyzing complex binding energies ΔE. This is
based on two or three reference complexes that are used to
establish a relationship between ΔE and BSO n. Any deviation
from the reference line can be analyzed in terms of the
electronic eﬀects, causing the deviation. This makes it possible
to quantify the energetic consequences of the latter and get a
better understanding of how the interplay of diﬀerent electronic
eﬀects leads to the actual complex binding energy. Similarly,
one can analyze the delocalization energies ΔE(del), electron
density ρ(rb), or energy density H(rb) by comparing them with
the BSO values and using suitable reference values.
Finally, a caveat has to be made with regard to the σ-
hole,lp(A) interactions because one might consider them to be
a covalent contribution in the sense that the “lp(A) orbital
directly donates charge to the σ-hole”. However, covalent
contributions always depend on both potential and kinetic
energy. In this work, the energy density H(rb) was used to
determine the covalency of XB. It was found that H(r) is not
necessarily a minimum at the position of the σ hole, which
indicates that analysis of the σ hole can provide some insight
into the electrostatic but not the potential covalent character of
XB. Additional covalent contributions, even if small, can change
the intrinsic strength of XB.
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Utilizing all-electron Dirac-exact relativistic calculations with the Normalized Elimination of the Small
Component (NESC) method and the local vibrational mode approach, the transition from metal-halide
to metal halogen bonding is determined for Au-complexes interacting with halogen-donors. The local
stretching force constants of the metal-halogen interactions reveal a smooth transition from weak
non-covalent halogen bonding to non-classical 3-center-4-electron bonding and finally covalent metal-
halide bonding. The strongest halogen bonds are found for dialkylaurates interacting with Cl2 or FCl.
Differing trends in the intrinsic halogen-metal bond strength, the binding energy, and the electrostatic
potential are explained.
! 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Halogen bonding (XB) involves the interaction between a halo-
gen donor molecule (YX) and a halogen acceptor molecule ARn
where A is an electron rich atom [1]. As in the case of hydrogen
bonding, XB is a result of stabilizing covalent, electrostatic, induc-
tive, and dispersion interactions, which are reduced by destabiliz-
ing exchange repulsion [1–3]. XB is of chemical relevance in
catalysis, for the design of supramolecular structures, ion trans-
port, and sensing [1]. There are numerous experimental and com-
putational studies of the interactions between YX bonds and
organic Lewis bases. However, XB has also been observed for tran-
sition metal complexes where the halogen accepting A is a metal M
[1,4,5].
Koten and co-workers reported an organometallic complex in
which a I2 was coordinated to a metal center in a linear fashion
(I-I-M close to 180) [6]. They suggested that the d2z lone pair orbital
of the metal would donate charge to the empty rH(I-I) of I2, which
is typical of XB [6–9]. Cotton and co-workers [10] reported a com-
plex were I2 formed a bent interaction with a metal center. They
suggested that the I2 donates charge to the metal center in this
case. Rogachev and Hoffmann [11] confirmed the I2 ! ! !M bond
mechanism for planar Pt-complexes. These authors studied also
metal-iodine complexes in which I2 acts as an electron donor thus
replacing XB by normal covalent metal-iodine bonding. They also
investigated how the binding energy and bond distance between
I2 and the organometallic molecule is affected by having different
types of metals (Co, Rh, Ir, Ni, Pd, Pt) and different ligands coordi-
nated to the metal. Replacing Pt by Pd and then Ni leads to a weak-
ening of XB.
An unusual octahedral cationic platinum complex with a neu-
tral I2 ligand coordinated to the metal in a end-on fashion was
reported by Nagasawa and co-workers [12] Notable is the large I-
I distance in several of these complexes [6–9,11,12], which may
not be only due to the donation of the lone pair of the metal into
the rH(I-I) of iodine but may already indicate an advanced stage
in the oxidative addition of I2 where the metal is bound to I2 by
3c-4e (3-center-4-electron) bonding or even due to an ion-pair I"
! ! !I-M+ formation. Recently, Kukushkin and co-workers detected
and studied theoretically the formation of XB and bifurcated XB
between halocarbons and organoplatinum complexes [13] Zeng
and co-workers [14] did second order perturbation theory (MP2)
calculations and found that strong halogen bonds of covalent char-
acter are formed between interhalogens and Pt(II) in cis/
trans-PtðNH3Þ2X2 (X = OH, F, Cl, Br). Li and co-workers [15] carried
out an MP2 investigation to study the formation of XB involving
gold. Zhao studied the interaction between F3CX (X = I, Br, Cl)
and small gold clusters (Aun n = 2, 3, 4) and found that X can act
as an electron donor, forming a stronger interaction, or as a elec-
tron acceptor forming weak XBs [16]. Young and co-workers [17]
reported the formation of F2! ! !Hg when Hg is trapped in argon
matrices doped with F2 and suggested that the analogous interac-
tion of heavier halogens could be important for understanding the
environmental chemistry of Hg. Blakey and co-workers used differ-
ent spectroscopic techniques (Synchrotron X-ray photoelectron
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cplett.2017.05.045
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spectroscopy, UV–vis, surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy) and
found evidence for the formation of XB involving iodoperfluo-
robenzenes and gold nanoparticles [18].
In the current work, the interactions between X-Y (dihalogens,
interhalogens, and halohydrocarbons with X being Cl, Br, or I)
and neutral or anionic metal complexes MRn (M: Cu, Ag, Au, Pt,
Hg) are quantum chemically investigated using an all-electron
Dirac-exact scalar relativistic (spin free) method in combination
with a rung 3 exchange-correlation functional. The strength of
the metal-halogen bonding (XB-M) interactions will be quantified
with the corresponding local stretching force constant [19–23].
The objectives of this work are to answer the following questions.
(i) How strong are the interactions between Cu, Ag, Au ions and I2
or CF3I? (ii) What role do scalar relativistic effects play in this con-
nection? (iii) How strong are covalent and/or electrostatic interac-
tions between the metal complex and the X-donor? (iv) Can one
tune the bonding mechanism between metal and iodine by varying
the metal atom, possible ligands, or the halogen donor?
The computational methods used to answer these questions are
described in the following section. Results and discussions are
found in the third section of this work whereas the conclusions
are given in the final section.
2. Computational methods
Molecular geometries and complex binding energies were com-
puted utilizing the all-electron Dirac-exact Normalized Elimination
of the Small Component (NESC) method [24] as developed and
implemented by Zou, Filatov, and Cremer [25], which provides a
more reliable account of energies, geometries, vibrational frequen-
cies [26], and other response properties than the effective core
potentials normally used [25–27]. NESC was used in connection
with the rung 3 (meta-GGA) exchange correlation functional TPSS
[28] that provides reliable data for transition metal complexes as
has been documented in the literature [29,30]. TPSS was combined
with the empirical dispersion correction D3 [31] and the Becke-
Johnson damping parameters (BJ) [32] to accurately model disper-
sion interactions. Calculated binding energies were corrected for
basis set superposition errors (BSSE) employing the counterpoise
correction.[33].
As suitable relativistic basis sets, the segmented contracted
Sapporo triple zeta basis sets Sapporo-DKH3-TZP-2012 [34] for
Cu, Ag, Au, Hg, and I were chosen, whereas for all other atoms
(Cl, C, H, F and N) the non-relativistic Sapporo-TZP-2012 basis
sets[35,36] were used. Since 24 of the 29 complexes studied are
anionic and highly polarizable, s-, p-, d-, f-, etc. sets of basis func-
tions were augmented by one set of diffuse functions to better
describe the electron density far from the nuclei. All DFT calcula-
tions were performed with tight convergence criteria (changes in
the density matrix elements in the converged SCF (self-consistent
field): <10"10; changes in the forces of the optimized geometry:
<10"7 hartree/bohr) and an ultrafine grid [37].
For all molecules investigated, analytical vibrational frequen-
cies in the harmonic approximation were calculated to (i) char-
acterize each stationary point as minimum (or saddle point)
and (ii) determine local vibrational modes and their properties
according to the method developed by Konkoli and Cremer
[19,38,20]. The Konkoli-Cremer modes are the local equivalent
of the normal vibrational modes and their frequencies can be
experimentally determined in special cases [38]. The local
stretching force constants can be used to determine the intrinsic
strength of a bond [22]. Furthermore, the description of the
intrinsic bond strength via local stretching force constants can
be simplified by using the latter to determine a bond strength
order (BSO) [39].
According to the generalized Badger rule [40,39], BSO values
nðXBÞ of the XB are related to the calculated kaðXBÞ values via a
power relationship [40,22]
n ¼ aðkaÞb ð1Þ
where constants a = 0.696 and b = 0.660 define for the I-I bond in I2
a BSO value n = 1.00 and for the corresponding 3c-4e bond in
½I ! ! ! I ! ! ! I'"n = 0.50. According to the Rundle-Pimentel model of
bonding, the ½I ! ! ! I ! ! ! I'" anion has 2e in a bonding and 2e in a
non-bonding orbital, which suggests a non-classical (NC) BSO
(I! ! !I) value being half of that of the di-iodine bond. Eq. (1) also
implies that for ka = 0, an n value of zero results.
Since NC 3c-4e bonding can play an important role in XB [2], its
magnitude was assessed in percentage using the ratio n(X! ! !A/n
(XY)) (100. If the ratio of bond strengths leads to unity, 3c-4e
bonding is fulfilled by 100% as in the ½I ! ! ! I ! ! ! I'" anion. Values
below 75% indicate that 3c-4e bonding plays a minor role. Values
above 100% indicate the formation of inverted 3c-4e bonding
(i-NC): The XA interactions are stronger than the XY interactions.
Values above 100% are listed in the tables to quickly identify
inverted 3c-4e bonding, but can be compared with other values
via their reciprocal (n(Y! ! !X/n(XA)) ( 100).
Local properties of the electron density distribution, qðrÞ, and
energy density distribution, HðrÞ, were also computed at the
NESC/TPSSD3 level of theory and used to determine the covalent
character of the XY and XA interactions with the help of the
Cremer-Kraka criteria for covalent bonding [41,42]. According to
these criteria a negative and therefore stabilizing energy density
at the bond critical point rb (HðrbÞ = Hb < 0) indicates a dominating
covalent character, whereas a positive (destabilizing) energy den-
sity (Hb > 0) is associated with predominant electrostatic
interactions.
Using the natural bond orbital (NBO) method of Weinhold and
co-workers [43], NBO atomic charges were calculated and used
to assess the charge transfer between the monomers of an XB-M
complex.
The electrostatic character of the interactions was investigated
by using the extremal value Vext of the electrostatic potential VðrÞ
on the van der Waals surface (modeled by the 0.001 e/Bohr3 elec-
tron density surface) of the halogen donor monomers (i.e. Vext is a
maximum). The halogen acceptor ability of a monomer ARn was
assessed by determining the minimum value Vext in the lp(A)
region. VðrÞ (measured in eV) is positive in the case of a r-hole
of a halogen and negative in the lp-region of a hetero atom.
The calculation of the NESC energies, geometries and frequen-
cies as well as the local mode properties was performed with the
program COLOGNE2016 [44]. For the NBO analysis, the program
NBO6 [45] was used. The local properties of the electron density
distribution, qðrÞ, and energy density distribution, HðrÞ at the bond
critical point (see Supporting Information (SI)) and the electrostatic
potential at the van der Waals surface (0.001 e/bohr3: e: electron)
were analyzed with the Multiwfn program [46]. DFT calculations
were performed with the package Gaussian09 [47].
3. Results and discussion
Fig. 1 summarizes for complexes (1–29) selected bond distances
and bond angles. NESC/TPSS-D3 binding energies DE and charge
transfer (CT) values are listed in Table 1 for 1–29 where also the
XA and XY interaction distances r, local stretching force constants
ka, local stretching frequenciesxa, and BSO values n are compared.
Also given is the percentage of 3c-4e character that is used to dis-
tinguish between NC and XB-M bonding (see Fig. 2). In Table 2, X-
donor properties such as r; ka;n, and xa for the XY bond are listed
for 30-42. Also given is the extremal value Vext in the van der Waals
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Fig. 1. Schematic presentation of the geometries of complexes 1—29. Selected XM distances are shown in red and XY distances in blue. Distances in Å and angles in degrees.
NESC/TPSS calculations.
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surface of X. For X-acceptors 43-57, just Vext is given in Table 2. In
Fig. 3, the BSO values of the various XB-M are compared. XB-M
interactions can adopt BSO values from 0.2 to 0.8 where the lower
values (<0.5) indicate weak and normal XB-M whereas values of
0.5 and larger give the transition from NC to i-NC and i-XB-M
bonding. All XB-M turn out to have more or less covalent character
(Hb < 0; see SI).
In the following, we will discuss the interactions of X-donors
with (i) planar transition metal complexes (TMC) leading to
pyramidal interaction complexes, (ii) linear TMC leading to
T-structures, and (iii) TM leading to linear structures.
Halogen bonding involving square planar TMC. TMC 1 is sta-
bilized by a XB-M between F3CI and cis-PtðNH3Þ2Cl2. The binding
energy DE is only 12 kcal/mol and the BSO value 0.185. F3CI is a
too weak X-donor to establish a stronger XB-M. This is also
reflected by comparing the r-holes of the X-donors, which increase
in the series F3C-Cl (Vext: 0.86 eV) < F3C-Br (1.05) < Cl-Cl (1.11) <
F3C-I (1.27) < Br-Br (1.28) < I-I (1.31) < Cl-I (1.83; Table 2).
A relatively strong XB-M is obtained by using I-I where n is
0.438 for cis-platin while a slightly larger value of 0.441 results
for trans-platin. An identical amount of 3c-4e character is calcu-
lated for 2 and 3 (62%), i.e. the charge transferred from a d2z (Pt) lone
pair into the rHðI " IÞ orbital weakens (lengthens) the I-I bond and
strengthens (shortens) the Pt! ! !I interaction. The DE value (cis:
17.9; trans: 14.5 kcal/mol) is influenced by both the XB-M and
the mutual polarizability of the monomers, which is larger for
cis-platin and can be enhanced by a slight tilting of the plane of
cis-platin relative to the I-I bond axis (Fig. 1). In this way the pos-
itively charged H atoms of the NH3 ligands can better interact with
the p-density of the negatively charged I atom next to Pt.
The strength of the XB-M interactions can be increased by
replacing the Cl ligands by electron donor ligands such as methyl
(4): DE raises to 27.7 kcal/mol. This is parallel to an increase of
the calculated CT to 0.357 e (Table 1; TMC 1: 0.152; 3: 0.276; 2:
0.288 e). The larger CT causes a stronger Pt! ! !I interaction (BSO:
0.549) and a weakening of the I-I bond (0.652) so that a delocalized
3c-4e system with 84% 3c-4e character and NC bonding results.
Electron-withdrawing ligands in the TMC have the opposite effect
as is documented by the low DE of I2 ! ! !AuF"4 (5) (9.9 kcal/mol; CT:
0.175 e, BSO: 0.282).
Halogen bonding leading to T-structures. The anionic
dimethylcuprate, dimethylargentate, and dimethylaurate (M: Cu,
Ag, Au) are stronger electron donors and therefore their complexes
with F3C-I, 6, 7, and 8, have BSO values of 0.421, 0.400, and 0.424,
respectively (Table 1). It is remarkable that a similar trend is
obtained for the electrostatic potential Vext in the d-electron region
of monomers MMe"2 (Cu: "4.83, Ag: "4.65, Au: "4.88 eV, Fig. 4),
which suggests that there is first a decrease in the polarization of
Table 1
Summary of energy, geometry, and vibrational data of all complexes investigated.a.
# Complex (Symmetry) DE CT r r ka ka xa xa n n 3c-4e Type
(XA) (XY) (XA) (XY) (XA) (XY) (XA) (XY) %
1 F3CI! ! !PtðNH3Þ2Cl2cis(Cs) 12.0 0.152 3.062 2.227 0.134 1.289 54 447 0.185 0.823 22 XB-M
2 I2! ! !PtðNH3Þ2Cl2cis(Cs) 17.9 0.288 2.899 2.813 0.496 1.016 105 165 0.438 0.703 62 XB-M
3 I2! ! !PtðNH3Þ2Cl2trans(C2v ) 14.5 0.276 2.898 2.803 0.501 1.042 105 167 0.441 0.715 62 XB-M
4 I2! ! ! PtðNH3Þ2ðCH3Þ2trans 27.7 0.357 2.806 2.860 0.699 0.906 124 156 0.549 0.652 84 NC
5 I2! ! !AuF"4 (C4v ) 9.9 0.175 3.045 2.750 0.255 1.207 75 180 0.282 0.788 36 XB-M
6 F3CI! ! !CuðCH3Þ"2 (Cs) 27.5 0.380 2.684 2.320 0.467 0.883 137 370 0.421 0.641 66 XB-M
7 F3CI! ! !AgðCH3Þ"2 (Cs) 23.2 0.328 2.866 2.286 0.432 0.992 112 392 0.400 0.692 58 XB-M
8 F3CI! ! !AuðCH3Þ"2 (Cs) 23.9 0.297 2.867 2.265 0.472 1.116 102 416 0.424 0.748 57 XB-M
9 F3CBr! ! !AuðCH3Þ"2 (Cs) 15.3 0.233 2.817 2.019 0.355 1.281 103 457 0.351 0.819 43 XB-M
10 F3CCl! ! !AuðCH3Þ"2 (Cs) 9.4 0.135 2.885 1.786 0.181 1.921 102 604 0.225 1.071 21 XB-M
11 I2! ! !CuðCH3Þ"2 (Cs) 46.8 0.659 2.525 3.070 0.715 0.421 170 106 0.558 0.393 142 i-XB-M
12 I2! ! !AgðCH3Þ"2 (C2v ) 40.3 0.613 2.722 3.008 0.733 0.533 146 119 0.567 0.459 124 i-NC
13 I2! ! !AuðCH3Þ"2 (C2v ) 38.8 0.522 2.718 2.962 0.842 0.631 136 130 0.621 0.514 121 i-NC
14 Br2! ! !AuðCH3Þ"2 38.3 0.585 2.552 2.619 0.908 0.690 165 172 0.653 0.545 120 i-NC
15 Cl2! ! !AuðCH3Þ"2 (C2v ) 34.4 0.636 2.409 2.387 0.998 0.645 239 250 0.695 0.521 133 i-XB-M
16 ClI! ! !AuðCH3Þ"2 (C2v ) 41.9 0.507 2.710 2.610 0.885 0.816 139 225 0.642 0.608 106 i-NC
17 FI! ! !AuðCH3Þ"2 43.1 0.449 2.729 2.111 0.857 1.438 137 384 0.629 0.884 71 NC
18 FBr! ! !AuðCH3Þ"2 42.5 0.522 2.554 2.021 0.947 1.280 169 377 0.671 0.819 82 NC
19 FCl! ! !AuðCH3Þ"2 39.7 0.582 2.410 1.944 1.034 1.074 243 385 0.711 0.729 98 NC
20 I2! ! !AuF"2 (C2v ) 29.9 0.452 2.747 2.898 0.694 0.769 124 143 0.547 0.585 94 NC
21 I2! ! !AuCl"2 (C2v ) 23.7 0.383 2.808 2.863 0.552 0.825 110 149 0.470 0.613 77 NC
22 I2! ! !AuðCNÞ"2 17.3 0.282 2.882 2.815 0.454 0.970 100 161 0.413 0.682 61 XB-M
23 CuI! ! !I" (C1v ) 9.5 (79.3)b 0.315 3.378 2.375 0.219 1.367 77 235 0.255 0.855 30 XB
24 AgI! ! !I" (C1v ) 9.2 (69.7)b 0.341 3.347 2.618 0.228 0.972 78 169 0.262 0.683 38 XB
25 AuI! ! !I" (C1v ) 23.1 (61.2)b 0.437 3.143 2.584 0.393 1.203 163 163 0.376 0.786 48 XB
26 F3CI! ! !Au"(C3v ) 35.8 0.297 2.694 2.403 0.703 0.605 124 306 0.551 0.499 110 i-NC
27 I2! ! !Hg(C1v ) 6.4 0.207 2.990 2.751 0.248 1.168 73 177 0.277 0.771 36 XB-M
28 AuI! ! !Au"(D1h) 40.9 0.713 2.666 2.666 0.819 0.819 134 134 0.610 0.610 100 NC
29 I2! ! !I"(D1h) 37.9 0.559 2.968 2.968 0.606 0.606 127 127 0.500 0.500 100 NC
a Computed at NESC/TPSS-D3(BJ)/sapporo-DKH3-TZP-2012 for I, Au, Ag, Cu and-TZP-2012 for C, F and H. All atom basis sets are augmented by one set of diffuse functions
per angular momentum. Binding energy DE in kcal/mol, halogen-acceptor r(XA) and halogen-donor r(XY) distances in Å, local XA and XY stretching force constant in mdyn/Å,
local stretching frequencyxa in cm"1, bond strength order n, and Y-X-A 3c-4e bond % character given by nðXAÞ=nðXYÞ ( 100. XB-M: halogen bonding involving metal M; NC:
nonclassical 3c-4e bonding; i-XB-M: inverse XB-M, i.e. Y" ! ! !X "MR2; i-NC: inverse NC, i.e. BSO(X! ! !M) > BSO(X! ! !Y)
b Numbers in parentheses refer to the M ! ! ! I bond dissociation energy.
Fig. 2. Schematic presentation of the conversion of an XB-M interaction into a
3c-4e-bonding situation where either the XY interaction (NC: non-classical
bonding) or the XM interaction (i-NC: inverted non-classical bonding) being
somewhat stronger. The latter can convert into a covalent XM bond and interact
with a negatively charged Y via i-XB-M (inverted XB-M).
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the electron density when moving from XB-M complex 6 to 7 and
then an increase again for 8. The decrease in the polarization
results from the higher electronegativity of Ag compared to Cu
(Pauling scale: v(M) = 1.90 (Cu); 1.93 (Ag); 2.54 (Au) [48]), which
is confirmed by the trend in the positive metal NBO charges of
the anions (0.413, 0.336, 0.213 e). The increase of the BSO value
for 8 is a result of scalar relativistic effects, which lead to a contrac-
tion of the 6s orbital, but to an expansion of the 5d-orbitals where
the latter are important for XB-M (see SI). The 5d-expansion facil-
itates the polarization of the dimethylaurate anion density as
caused by F3C-I thus leading to a BSO value of 0.424. The DE values
decrease from 27.5 to 23.2 and 23.9 kcal/mol where the stability of
6 is a result of charge transfer/polarization (CT: 0.380, 0.328, 0.297
e; reduction in the length of the C-I bond: 2.320, 2.286, 2.265 rel-
ative to 2.168 Å), and the electrostatic attraction of positively
charged methyl H atoms and the p(I) density (distance H,I:
3.471, 3.620, 3.611 Å; charge of closest H: 0.179, 0.174, 0.175 e).
The polarizing power of F3C-Br or F3C-Cl is no longer sufficient
(rðBrÞ-hole in F3C-Br: Vext = 1.05; F3C-Cl: 0.86; F3C-I: 1.27 eV;
Table 2) to form a strong complex: 9: DE:15.3 kcal/mol, BSO:
0.351; 9.4, 0.225; Table 1). In the series 8, 9, 10, DE, CT, Vext , and
BSO change in an adequate way indicating that XB-M dominates
the complex stability.
The complexes so far discussed follow simple trends: The CT
determines the strength of the XB-M (BSO value) and by this the
DE value. This changes for the complexes formed between a di-
or interhalogen and a dimethylmetal anionic X-acceptor MðCH3Þ"2
(M = Cu, Ag, Au). In the series 11, 12, 13, the M! ! !I2 interactions
increase from Cu to Au (BSO: 0.558, 0.567, 0.621; Table 1), which
surprisingly is parallel to an increase in the strength of the I-I bond
(n: 0.393, 0.459, 0.514) caused by a reduced charge transfer (0.659,
0.613, 0.522 e, see Table 1). The strength of XB-M changes opposite
to the change in DE: 46.8, 40.3, 38.8 kcal/mol (Table 1), which indi-
cates that other factors than XB-M dominate the complex stability.
The reason for this becomes obvious when investigating the
T-structure of the Cu complex 11: This is unstable because of a
pseudo-Jahn–Teller effect. The first excited state, 1A0 can interact
with the 1A1 ground state via a a0-symmetrical vibration, which
leads to distortion of the C2v-symmetrical structure (Fig. 1) and
converts XB-M into a interaction of I with both Cu and one of the
Table 2
Geometry, vibrational data, and values of the electrostatic potential for halogen donors and acceptors.a
# X-Donor r ka n xa Vext(X) # X-Acceptors Vext(A)
30 I-I 2.679 1.732 1.000 215 1.31 43 CuðCH3Þ"2 "4.83
31 Br-Br 2.305 2.298 1.205 314 1.28 44 AgðCH3Þ"2 "4.65
32 Cl-Cl 2.009 2.981 1.431 538 1.11 45 AuðCH3Þ"2 "4.88
33 Cl-I 2.336 2.310 1.209 378 1.83 46 AuF"2 "4.63
34 F-I 1.931 3.492 1.589 599 2.32 47 AuCl"2 "4.21
35 F-Br 1.786 3.754 1.666 645 2.14 48 AuF"4 "3.76
36 F-Cl 1.655 4.135 1.776 755 1.73 49 AuðCNÞ"2 "3.71
37 F3C-I 2.168 1.828 1.036 532 1.27 50 Hg 0.16
38 F3C-Br 1.949 2.190 1.167 597 1.05 51 I" "5.28
39 F3C-Cl 1.773 2.665 1.329 712 0.86 52 Cu" "5.06
40 Cu-I 2.326 1.791 1.022 269 "0.04 53 Ag" "4.91
41 Ag-I 2.560 1.354 0.850 199 "0.25 54 Au" "5.35
42 Au-I 2.488 1.966 1.087 208 0.53 55 PtðNH3Þ2Cl2cis "0.65
56 PtðNH3Þ2Cl2trans "0.51
57 PtðNH3Þ2ðCH3Þ2trans "0.92
a Halogen-donor r(XY) distances in Å, XY stretching force constant in mdyn/Å, local stretching frequency xa in cm"1. Since the I-I bond is chosen as a reference (n = 1.00),
the BSO values n of other dihalogens are significantly stronger whereas M-I bonds are comparable in strength or weaker. Electrostatic potential at the r-hole region of the X-
donors Vext(X) and at the lp region of X-acceptors Vext(A) in eV. Computed at the 0.001 e/Bohr3 electron density surface using NESC/TPSS-D3(BJ)/sapporo-DKH3-TZP-2012
method.
Fig. 3. Bond strength orders (BSO) n of the halogen bond XB-M given as a function
of the local XB stretching force constant. For numbering of complexes, see Fig. 1.
Green dots: XB-M; blue dots: NC and i-NC; red dots: i-XB bonding mechanisms.
NESC/TPSS calculations. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 4. Perspective drawings of the electrostatic potential V of some anionic halogen
acceptors in eV, computed for the 0.001 e/Bohr3 electron density surface. NESC/TPSS
calculations.
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methyl groups. For 12 and 13, the symmetrical T-structure
remains. The favorable electrostatic potentials for M and X (Ag:
"4.65; Au: "4.88; I: 1.31 eV, Table 2) seem to strengthen XB-M
whereas CT and the electrostatic interactions with the methyl
groups dominate the overall stability. In this connection the 3c4e
interactions (Cu: 142; Ag: 124; Au: 121%) also favor the interaction
between I and Au or Ag.
In general, the electrostatic potential has to be used with care
[49] when explaining different trends between DE and BSO.
Depending on the TMC geometry, it helps to understand the com-
plex binding energy, but often Vext fails to be useful for the analysis
of the BSO values. This is quite obvious for the series of dihalogens
I2, Br2, Cl2 or interhalogens FCl, FBr, FI interacting with dimethylau-
rate (13-15 and 17-19, respectively). DE values decrease in line
with Vext of X whereas BSO and CT values increase (Table 1). Again,
these are cases for which the intrinsic XB-M strength does not
dominate the binding energy. The latter is strongly influenced by
the strength of the XY bond, which, due to CT, weakens (e.g., for
FCl, FBr, FI by 59, 51, 44% according to calculated BSO values;
Table 1) and thereby reduces DE. The CT is directly related to the
electronegativity v of X: The larger vðXÞ is the lower is the
rHðXYÞ orbital and the stronger the CT.
In the series 13-15 and 17-19, the XB-M is dominated by the
electrostatic attraction between atoms Au and X (see SI), which
is largest for the more electronegative Cl. The potential Vext reflects
the overall electrostatic interactions and therefore can only be
related in a qualitative way to the TMC stability rather than the
intrinsic strength of XB-M. Only if the latter is BSO-dominated,
Vext might be used to rationalize trends in the BSO. Hence, by com-
paring changes in DE and BSO values, different electronic effects
determining the stability of the TMC can be distinguished (see SI).
If CT is the major reason for the XB-M strength, it gives insight
into the covalent part of XB-M bonding, but there are also electro-
static, exchange repulsion, and dispersion interactions between X
and M (see SI). None of the currently available methods including
SAPT (Symmetry-Adapted Perturbation Theory [50]) can single out
any of these interactions between the two atoms X and M, which is
the reason why here only indirect information on these effects can
be provided.
Forming a metal lone pair orbital of high density. In
linear ½MY2'" with Y being a halogen or another ligand with
p-electrons, bonding and antibonding ppðYÞ " dpðMÞ " pp(Y)-
orbitals are doubly occupied. For the bonding orbital, the
Y-coefficient is large if the electronegativity of Y is large. Then,
the orthogonal antibonding orbital has a large M-coefficient, i.e.
antibonding ppðYÞ " dpðMÞ " pp(Y)-orbital gets some lone-pair
character (see orbital pictures in SI). This effect is enhanced for a
relativistic M because of the well-known scalar relativistic expan-





(-4.21), and AuðCNÞ"2 (-3.71; Table 2) confirm this effect. Hence,
AuF"2 is better suited than AuCl
"
2 or AuðCNÞ"2 to bind I2, which is
in line with the DE (29.9, 23.7, 17.3 kcal/mol), CT (0.452, 0.383,
0.282 e), BSO (0.547, 0.470, 0.413) and 3c-4e values (94, 77,
61%). In these cases, the binding energy is dominated by the
M ! ! !X-interaction and makes it possible to fine-tune XB-M via
the M,X-electronegativity difference in an easy to predict way.
Metal-halogen bonding leading to linear TMC. Despite the
fact that the Hg atom has a 6s2-electron configuration and a rela-
tively small positive electrostatic potential (Vext(Hg): 0.16 eV), it
can still be polarized by I2 (DE = 6.4 kcal/mol) resulting in a weak
XB-M (n = 0.277) for 27. For Br2 and Cl2, smaller DE are obtained
whereas FI leads to a DE of 10.8 kcal/mol. Attempts to find stable
HgF2! ! !X2 or XY complexes led to unstable structures. Bare metal
anions such as Cu", Ag" and Au" have a strongly negative electro-
static potential due to the extra electron (VextðCu"Þ: "5.06 eV;
VextðAg"Þ: "4.91; VextðAu"Þ: "5.35 eV). There is a strong charge
transfer from the metal to the rHðXYÞ-orbital so that a covalent
M-I bond is formed, and the I-I bond dissolves: An MI! ! !I" complex
results, which is characterized as i-XB-M bonding.
To confirm that no local minimum structure with a normal XB-
M bond exists, a relaxed scan for the I2 ! ! ! Au" distance was carried
out in the range 2.584 to 4.784 Å using increments of 0.2 Å. A
single-well potential was found, which confirmed that an XB-M
structure of the type I-I! ! !Au does not exist. The strongest MI! ! !I"
interactions are found for M = Au (BSO: 0.376, DE: 23.1 kcal/mol;
Table 1, Cu: BSO: 0.255, DE: 9.5; Ag: BSO: 0.262, DE: 9.2). The
stronger XB in AuI! ! !I" is due to the larger electrophilic character
of Au, (NBO values for Au, Cu, Ag: "0.166, 0.139, 0.126 e) resulting
in the formation of a positive electrostatic potential at the r-hole
of I (Vext(I) = 0.53 eV) whereas negative Vext values at I are obtained
for CuI and AgI (Vext(I): "0.04 and "0.25 eV; Table 2).
Replacing the terminal iodine atoms by Au leads to TMC 28,
which because of the relativistic d-expansion, has stronger 3c-4e
bonds than I"3 (n = 0.610 for 28) and a larger DE (40.9 kcal/mol
compared to 37.9 kcal/mol for 29, Table 1).
4. Conclusions
In this work, we have for the first time determined the intrinsic
XB-M strength by singling it out from the manifold of monomer–
monomer interactions with the help of local XB-M stretching force
constants and associated BSO values where we used Dirac-exact
NESC calculations to reliably determine scalar relativistic effects
for second order response properties. We note that this approach
is based on features of the potential energy surface and its results
can be directly verified with the help of vibrational spectroscopy.
Hence, it can obtain atom,atom interactions, which are not acces-
sible by SAPT or any other energy decomposition methods. Using
this advantage and those of NESC the following results were
obtained:
(1) XB-M bonding has chameleon-character as small electronic
effects lead to a change in its nature, which varies from M,
X-interactions typical of a heteroatom to non-classical
3c-4e bonding and, finally, the formation of an M-X ligand
bond. The approach used in this work for the first time quan-
titatively reveals these changes via the BSO values, which
are based on measurable quantities.
(2) XB-M can be found for planar and linear TMC of Au and Pt.
For negatively charged atoms, a strong interaction with
dihalogens results.
(3) XB-M involving derivatives of halotrifluoromethanes is weak
or modestly strong. The BSO values are in line with the DE
values (XB-M-dominated TMCs) and can be related to CT
and Vext values.
(4) In general, Vext does not correlate with the BSO of XB-M.
There is only a qualitative relationship with the binding
energy. Similarly, the CT relates with DE, but not always
with the BSO values of XB-M.
(5) Gold is a candidate for strong XB-M interactions due to its d-
lone pair orbitals, which are easily accessible because of
their scalar relativistic expansion and the negative charge
of an aurate. If the latter has two strongly electronegative
ligands with p-electron lone pairs (e.g., F), the availability
of the Au lone pair is increased and XB-M strengthened as
shown in this work.
(6) Interactions of aurates with XX or XY (X,Y: halogen) are no
longer XB-M-dominated as the mutual polarization of the
monomers determines the relatively high TMC stability
whereas XB-M is best described as 3c4e-nonclassical
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bonding that can vary strongly: the strongest XB-M bond is
found for FCl rather than FI. Similarly, Cl2 establishes a
stronger XB-M than I2 where the reason is the larger
electronegativity of Cl that makes it possible that covalent
contributions are supported by electrostatic attraction
between Au and Cl.
Future work will focus on the ‘‘lone pair activation effect” in
planar TMCs by using beside methyl also F ligands where the
relativistic metals Pt and Au are first candidates. The planar TMCs
are interesting as by front- and backside XB-M interactions
long strands of TMCs with X-donors as di-iodo-acetylene or
1,4-diiodobenzene can be formed.
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ABSTRACT: A diverse set of 100 chalcogen-bonded complexes
comprising neutral, cationic, anionic, divalent, and double bonded
chalcogens has been investigated using ωB97X-D/aug-cc-pVTZ to
determine geometries, binding energies, electron and energy density
distributions, diﬀerence density distributions, vibrational frequencies, local
stretching force constants, and associated bond strength orders. The
accuracy of ωB97X-D was accessed by CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ
calculations of a subset of 12 complexes and by the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-
pVTZ //ωB97X-D binding energies of 95 complexes. Most of the weak
chalcogen bonds can be rationalized on the basis of electrostatic
contributions, but as the bond becomes stronger, covalent contributions
can assume a primary role in the strength and geometry of the complexes. Covalency in chalcogen bonds involves the charge
transfer from a lone pair orbital of a Lewis base into the σ* orbital of a divalent chalcogen or a π* orbital of a double bonded
chalcogen. We describe for the ﬁrst time a symmetric chalcogen-bonded homodimer stabilized by a charge transfer from a lone
pair orbital into a π* orbital. New polymeric materials based on chalcogen bonds should take advantage of the extra stabilization
granted by multiple chalcogen bonds, as is shown for 1,2,5-telluradiazole dimers.
1. INTRODUCTION
Chalcogen bonding (ChB, which in the following is also used
for chalcogen bond and chalcogen-bonded) is the noncovalent
interaction between an electrophilic region of a chalcogen atom
(S, Se, and Te) with a Lewis base in the same molecular entity
(intramolecular ChB) or with another molecule (intermolec-
ular ChB). Similar to other interactions involving the main
block elements, such as halogen bonding (XB) and pnicogen
bonding (PnB), the ChB is a secondary bond interaction (SBI).
The term SBI was coined by Alcock in 19721 based on
crystallographic data and is used to designate interactions that
are longer than covalent bonds but shorter than the sum of the
van der Waals radii of the atoms involved. SBIs typically form a
close to linear angle with the covalent bond formed by the
central atom (e.g., a halogen, chalcogen, or pnicogen) and its
most electronegative ligand.1−3
Although less explored than hydrogen bonding (HB) or XB,
the ChB has a great potential, with applications in a myriad of
diﬀerent ﬁelds. In supramolecular chemistry, ChBs are used to
synthesize columnar structures,4−6 macrocycles,7 rotaxanes,8
and ribbon-like polymeric structures formed by chalcogenadia-
zoles derivatives.9−18 In biochemistry, ChBs are found to
control to some extent the tertiary structure of several proteins,
suggesting that they could be used for protein engineering.19,20
ChBs also play key roles in biological processes. For example,
the mechanism of regioselective deiodination of thyroid
hormones catalyzed by selenoenzymes involves a cooperative
ChB and XB.21 Besides that, ChB ﬁnds application in
catalysis22−24 ion sensing and transport,8,25−27 materials with
nonlinear optic properties,14,17 substrate recognition,28 and
drug design.29−32
Experimentally, the ChBs are accessed mostly via NMR
chemical shifts and coupling constants,8,33−36 the analysis of
bond distances and angles in X-ray crystallographic struc-
tures,2,19,20,32,37 and the analysis of UV−vis absorbance and
emission spectra.16,25,26
Theoretical investigations on ChBs are mostly based on
quantum mechanical calculations utilizing second order Mø
ller-Plesset perturbation theory38−51 or density functional
theory (DFT),27,43,52−56 where the accuracy of these methods
are often validated by high accuracy CCSD(T) single point
energy calculations of a subset of complexes.24,48−50,57−63
These investigations were carried to better understand: (i) the
ChB bonding mechanism, (ii) the dominant forces involved in
the formation of the ChB, (iii) the high directionality of the
ChBs,53,64−67 (iv) the strength of the ChB and how it can be
ﬁne-tuned (v) to compare ChB with other SBIs (vi) and to
support experimental analyses.
A comparison of ChB with XB, HB, PnB, or tetrel bonding
was carried out by several authors.27,53,60,68−82 The bonding
mechanism of these SBIs have many common features, e.g.,
they all involve an electrostatic and a covalent part. The
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electrostatic part is due to a Coulomb attraction between the
negative electrostatic potential at the lone pairs lp(A) or π-
bond of a Lewis base and a region of positive electrostatic
potential collinear to the covalent bond formed between a
pnicogen (in PnB), chalcogen (in ChB) or halogen (in XB) and
its most electronegative substituent (the so-called σ-hole
region64,83,84). The covalent part is due to a charge transfer
(CT) from the lp(A) orbital of the Lewis base into the σ*(XE)
orbital (E is a pnicogen (for PnB), chalcogen (for ChB) or
halogen (for XB) and X is the most electronegative
substituent), thus leading to a 2e-delocalization and stabiliza-
tion of lp(A) (as shown on Figure 1). The magnitude of the 2e-
delocalization is proportional to lp−σ* orbital overlap and
inversely proportional to the energy gap Δϵ(2e) between lp(A)
and the σ*(XE) orbital. A slightly diﬀerent CT mechanism can
take place in sp2 hybridized48−50,77−79,85−88 and hypervalent
chalcogens,40,42,43,45where charge is transferred from the lp(A)
into an empty π*(XE) orbital, which is higher in energy
compared to the σ*(XE) orbital (thus has a smaller Δϵ(2e)
energy gap).
XBs tend to form stronger interactions than PnB or ChB,
when combined with an electronegative substituents such as
F.75 However, for less electronegative substituents, ChB, PnB,
and XB are of comparable strength.43,72,74 The ChB strength
can be enhanced by an anionic chalcogen donor89 or a cationic
chalcogen.41,44,47 These strong interactions, classiﬁed as charge
assisted ChBs, can have binding energies (ΔE) as high as 54.7
kcal/mol.89
The energy decomposition analysis of various ChB
complexes , based on symmetry adapted theory
(SAPT)24,39,42,48,57,62,63,72,78 or other energy decomposition
schemes49−51,74,79,90 clearly shows that the dominant contribu-
tions to ChB are system dependent. Very weak and weak ChBs
depend on an interplay between dispersion and electrostatic
contributions,38,39,48,62,78,91 whereas induction plays an essential
hole in normal and strong ChBs.42,89 Alternatively, the nature
of the ChBs can be classiﬁed as covalent or electrostatic
according to the electron density distribution, its Laplacian or
the energy density distribution at the electron density critical
bond point.35,44,45,56,81,92
Gleiter and co-workers38,39 performed MP2 calculations and
SAPT analyses of chalcogen bonds in X(CH3)E···E(CH3)2 (X
= CH3, CCH or CN and E = O, S, Se, Te) complexes. From
the ΔE and the interatomic distances they concluded that the
ChB becomes stronger with increasing polarizability of the
chalcogen atom and polarizing power of the substituent
collinear to the ChB. SAPT based energy decomposition
analyses showed that electrostatic contributions dominate only
for complexes where one of the chalcogens is S or O.
The combination of experimental and theoretical studies led
to important insights about ChB strength and nature. Tomoda
and co-workers carried out a series of experimental and
theoretical studies of intramolecular chalcogen bonds between
Se and N, O, F, Cl, and Br heteroatoms in selenobenzyl
derivatives.33−36 The ChBs were accessed experimentally
through the analysis of NMR chemical shifts and coupling
constants. Binding energies were estimated by variable
temperature NMR analysis. The natural bond orbital (NBO)
analysis was used to describe CT. Solvents with diﬀerent
dielectric constants were used to evaluate the role of
electrostatic contributions. They found that the strength of
the ChB increases with the electron-donating ability of the
heteroatoms35 F < O < N and decreases for heavier
heteroatoms36 F > Cl > Br. Several of these ChB were
considered to have a strong covalent character, with some
electrostatic inﬂuence.36 In another combined theoretical and
experimental investigation Vargas-Baca and co-workers90,93,94
performed theoretical and experimental studies on the ChBs
between S, Se, Te, and N in 1,2,5-chalcogendiazole dimers.
They concluded that Te···N interactions were as strong as
hydrogen bonds and suitable to guide supramolecular
formation. Further studies from the same group led to the
development of new optically active materials based on
telluradiazole derivatives.17,95,96
Although ΔE values and their (model dependent) decom-
position into electrostatic, induction, dispersion and exchange
components may provide useful information about the
stabilizing forces involved in the formation of ChB complexes,
they can give only a limited insight into the intrinsic strength of
a bond.75,97,98 ΔE measures the stabilization brought by
complexation in an unspeciﬁc way, where the interaction
between all atoms are accounted for, including secondary
contributions unrelated to the atom−atom interaction of
interest. ΔE is also ﬂawed by energetic contributions from
geometry and electronic relaxation processes that accompany
bond dissociation. Although interatomic distances are free from
these problems, they depend on the eﬀective covalent radii of
the atoms involved, which vary signiﬁcantly for atoms of
diﬀerent periods of the periodic table (PT) and also depend on
the nature of their substituents.99−101
A more suitable parameter capable to measure the intrinsic
strength of a bond is the Konkoli−Cremer local stretching
force constant,102−104 derived from a mass-decoupled equiv-
alent of Wilson’s vibrational equation,105 and therefore, free
from mode−mode coupling. The local stretching force constant
measures the curvature of the potential energy surface between
the two atoms involved by applying an inﬁnitesimally small
perturbation to the bond length. Since the local stretching force
constant is a second order response property, it is extremely
sensitive to diﬀerences in the electronic structure (e.g., caused
by changing a substituent), with the advantage that it captures
only electronic eﬀects associated with the intrinsic strength of
the atom−atom interaction being analyzed.106 The analysis of
the local stretching modes and other local vibrational modes
were successfully employed to investigate the strength of
covalent bonds, weak interactions (such as HB, XB, PnB), and
also to derive more reliable electronic parameters to describe
3c−4e bond character, aromaticity and transition metal−ligand
Figure 1. Peturbation molecular orbital showing the 2e-delocalization
of an electron lone pair at the Ch acceptor (A) into the σ*(XE) orbital
of the Ch donor.
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bonds. These and other applications are summarized on Table
1.
In the present study we will provide for the ﬁrst time a
quantitative analysis of the intrinsic strength of 100 ChB,
aiming at answering the following questions:
(i) Can we describe the ChB mechanism and strength
trends in simple but insightful terms?
(ii) How strong and covalent are the ChBs in neutral and
charged complexes? Do electrostatic and covalent
contributions always support each other?
(iii) How does the Lewis base inﬂuence the strength of the
ChB?
(iv) How do the substituents colinear and orthogonal to the
ChB aﬀect the strength of the interactions?
(v) Can a sp2-hybridized chalcogen form a strong ChB?
(vi) What type of molecules are more suitable for new
materials based on ChB?
These questions will be addressed by the investigation of 100
neutral and charge assisted ChB complexes shown in Figure 2.
In section 2, we describe all quantum-chemical tools employed
in this work. The interplay between decisive electronic eﬀects
and ChB strength trends are clariﬁed in section 3. In the last
section we draw the conclusion and provide an outlook on
important aspects of the ChB to be explored for the
development of new materials.
The chemical structures of the ChB complexes in the present
work will be denoted by X(Y)E···ARn where X(Y)E is the
chalcogen donor (Ch donor), composed of a chalcogen atom
E, its X ligand collinear to the ChB, and the Y ligand orthogonal
to the ChB, which will be given in parentheses. The ChB is
denoted by three dots and the ARn is the chalcogen acceptor
(Ch acceptor) formed by a heteroatom A and its ligands R.
2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
To deﬁne a reliable method of accessible computational costs
to be employed for the investigation of all 100 ChB complexes
(Figure 2), the accuracy of MP2107 and three popular exchange-
correlation functionals, B3LYP-D3108,109 (including D3(BJ)
dispersion correction110,111), M06-2X,112 ωB97X(-D)113,114
(with and without empirical dispersion corrections D) was
tested against CCSD(T) (coupled cluster theory including all
singles, doubles and perturbative triple excitations)115 calcu-
lated ChB distances r(EA), ΔE and ChB local stretching force
constants ka(EA) for a small set of 12 sulfur containing ChB
complexes (Tables S1−S3 of the Supporting Information).
The geometry of these 12 complexes were optimized and the
analytical frequencies were calculated utilizing CCSD(T) and
Dunning’s augmented triple-ζ basis set aug-cc-pVTZ,116−118
which contain diﬀuse basis functions to describe the charge
distribution of highly polarizable anions, heteroatoms, and the
dispersion interactions in noncovalently bonded complexes.
The ΔE values, corrected for the basis set superposition error
(BSSE) employing the counterpoise correction procedure,119
r(EA) and ka(EA) values obtained at CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ
level were then compared with MP2, B3LYP-D3, ωB97X, and
ωB97X-D values. All calculations were performed with tight
convergence criteria (SCF (self-consistent ﬁeld), 10−9;
geometry iterations; forces, 10−6 hartree/bohr), employing
aug-cc-pVTZ basis set. The DFT calculations were done with a
superﬁne integration grid.120
All methods were able to reproduce CCSD(T) ΔE, r(EA)
and ka(EA) values reasonably well (Tables S1−S3). MP2
provided more accurate ΔE, whereas the long-range corrected
hybrid density functional with dispersion correction ωB97X-
D113,114 had lower deviations for the r(EA) values and a smaller
maximum deviation for the ka(EA) values. Inclusion of
dispersion correction in ωB97X-D improved r(EA) and
ka(EA) values but had a smaller impact on ΔE. Because of its
lower computational cost compared to MP2 and its accurate
r(EA) and ka(EA) values, ωB97X-D was then picked as the
method of choice to be applied for the study of the complete
set of 100 ChB complexes (Figure 2).
The BSSE-corrected ΔE values of complexes 1−100 were
calculated at the ωB97X-D/aug-cc-pVTZ(-PP) level, where
relativistic eﬀective core potentials (pseudo potentials PP) were
used for Te, Se, and As.121 For complexes 1−93, the BSSE-
corrected CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ(-PP)//ωB97X ΔE values
were also calculated to provide an estimate of the reliability of
the ωB97X-D/aug-cc-pVTZ(-PP) calculations throughout the
role set (Table 2). The analysis of the local stretching force
constants ka of the ChBs was simpliﬁed by converting to bond
strength orders (BSO n) using a power relationship:101,122
=n a k( )a b (1)
Here the constants a = 0.372 and b = 0.657 were determined
from the ka values of two references of well-deﬁned bond order
(in the present work the NO single bond in H2NOH with k
a =
4.497 mdyn/Å was considered to have a BSO n = 1 and the
NO double bond in HNO with ka = 12.918 mdyn/Å was
considered to have a BSO n = 2). It was further assumed that a
ka of zero results in a BSO n equals to zero.
The important role of 3c−4e and other multicenter bonding
mechanisms in connection with ChB was emphasized by
several authors.61,123−125 However, no quantitative assessment
of the 3c−4e character of ChB complexes was made so far.
Previously, we deﬁned a quantitative parameter based on the
BSO to measure the 3c−4e character of XB complexes,75,97,98
which can easily be extended to ChBs. Considering that a 3c−
4e bond is formed when the X, E and A atoms in the ChB
complex adopt a symmetrical arrangement (e.g., SF4 or SF3
−).
The three atomic orbitals involved lead to the formation of
three molecular orbitals. Four electrons ﬁll the bonding and
nonbonding orbitals leaving the antibonding orbital unoccu-
pied, resulting in XE and EA bonds of same strength and
covalent character. A quantitative way to determine how close
an asymmetric complex is to a symmetric 3c−4e bond situation
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is given by the ratio n(XE)/n(EA) × 100, If this ratio leads to
unity, 3c−4e bonding is fulﬁlled by 100%. Values smaller than
100% indicate a partial 3c−4e character.
Local properties of the electron density distribution, ρ(r),
and the energy density distribution, H(r) = G(r) + V(r) (G(r),
kinetic energy density (positive, destabilizing); V(r), potential
energy density (negative, stabilizing)), were computed at the
ωB97X-D/aug-cc-pVTZ(-PP) level of theory. The Cremer−
Kraka criteria for covalent bonding were applied.126−128 These
associate a negative and therefore stabilizing energy density at
the bond critical point rb (H(rb) = Hb < 0) with dominant
covalent character, whereas a positive (destabilizing) energy
density (Hb > 0) is associated with a predominant electrostatic
interaction.
Similar to that for PnB and XB,75,97,129,130 the covalent
character of the ChB is determined by the CT from the lp(A)
of the Ch acceptor to the antibonding σ*(EX) orbital (π*(EX)
for an sp2 hybridized chalcogen) of the Ch donor, which can be
assessed by calculating the NBO delocalization energy
ΔE[lp(A) → σ*(EX) (or π*(EX))]= ΔE(del). The magnitude
of ΔE(del) was determined by second order perturbation
theory.131
In all complexes, CT was found to involve frontier molecular
orbitals (Figures S1 and S2), where the highest occupied
Figure 2. Schematic representation of complexes 1−100.
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molecular orbital (HOMO) of the Ch acceptors is the lp(A)
orbital, and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital orbital
(LUMO) of the Ch donors is the σ*(EX) for divalent
chalcogens and π*(EX) for double bonded chalcogens. Orbital
energies calculated at the HF/6-31g(d) level were used to
measure the electron donor ability of the Ch acceptors (Figure
S1) and electron acceptor ability of the Ch donors (Figure S2),
where a HOMO of higher energy or a LUMO of lower energy
results in a smaller HOMO−LUMO energy gap (Δϵ) and
therefore, in a stronger CT. Because of the basis set
dependence of orbital energies, vertical ionization potentials
calculated at CCSD(T)aug-cc-pVTZ(-PP)//ωB97X-D were
used to compare the electron donor ability of Ch acceptors
of diﬀerent periods.
The electrostatic attractive capabilities of the monomers were
accessed by investigating the electrostatic potential V(r)
mapped on the 0.001 e/Bohr3 electron density surface of the
monomers (Figures S3 and S4). Where the maximum V(r) at
the σ−hole region of Ch donors (Vmax) and the minimum V(r)
at the lp(A) region of the Ch acceptors provide a measure for
the electrostatic attraction (Table 3 and 4).
It is well-known that other contributions such as dispersion
and exchange-repulsion can also play an important role for the
stability of ChB complexes.38,39,67 These contributions will be
explicitly discussed only when they are required to explain
qualitative changes in the ChB strength order. A SAPT0 energy
decomposition was used132−134 for this purpose.
The calculation of the local mode properties was performed
with the program COLOGNE2016.135 CCSD(T) energies
were obtained with the package CFOUR.136 For the NBO
analysis, the program NBO 6131 was used. The local properties
of the electron density distribution ρ(r) and energy density
distribution H(r) at the ChB critical point rb and the
electrostatic potentials were analyzed with the program
Multiwfn.137 The SAPT0 energy decomposition132 was carried
out with Molpro138 and DFT calculations were performed with
Gaussian09.139
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 contains a schematic representation of complexes 1−
100. They are separated into four groups (I−IV). Group I (1−
33) provides a systematic investigation of the eﬀect of varying
the Ch acceptor ARn. Group II is used to study the eﬀect of
diﬀerent substituents at the chalcogen (34−63). Group III
(64−89) contains charge assisted ChB complexes, whereas
group IV (90−100) is used to investigate ChB in symmetric
homodimer complexes.
The data for all ChB complexes are summarized in Table 2,
which contains bond lengths r(XE) and r(EA) in Å, binding
energies (ΔE(DFT) and ΔE(CCSD(T)) in kcal/mol, the
electron density ρb(EA) in electron/Å
3, and the energy density
Hb(EA) in hartree/Å
3 at the ChB density critical point (r),
NBO delocalization energies ΔE(del) in kcal/mol, intermo-
nomer CT obtained from the natural population analysis (NPA
partial atomic charges140) in electrons, local stretching force
constants ka(XE) and ka(EA) in mdyn/Å, BSO values n(XE)
and n(EA), degree of 3c−4e bonding in %, and the frequency
of that normal mode, which has dominant XB stretching
character. The latter is given to provide vibrational
spectroscopist information where the ChB stretching band
should be found when recording either infrared or Raman
spectra.
Tables 3 and 4 provide a summary of the Ch acceptors
(Tables 3) and the Ch donors (Tables 4) properties. Including
vertical ionization energies of Ch acceptors in eV, NPA partial
atomic charges of A and E atoms, electrostatic potentials Vmin
and Vmax in eV, isotropic polarizabilities αiso in Bohr
3, r(XE) in
Å, ka(XE) in mdyn/Å, and n(XE).
Figure 3 provides an ordering of all ChBs investigated
according to their intrinsic bond strength given by the BSO
values. ChBs vary from weak interactions (n(EA) < 0.1) to
normal (0.1 ≤ n(EA) ≤ 0.2) and to strong interactions (n(EA)
> 0.2), where the latter are mostly charge assisted ChBs.
The relationship between the strength and the nature of the
ChBs is shown on Figure 4. As the ChB varies from weak to
strong bonds, Hb changes from slightly positive (electrostatic)
to negative (covalent), indicating that an increase in the
strength of the ChB tend to be accompanied by an increase in
its covalent character, given by a more negative Hb according to
Cremer−Kraka criteria.126 A comparison of the n(EA) values of
complexes where E = S, Se and Te (Table 2) conﬁrme that the
ChB becomes stronger with the increase in the polarizability of
the chalcogen atom (S < Se < Te) for the entire set (a similar
trend is not always found for XB97,98).
In the following section, rather than discussing each complex
individually, we describe the most important electronic eﬀects
present in each group (I−IV), which are responsible for the
ChB strength trends shown in the ka(EA) vs n(EA) power
relationship diagrams. Some representative complexes, and
complexes that deviate from the expected trends are discussed
individually.
ChB Strength Dependence on the Ch Acceptors. The
ChB strength ordering of the chalcogen-chalcogen interactions
in F(H)E···E′H2 (complexes 1−12), shown on Figure 5a can
be rationalized by considering two major electronic eﬀects with
opposing impact on the ChB strength. (i) Descending within
Table 3. Summary of Chalcogen Acceptor Propertiesa
acceptors IP(CCSD(T)) NBO(A) V(r)min αiso
HF 16.2 −0.554 −0.90 5.6
OH2 12.7 −0.929 −1.43 9.7
SH2 10.4 −0.281 −0.74 24.7
SeH2 9.8 −0.172 −0.67 31.7
TeH2 9.0 0.038 −0.57 44.2
NH3 10.9 −1.056 −1.63 14.3
PH3 10.5 0.025 −0.73 30.8
AsH3 10.5 0.114 −0.46 36.0
FMe 13.4 −0.380 −0.98 17.1
OMe2 10.2 −0.559 −1.34 33.6
NMe3 8.5 −0.512 −1.34 50.8
PMe3 8.6 0.761 −1.25 67.6
AsMe3 8.7 0.801 −0.95 73.2
H2C2N2Se 9.7 −0.618 −1.17 60.2
H2C2N2Te 10.2 −0.678 −1.24 73.6
F2C2N2Te 9.3 −0.710 −0.99 72.9
Me2C2N2Te 8.4 −0.698 −1.30 101.3
F− 3.3 −1.000 −7.31 9.0
Cl− 3.5 −1.000 −6.05 29.0
aVertical ionization potential computed at ωB97X-D/aug-cc-pVTZ
(PP for Se As and Te) geometry and with CCSD(T) /aug-cc-pVTZ(-
PP) energies (without including the zero point energy) in eV. NBO
charges at the Ch acceptor heteroatom A, minimum electrostatic
potential at the lone pair region of A (Vmin) in kcal/mol, isotropic
polarizability in Bohr3, and total dipole moment in Debye.
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group XVI of the PT from A = O, S, Se, Te for AH2 Ch
acceptors, the lp(A) orbitals at AH2 become increasingly
diﬀuse, due to the higher number of occupied electron shells,
leading to a decrease in the magnitude of the electrostatic
potential (Vmin = −1.43 (OH2) ≪ −0.74 (SH2) < −0.67
(SeH2) < −0.57 (TeH2) eV). (ii) Another consequence of the
higher number of occupied electron shells is the decrease in the
electronegativity of A atom (Pauling scale: χ = 3.44 (O); 2.58
(S); 2.55 (Se); 2.10 (Te)) resulting in lp(A) orbitals, which are
higher in energy (lower IP, Table 3, thus decreased Δϵ(2e))
allowing a stronger CT (e.g., ΔE(del) = 32.1 (12) compared to
16.5 (3) kcal/mol). Complexes formed with OH2 Ch acceptor
(1−3) have the strongest ChBs among complexes 1−12
(n(EA) = 0.123 (1), 0.136 (2), 0.151 (3) and ΔE = 5.1 (1), 6.5
(2), 7.7 (3) kcal/mol), indicating that the decrease in the
magnitude of Vmin descending within a period has a stronger
eﬀect on the bond strength over the increase of CT.
A decrease in the electronegativity of the Ch acceptor atom
(A) does not necessarily weaken the electrostatic contributions.
Figure 5a shows the strength ordering of ChB involving FHE
(E = S, Se and Te) Ch donors and Ch acceptors across the
second period of the PT (HF, OH2, NH3). There is an increase
Table 4. Summary of Chalcogen Donor Propertiesa
Ch donors r(XE) ka(XE) n(XE) NBO(E) V(r)max αiso
F3C(H)Se 1.961 2.598 0.697 0.051 1.29 44.7
F3C(H)Te 2.176 2.144 0.615 0.235 1.50 57.3
F2N(H)S 1.754 2.635 0.704 0.183 1.56 36.6
F2N(H)Se 1.914 2.215 0.628 0.274 1.69 43.8
F2N(H)Te 2.124 1.839 0.556 0.456 1.90 56.5
FO(H)S 1.606 3.386 0.830 0.437 1.81 32.5
FO(H)Se 1.774 3.144 0.790 0.486 2.02 38.2
FO(H)Te 1.971 2.811 0.734 0.653 2.25 49.4
F(H)S 1.626 4.605 1.016 0.393 1.75 24.0
F(H)Se 1.759 3.993 0.925 0.503 2.14 30.2
F(H)Te 1.926 3.652 0.872 0.691 2.40 41.4
F(CH3)S 1.633 4.404 0.986 0.586 1.25 36.2
F(CH3)Se(anti) 1.766 3.795 0.895 0.687 1.74 42.7
F(CH3)Se(syn) 1.768 3.872 0.906 0.677 1.81 42.6
F(CH3)Te 1.935 3.544 0.855 0.854 2.13 54.3
F(CF2H)S 1.616 4.747 1.036 0.588 1.98 37.5
F(CF2H)Se(anti) 1.751 4.128 0.945 0.671 2.43 44.0
F(CF2H)Se(syn) 1.760 4.036 0.931 0.665 2.75 43.9
F(CF2H)Te 1.920 3.711 0.881 0.831 2.71 55.6
F(CF3)Se(anti) 1.750 4.221 0.959 0.673 1.94 44.2
F(CF3)Se(syn) 1.747 4.265 0.966 1.066 2.49 44.4
F2S 1.600 4.922 1.061 0.937 1.58 23.7
F2Se 1.734 4.378 0.983 1.053 2.11 29.2
F2Te 1.905 3.821 0.899 1.223 2.42 39.0
F(CN)S 1.614 4.636 1.020 0.735 1.95 37.8
F(CN)Se 1.746 4.141 0.947 0.849 2.44 43.4
F(CN)Te 1.912 3.767 0.890 1.036 2.72 53.8
F2CS 1.595 6.736 1.304 −0.028 0.51 35.5
F2CSe 1.743 5.316 1.116 0.017 0.87 43.3
F2CTe 1.967 3.837 0.901 0.098 1.15 58.1
OCS 1.564 7.514 1.401 0.003 0.82 34.1
OCSe 1.711 5.545 1.148 0.041 1.21 41.8
OCTe 1.938 3.973 0.922 0.103 1.48 56.4
FNS 1.540 7.168 1.358 0.406 1.23 31.2
FNSe 1.694 5.601 1.155 0.452 1.40 38.1
FNTe 1.909 4.472 0.996 0.551 1.50 51.1
H2C2N2Se 1.788 3.261 0.810 0.885 1.08 60.2
H2C2N2Te 1.993 2.631 0.703 1.004 1.30 73.6
F2C2N2Te 2.002 2.733 0.721 1.042 1.87 72.9
Me2C2N2Te 1.994 2.715 0.718 0.976 1.09 101.3
H3S
+ 1.356 3.973 0.922 0.292 7.29 17.7
FH2S
+ 1.553 5.819 1.184 1.021 8.66 18.5
FH2Se
+ 1.692 5.387 1.126 1.200 8.66 23.2
FH2Te
+ 1.861 4.806 1.045 1.538 8.53 31.0
FH(CN)S+ 1.551 5.610 1.156 1.250 8.28 32.9
aComputed at ωB97X-D/aug-cc-pVTZ (PP for Se As and Te). Bond distances r(XE) in Å, local YX stretching force constant ka(XE) in mdyn/Å,
and bond strength order n. NBO charges at E, maximum electrostatic potential at the σ-hole of E (Vmax) in kcal/mol, isotropic polarizability in Bohr
3,
and total dipole moment in Debye.
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in the BSO from HF, to OH2 and NH3 (e.g., in this series the
BSO for F(H)Te is n(EA) = 0.104 (15), 0.151 (3), 0.198
(18)), which is supported by both an increase in CT (Table 2)
and a lowering of Vmin (−0.90 (HF); −1.43 (OH2); −1.63
(NH3 eV). The decrease in the electronegativity of A (Pauling
scale: χ = 3.98 (F); 3.44 (O); 3.04 (N)) leads to a less
contracted but still localized lp(A), which has a lower Vmin
(Table 3) and a higher lp(A) energy (Figure S1).
Methyl substituents at the Ch acceptor strengthen the ChB
by increasing the polarizability of the Ch acceptor and by
decreasing the lp(A) energy (which result in a decrease of
Δϵ(2e)). In the case of the heteroatoms of third or higher
periods, which are less electronegative than C (Pauling scale:
χ(A) = 2.55 (C); 2.19 (P); 2.18 (As)), Me substituents
withdraw charge from A (NPA partial atomic charge P = 0.761
e in PMe3 and As = 0.801 e in AsMe3), eﬀectively contracting
the density at lp(A). The more localized lp(A) forms a better
overlap with σ*(XE) and adopts a more negative electrostatic
potential at lp(A) (Vmin = −1.25 (PMe3), −0.95 (AsMe3)
compared to −0.73 (PH3), and −0.46 (AsH3) eV).
A similar eﬀect is also found for XB complexes.75,97 and is
responsible for the formation of complete 3c−4e bonds, inverse
3c−4e bonds and ion-pairs between dihalogens, interhalogens
and phosphines. However, comparable ChB complexes have
lower CT and 3c−4e character (with a maximum 3c−4e
character of 56% (28) for the neutral complexes). The reduced
CT and 3c−4e character in ChB is due to the lower
electronegativity of the chalcogens, resulting in higher σ*-
orbital energies thus larger Δϵ(2e) and also due to the less
eﬀective lp(A)−σ* overlap caused by the bent X-E-A geometry
adopted by chalcogens to reduce the exchange-repulsion
between lp(E) and lp(A) orbitals.
Figure 6 provides the ChB strength order for the complexes
with methylated Ch acceptors (19−33). ChB complexes
involving methylated Ch acceptors of the second period
(19−27) form stronger bonds (compared to OH2 (1−3), FH
Figure 3. Power relationship between the relative bond strength order
(BSO) n and the local stretching force constants ka of complexes 1−
100. S···A ChB are shown in red, Se···A in green, and Te···A in blue
for neutral complexes (circles) and charged complexes (squares) .
Figure 4. Comparison between the relative bond strength order
(BSO) n and the energy density at the bond critical point Hb of the
ChBs of complexes 1−100. S···A ChB are shown in red, Se···A in
green, and Te···A in blue for neutral complexes (circles) and charged
complexes (squares) .
Figure 5. Power relationship between the relative bond strength order (BSO) n and the local stretching force constants ka for (a) chalcogen−
chalcogen interactions and (b) interactions between a chalcogen and a second period heteroatom.
Figure 6. Power relationship between the relative bond strength order
(BSO) n and the local stretching force constants ka for complexes
involving a series of methylated Ch acceptors.
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(16−18), and NH3 (16−18) Ch acceptors) but the strength
order with regard to the A is not altered (FMe < OMe2 <
NMe3). The increase in strength occurs due to the increased
CT in these complexes, which compensates the weaker
electrostatic contribution (Vmin = −1.34 NMe3, −1.34 OMe2
compared to −1.63 NH3, and −1.43 OH2). Descending within
group XV of the PT (complexes 27−33), there is an increase in
the ChB strength (NMe3 < PMe3) followed by a decrease
(PMe3 > AsMe3). The decrease is a result of the contracted
(less diﬀuse) lp(P), which is more available than lp(N) (Figures
S1 and S3), leading to a stronger CT (CT = 0.415 (28), 0.329
(29), 0.259 (30) compared to 0.141 (25), 0.133 (26), and
0.114 e (27)) and which has only a slightly higher electrostatic
potential (Vmin = −1.25 (PMe3); −1.34 (NMe3) eV), whereas
the increase is a result of the increased diﬀuseness of lp(As)
compared to lp(P), which decreases CT and increases Vmin
(−1.25 (PMe3) −0.95 (AsMe3) eV.
ChB Dependence on Ch Donors. Figure 7 shows the
eﬀect of diﬀerent substituents at the X position (Figure 7a), and
at the Y position, (Figure 7b), whereas Figure 8 shows the
electron diﬀerence densities of selenium complexes for diﬀerent
Y substituents. The ChB bond becomes stronger when the
most electronegative ligand (X) is arranged in a close to a
collinear position to the ChB (in general X−E−A ≈ 170°;
Figures S9−S12). A more electronegative substituent (X = F3C
< F2N < FO < F) increases the CT by lowering the σ*(XE)
orbital energies (Figure S2, decreasing Δϵ(2e)), and by
polarizing the chalcogen electron density leading to the
formation of a more positive potential at the σ-hole region
(Vmax = 1.29 (F3C(H)Se); 1.56 (F2N(H)Se); 1.56 (FO(H)Se);
2.14 (F(H)Se) eV). The ligand Y, orthogonal to the ChB, plays
a more subtle role, indirectly inﬂuencing the σ*(XE) orbital
energy (Figure S2), the magnitude of the σ-hole electrostatic
potential (Figure S4), and also via exchange repulsion with
lp(A).
For the Y substituent, the ChB strength increases in the
series Y = CH3 < CF2H < F ≈ H < CF3 < CN, where methyl
substituents weaken the ChB by donating charge to the
chalcogen (E), increasing the σ*(XE) orbital energy (Figure
S2) and decreasing Vmax (Table 4). This can be reverted by
substituting the hydrogens for ﬂuorine atoms (Y = CF2H and
CF3). By this, the group electronegativity increases, and the
σ*(XE) energy is lowered, enhancing charge transfer and
strengthening the ChB. The CN group withdraws charge more
eﬀectively from the lone pairs of the chalcogen via lp(E) → π*
charge transfer increasing Vmax (Vmax = 2.44 eV in F(CN)Se
compared to 2.14 eV in F(H)Se) and lowering the σ*(XE)
orbital energy (Figure S2). Although the Y = F substituent in
F2E withdraws charge from the chalcogen, it donates electron
density back via lp(F) → σ*(XE) (ΔE(del) = 14.3 kcal/mol),
lowering Vmax (Vmax = 2.11 eV (F2Se) compared to 2.14 eV
(F(H)Se)).
Exchange repulsion between lp(A) and Y weakens the ChB.
This is evidenced in the electron diﬀerence densities of Figure 8
by a decrease of the electron density between Y and A (in
brown) and by an electron density increase in the inferior
extremity of Y (in light blue). If the Y group is rotated by 180°
to the syn position, where the H (43, 46) or F (48) atom at the
molecular plane is not facing toward the Ch acceptor atom (A),
the extension of the brown region decreases and the ChB
becomes shorter and stronger (n(EA) = 0.147 (43 syn), 0.209
(46 syn), 0.196 (48 syn) compared to 0.123 (43 anti), 0.147
(46 anti), and 0.181(48 anti)).
Figure 7. Power relationship between the relative bond strength order (BSO) n and the local stretching force constants ka for complexes involving
NH3: (a) with diﬀerent subsituents (X) colinear to the ChB and (b) with diﬀerent substituents at Y possition.
Figure 8. Electron diﬀerence density distributions Δρ(r) given for
F(Y) Se···NH3 complexes. Δρ(r) is plotted for an electron density
surface of 0.001 au. Light blue regions indicate an increase in the
electron density, and brown regions a density decrease relative to the
superimposed density of the monomers. Calculated at ωB97X-D/aug-
cc-pVTZ.
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The SAPT0 energy decomposition analysis (Table S4)
conﬁrms the important role of exchange repulsion for complex
stabilization. By keeping the geometries of complexes 43, 46,
and 48 frozen and rotating Y = CH3, CF2H, and CF3 in
F(Y)Se···NH3 from the anti conformation to the syn position,
the largest change in the interaction energy components occur
for exchange repulsion, which decreases by 1.1 (43), 1.4 (46),
and 2.4 (48) kcal/mol (see Supporting Information for other
components).
ChB in sp2 Hybridized Chalcogens. ChB involving sp2-
hybridized chalcogens represents a special case, where electro-
static and charge transfer contributions are maximized for
diﬀerent geometries. Similar to the divalent ChB complexes, the
electrostatic contribution in the sp2 chalcogens is maximized for
the collinear geometry (X−E···A = 180°), where Vmin at lp(A)
points toward Vmax at the σ-hole region of E (Figure S4).
However, due to the presence of an empty π*(EX) orbital
(LUMO; Figure S4) lying lower in energy than the σ*(EX)
(LUMO+1), a stronger lp(A) to π*(EX) CT can take place.
This CT mechanism is maximized when lp(A) lays on top of
the plane containing the Ch donor, close to a X−E···A right-
angle. The geometry of F2CE···NH3 (55−57) and OCE···NH3
(58−60) are determined by the electrostatic contribution.
These complexes are characterized by a linear X−E···A
geometry, weak ChBs (n(EA) < 0.1), and small CT values
(CT < 0.040). On the other hand, the geometries of FNE···
NH3 (61−63) are determined by covalent contributions,
characterized by stronger ChBs (n(EA) > 0.1) bent geometry
X-E-A < 120° with larger CT values (CT > 0.080) and Hb < 0.
The stronger covalent character of 61−63 is due to the higher
electronegativity of N compared to C, which lowers the
π*(EX) orbital allowing a stronger lp(A) → σ*(EX) CT to
occur. Interesting to notice is that the σ-hole region in FNE is
more strongly stretched in the π direction compared to F2CE
and OCE (Figure S2). Zhang, Ma, and Wang85 found similar
complexes, involving charge assisted XBs, where the geometries
were not determined by the σ-hole position but by a the charge
transfer from lp(A) → π*(X−Cl). Here we show that this type
of charge transfer mechanism can play a major role in the
geometry of sp2-hybridized ChB even for neutral complexes.
Charge Assisted ChB. The strongest ChBs found in the
present study are realized for the charged complexes involving a
cationic Ch donor (n(EA) = 0.305 for 66 with ΔE = 37.6 kcal/
mol) or an anionic Ch acceptor (n(EA) = 0.348 for 80 with ΔE
= 47.5 kcal/mol), with both, electrostatic and covalent
contributions being magniﬁed. For the cationic complexes, a
more polarizable chalcogen (S < Se < Te) does not lead to a
signiﬁcative change in the ChB strength (n(EA) = 0.287 (64),
0.300 (65), 0.305 (66) or ΔE = 36.9 (64), 37.5 (65), 37.6
(66)), whereas an electronegative ligand F collinear to the ChB
still play an important role (n(EA) = 0.287 (64) compared to
n(EA) = 0.166 (67)). Diﬀerent from the neutral complexes, the
ChB strength in 68 is not enhanced by the addition of a CN
substituent (n(EA) = 0.283 (68)).
Figure 9 gives the relative ChBs strength of a series of
charged complexes formed with chloride. These ChBs are
stronger than the ones found for NH3, but still have similar
strength trends with regard to the chalcogen (E = S < Se < Te),
and the substituents (X = F3C < F2N < FO < F and Y = CF2H
anti < CF2H syn < CN).
Notable is that not only FNE···Cl− but also F2CE···Cl−
complexes adopt a geometry of minimum energy with the C−
E−Cl angle bent in the direction orthogonal to the plane
containing the Ch donor (C−E−Cl angle =125.3° (81), 142.4°
(82), 158.1° (83)), maximizing the lp(Cl) → π*(CE) charge
transfer in detriment of the electrostatic interaction with the σ-
hole collinear to the C-E bond (Figure S2).
ChB in Homodimers. In the symmetric homodimer
complexes (90−100) both monomers are Ch donors and Ch
acceptors. However, in 90−93 the chalcogen atoms involved
donates and accepts electron density simultaneously, whereas
complexes 94−100 form multiple ChBs. In the ﬁrst case (90−
93), two diﬀerent types of bonding mechanisms are possible (i)
the charge transfer can occur from the lp(E) orbital to the
σ*(EF) antibonding orbital (90, 91) or (ii) the charge transfer
can occur from the lp(E) to the π*(EN) antibonding orbital
(92, 93). In both cases a skewed conformation is adopted to
minimize lp(E)-lp(E) repulsion between the monomers. Figure
10 shows the orbitals involved in the CT mechanism (Figure
10a) and the electron diﬀerence density distribution (Figure
10b) for complex 93 (FNTe2). The CT from lp(E) to
π*(NTe) and the lp(Te)−lp(Te) repulsion result in a density
increase in the intermonomer region (light blue region between
Te atoms in Figure 10) and a density depletion close to the Te
atoms (large brown region close to Te atoms in Figure 10). To
the best of our knowledge this is the ﬁrst ChB homodimer
found, where both monomers donate and accept charge via a
lp(E) → π*(EF) CT mechanism. This unusual new type of
interaction may lead to novel supramolecular materials with
unique geometric and electronic features. The possibility of
Figure 9. Power relationship between the relative bond strength order
(BSO) n and the local stretching force constants ka for complexes
involving Cl− and various Ch donors.
Figure 10. (a) Frontier molecular orbitals of FNTe2 and (b) electron
diﬀerence density distributions Δρ(r) of FNTe2. Δρ(r) is plotted for
an electron density surface of 0.001 au. Light blue regions indicate an
increase in the electron density and brown regions a density decrease
relative to the superimposed density of the monomers.
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similar interactions of this kind involving PnB is currently being
investigated.
Figure 11 provides the ChB strength order for all symmetric
homodimers 90−100. Although the selenium complex of type
ii (92) is much weaker than type i (90) (n(EA) = 0.151(90)
and 0.035(92), the tellurium complexes are of similar strength
(n(EA) = 0.206(91); 0.201(93)). Experimental studies reveal
that complex 94 is a liquid, whereas 95 forms a highly reactive
polymeric solid.141 Both complexes have weak ChBs (n(EA) =
0.068 (94); 0.071 (95); ΔE = 4.7 (94) 9.8 (95)). The ChBs in
95 can be strengthened by substituting the NMe2 groups
collinear to the ChB by F atoms and the nitrogen Ch acceptor
atoms with phosphorus, leading to (F(PMe2)Te)2 (96). This
complex has a strong ChB (n(EA) = 0.292) and the highest
binding energy among the neutral complexes (ΔE = 28.0 kcal/
mol). However, 95 would form dimers, but not polymeric
structures, due to the weak electron donor ability of the F
atoms.
Better starting units forming relatively strong ChBs and
polymeric structures are the selena- and telluradiazoles (97−
100), where 1,2,5-telluradiazole dimers have stronger ChBs
(n(EA) = 0.121 (98) compared to 0.093 (97)). Although the
diﬀerence between the BSO n(EA) values of these complexes
are relatively small, the increase in ΔE brought by the stronger
ChBs in (98) is considerably large (ΔE = 13.6 (98) ; 6.3 (97)
kcal/mol). Noteworthy is that both electron withdrawing (F)
and electron donor (CH3) substituents slightly enhance the
strength of the ChB in telluradiazoles (n(EA) = 0.146 (99)
0.134 (100) compared to 0.121(98)). The F substituents
increase the electrostatic potential at the Te (Vmax = 1.87 for
F2C2N2Te compared to 1.30 eV for H2C2N2Te) whereas the
Me substituents strengthen the ChBs by increasing the
polarizability of the monomers (αiso = 101.3 for Me2C2N2Te
compared to 73.6 Bohr3 for H2C2N2Te). A possible strategy to
form strong polymeric structures based on ChBs is to increase
the number of ChB contacts between monomers by fusing
suitable ring structures to the telluradiazole monomers
(increasing also its polarizability).
4. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this work, we present for the ﬁrst time a quantitative analysis
of the intrinsic strength of 100 ChB based on the local
stretching force constant and associated BSO, complemented
by the analysis of binding energies, SAPT energy contributions,
NBO charges, electrostatic potentials, isotropic polarizabilities,
electron and energy density distributions, and diﬀerence density
distributions. The following conclusions were obtained:
1 The ChB mechanism is composed of both, a covalent
and an electrostatic part. The electrostatic part can be
rationalized on the basis of the electrostatic potential of
the Ch donors and the Ch acceptors, whereas the
covalent part is associated with two diﬀerent CT
mechanisms. In divalent chalcogens, the CT is associated
with lp(A) to σ*(XE) delocalization, whereas in double
bonded chalcogens it is associated with lp(A) to π*(XE)
delocalization. The latter CT mechanism can lead to the
formation of strongly bent ChB complexes, which cannot
be predicted by the inspection of the electrostatic
potential of the monomers.
2 Based on BSO n values, we can identify three diﬀerent
classes of ChBs: weak ChBs (n(EA) < 0.1), normal ChBs
(0.1 < n(EA) < 0.2), and strong ChBs n(EA) > 0.2. The
strongest neutral ChB found (96) has an n(EA) value of
0.292 (ΔE = 28.0 kcal/mol), whereas charge assisted
ChBs reach values up to n(EA) = 0.348 (ΔE = 47.5 kcal/
mol) (80). The increase in the ChB strength is typically
accompanied by a gradual increase in covalent character.
Weak ChBs are dominated by electrostatic contributions
and are characterized by Hb ≥ 0, whereas all strong ChB
are characterized by Hb < 0, which, according to the
Cremer−Kraka criteria, indicates a dominant covalent
character.
3 The ChB strength depends on the polarizability of the
chalcogen atom (S < Se < Te), the electronegativity of
the Ch donor substituent collinear to the ChB (CF3 <
NF2 < OF < F), the electron withdrawing capability of
the Ch donor substituent Y orthogonal to the ChB, and a
small exchange−repulsion between lp(A) and the Y
substituent (e.g., if Y = CF3 is rotated to a syn
conformation, where the F atom in the mirror plane of
the complex is moved away from lp(A) there is an
increase in the ChB strength).
4 The Ch acceptor also exerts a strong inﬂuence on the
strength of the ChB. For a given period of the PT, the
decrease in the electronegativity of the Ch acceptor atom
A leads to an increase in the ChB strength due to the
higher donor ability of lp(A) and decreased electrostatic
potential. Descending within a group of the PT the ChB
becomes weaker due to the increased diﬀuseness of
lp(A). Strong ChB involving heteroatoms of lower
periods can be envisioned by adding substituents that
eﬀectively contract lp(A) (e.g., PMe3).
5 3c−4e character of chalcogen bonds can play an
important role in strong ChB complexes, reaching up
to 56% for the neutral complex 28 and 69% for the
charged assisted complex 76 syn. However, these values
are considerably lower than the ones found for halogen
bonds.75,97,98 CT and 3c−4e character in ChBs are
reduced (in comparison with XB) due to the lower
electronegativity of chalcogens compared to the halogens
(resulting in σ*(XE) orbitals of higher energy thus a
larger Δϵ(2e) energy gap) and due to the bent
conformation adopted by chalcogen complexes (resulting
in a less eﬀective overlap between lp(A) and σ*(XE)
orbitals.
Figure 11. Power relationship between the relative bond strength
order (BSO) n and the local stretching force constants ka for the
symmetric homodimers complexes.
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6 Multiple ChBs in homodimers (94−100) can result in an
extra stabilization. For example complex 96 has a ΔE =
28.0 kcal/mol, comparable to the strongest neutral XB
complexes previously studied75,97,98 and stronger than
that of neutral hydrogen bonds142 and pnicogen bonds in
general.129
7 We describe for the ﬁrst time a symmetric homodimer,
where both monomers donate charge from lp(A) to
π*(XE) simultaneously. This new type of interaction
may lead to the development of polymers with unique
architecture and electronic properties.
8 New polymeric structures based on ChB should focus on
molecules that can make multiple ChB contacts such as
1,2,5-Telluradiazole. The stability of these complexes can
be improved by fusing rings to increase the polarizability
and the number of possible ChB between the monomers.
By rationalizing the intrinsic strength of an extensive set of
100 ChBs on the basis of the analysis of the essential electronic
eﬀects and their interplay with the covalent and electrostatic
contributions, we provide a concise description of the ChB,
which is of general applicability and may serve as the basis for
the design of larger and more complex ChB structures.
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ABSTRACT: The noncovalent interactions of 32 complexes
involving pnicogens, chalcogens, and halogens atoms were
investigated at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory.
Two diﬀerent types of complexes could be distinguished on
the basis of geometric parameters, electron diﬀerence densities,
and the charge transfer mechanisms associated with each type.
In the type I conformation, the monomers adopt a skewed
orientation allowing charge to be transfer between both
monomers, whereas in the type II conformation the
monomers adopt a linear arrangement, maximizing charge
transfer in only one direction. Type I complexes involving the
interaction between pnicogens and chalcogens cannot be
unambiguously deﬁned as chalcogen or pnicogen bonds, they
are an admixture of both. The charge transfer dependence on the conformation adopted by the complexes described in this work
can serve as a novel conformationally driven design concept for materials.
1. INTRODUCTION
The study of intermolecular interactions is an important topic
in chemistry due to the key roles these interactions play in
diverse ﬁelds. In supramolecular chemistry they can guide self-
assembly1 and stabilize the tertiary structures of macro-
molecules such as proteins, DNA, and RNA;2,3 In drug design
they can lead to drug-receptor recognition.4,5 In catalysis they
can help to stabilize the transition state of chemical reactions
and guide stereoselectivity6,7 to name just a few examples.
Although hydrogen bonding (HB) continues to be the most
studied noncovalent interaction, there has been a continuous
discovery of other kinds of weak interactions,1,8−13 which share
many similarities with HB, such as high directionality14−16 and
tunable interaction strength.17−24 Diﬀerent types of interactions
can possess unique electronic features relevant for the
development of novel materials with special electrical,25
magnetic,26,27 and optical properties.28−30 Among these new
types of interactions, the ones involving pnicogen, chalcogen,
and halogen atoms are already being exploited for the design
and synthesis of liquid crystals, gels, molecular compart-
ments,31,32 molecular linkers,33 ion transport, sensors, optically
responsive materials,34 and novel drugs.35,36 These and other
applications were the topic of recent reviews.1,37−42
A well established example of such a noncovalent interaction
that is known to play a determining role in the supramolecular
structures and properties of crystals is the interaction between
two halogens (halogen···halogen).43−46 X-ray diﬀraction
studies47 supported by statistical analysis of crystal structures
deposited on the Cambridge Database45,48 revealed that two
preferred conformers are associated with halogen···halogen
interactions. These are shown in Figure 1. In the type I
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Figure 1. Representation of the two possible conformers involving
halogen (XB), chalcogen (ChB), and pnicogen bonding (PnB)
considered in the this work.
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conformation the two angles formed by the halogens X and Y
and their substituents W and Z (θ1 = W−X−Y and θ2 = X−Y−
Z) have approximately the same value (θ1 ≈ θ2), whereas type
II contacts are characterized by a linear angle θ1 ≈ 180◦ and a
close to right angle θ2 ≈ 90◦. Experimental and theoretical
evidence suggests that type I halogen···halogen interactions are
predominantly stabilized by dispersive forces.46,49,50 However,
covalent contributions in the form of electron delocalization
(i.e., charge transfer) from the lone pair X (lp(X)) orbital into
the empty σ*(YZ) orbital and from lp(Y) into the σ*(WX)
orbital49 and electrostatic attraction, originating from the
anisotropic distribution of the X and Y electron density,51
can also play a siginiﬁcant role for the stabilization of type I
conformation. On the other hand, type II halogen···halogen
interactions are considered to form true halogen bonds XB52
(in the following XB is used for both type I and II halogen···
halogen interactions for the sake of simplicity), as a result of the
attractive interaction between the nucleophilic region of the
halogen (Y) and the electrophilic region of the halogen (X)
(Figure 1). Although type II XBs (XB-II) are generally stronger
than the type I (XB-I), the latter are commonly observed due
to crystal packing eﬀects.46,53
A diﬀerent picture emerges for the closely related
chalcogen···chalcogen and pnicogen···pnicogen interactions.
Well-deﬁned pnicogen bonds (PnBs) and chalcogen bonds
(ChBs) are found for both type I12,23,54−61 and type
II23,54,60,62,63 conformations (Figure 1). These are stabilized
mostly by charge transfer and electrostatic contributions rather
than by dispersion. Despite the many investigations on PnB
and ChB exploring both type I and type II conformations, a
Figure 2. Schematic representation of the geometry of complexes 1−32. Bond distances in Å (intermolecular distances in blue) and selected angles
in degrees.
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systematic comparison of XB, PnB, and ChB type I and type II
conformations is still missing. Another topic of interest is the
noncovalent interaction formed by atoms of diﬀerent groups
such as pnicogen···halogen or pnicogen···chalcogen, where
multiple local minima involving diﬀerent types of noncovalent
interactions can be found. An example is the Cl2···PFH2
complexes studied by Del Bene, Alkorta, and Elguero,64,65
involving three diﬀerent types of Cl···P interactions, referring to
a classical XB, a chlorine shared XB, and a PnB. Another
interesting case is the complex FHSe···PH2F studied by Shukla
and Chopra,66 which involves not only charge transfer (CT)
from the phosphorus lone pair orbital (lp(P)) into the σ*(SeF)
orbital of FHSe, characteristic of a ChB, but also the CT from
lp(Se) to σ*(PF), characteristic of a PnB, making it diﬃcult to
unambiguously classify the interactions as PnB or ChB.
A reliable comparison of the diﬀerent kinds of interactions
involving halogens, chalcogens, and pnicogens considering both
type I and type II conformations, requires a method of high
accuracy being capable to describe dispersive, electrostatic and
covalent contributions in a well-balanced and accurate way.
Although density functional theory with empirical dispersion
corrections (DFT-D) and MP267 have been employed in
various studies of noncovalent interactions, leading in general
to a reasonably accurate description of HB, ChB, PnB, and XB,
the reliability of these methods is challenged, when very weak
noncovalent interactions have to be described.68−70 A more
reliable choice in this case, especially when second or higher
order properties are required, is the coupled cluster method
with singles, doubles, and perturbative triples excitations
(CCSD(T)).71 Considered as the current gold standard,72
CCSD(T) is usually the method of choice to evaluate the
reliability of less computationally demanding approaches,73,74
and it is a particularly invaluable method in high-accuracy
studies of small complexes.75,76
In previous work76 we presented for the ﬁrst time a
quantitative description of the intrinsic strength of 36 XB
complexes in comparison with 8 HB, ChB, and PnB systems
(all of type II conformation) by combining vibrational
spectroscopy and high-accuracy CCSD(T) calculations. In the
present study we will use a diverse set of 32 complexes
consisting of XB, ChB, and PnB of both type I and type II
conformations (shown in Figure 2) to explore the similarities
and diﬀerences between the bonding mechanisms, the nature of
the interactions, the intrinsic bond strength, and the inﬂuence
of the atoms involved in the noncovalent interactions. For this
purpose, we have addressed the following questions: (i) Is there
a general mechanism to describe the noncovalent interactions
formed by pnicogens, chalcogens, and halogens? (ii) Can we
use other parameters besides the geometry to characterize the
complex as been of type I or type II? (iii) How do the nature
and the strength of the interaction depend on the atoms
involved and on the conformation adopted? (iv) Is there any
complex where type I and type II conformations are both
minimum-energy points in the potential energy surface?
The paper is arranged as follows. In section 2 we provide
details about the computational methods employed. In section
3 we describe the bonding mechanisms observed for type I and
II conformations and discuss the most important factor
involved in the stabilization of the complexes and in the
intrinsic strength of the noncovalent interactions. In the last
section we summarize the most important result and draw
conclusion.
2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
The geometry of all complexes (1−32) and monomers (33−
48) was fully optimized at coupled cluster level using
CCSD(T)71 combined with Dunning’s augmented triple-ζ
basis sets aug-cc-pVTZ,77−79 which contains diﬀuse basis
functions for a proper description of the density far from the
nuclei. For the geometry optimizations the convergence criteria
was set to 10−6 hartree bohr−1 and a threshold of 10−9 was used
for the self-consistent ﬁeld and coupled cluster amplitude
equations. Analytical vibrational frequencies computed at the
same level were used to verify that each stationary point
obtained from the geometry optimization is a minimum (or a
ﬁrst-order saddle point as in the case of complexes 1, 2, 3).
The Konkoli−Cremer method80−83 was used to convert the
normal vibrational modes into local modes. This method makes
use of a mass-decoupled analogue of Wilson equation of
vibrational spectroscopy81,84 to solve the electronic and mass
coupling between normal vibrational modes, leading to local
modes that are free from any mode−mode coupling. A unique
set of 3N − L (N = number of atoms; L = number of
translations and rotations) local modes was determined for
each complex, which could be connected to the normal modes
in a one-to-one fashion via an adiabatic connection scheme.82
The local stretching force constant (ka) obtained from the
corresponding local mode provides a direct measure of the
intrinsic strength of a bond.85 As pursued in our previous
investigation on the halogen bonds strength,76 the analysis of ka
was simpliﬁed by converting local stretching force constants
into bond strength orders (BSOs) n. According to the
generalized Badger rule,86 BSO values are related to ka via a
power relationship (eq 1):
=n a kBSO ( )ba (1)
Constants a = 0.418 and b = 0.564 were determined by
assuming an n value of 1 for the FF bond in F2, n = 0.5 for the
3c−4e FF bond in [F···F···F]−, and assuming an n value of zero
for ka = 0.
Binding energies were calculated with and without counter-
poise (CP) correction87 for the analysis of the basis set super
position error (BSSE). It is often observed that the CP
correction does not necessarily lead to results closer to the
complete basis set limit.88 This is due to a fortuitous error
cancelation present in uncorrected values.89 Therefore, we
decided to test whether CP-corrected or uncorrected
interaction energies were closer to the values obtained with a
larger basis set. For this purpose, the CP-corrected and
uncorrected interaction energies of 12 complexes were
calculated with domain-based local pair natural orbital
DLPNO-CCSD(T) approximation90,91 utilizing both the aug-
cc-pVTZ basis set and the more saturated aug-cc-pV5Z79,92
basis set. It turned out that the CP-uncorrected DLPNO-
CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ values are on the average closer to
CP-corrected and uncorrected DLPNO-CCSD(T)/aug-cc-
pV5Z values (Supporting Information). Because of this, no
attempt was made to include CP corrections to gradient or
Hessian calculations.
Local properties of the electron density ρ(r) and energy
density distribution H(r) obtained from CCSD(T) response
densities were used to characterize the nature of the
interactions. According to the Cremer−Kraka criteria for
covalent bonding, a negative (stabilizing) energy density Hb
at the bond critical point rb indicates predominant covalent
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D
character, whereas a positive (destabilizing) energy density
indicates the formation of an electrostatic or dispersive
interaction.93−95
The possibility of electrostatic attraction between the
unperturbed monomers was accessed by investigating the
location and magnitude of the extreme values of the
electrostatic potential V(r) mapped onto the 0.001 e/bohr3
electron density surface of the monomers. The maximum V(r)
associated with the σ-hole region (Vmax) and the minimum
(Vmin) associated with the lp(A) region provide an approxi-
mated measure for electrostatic attraction.96,97
Covalent contributions to the intermolecular interactions
were assessed via the analysis of the natural bond orbital
(NBO) delocalization energies (ΔE(del)) associated with both
lp(Y) → σ*(WX) and lp(X) → σ*(YZ) charge transfer
mechanisms. The magnitude of ΔE(del) was determined by
second-order perturbation theory.98 Due to the nonexistence of
CCSD(T) orbitals, ΔE(del) was calculated with ωB97XD/aug-
cc-pVTZ.99,100 Recently, Stone101 asserted that the NBO
analysis overestimates charge transfer contribution to inter-
molecular interaction energies due to an inherent BSSE
contamination, originated from the orthogonalization proce-
dure adopted by the NBO analysis. Therefore, in this work,
ΔE(del) was only used for a qualitative analysis of lp(Y) →
σ*(WX) and lp(X)→ σ*(YZ) charge transfer mechanisms. No
quantitative comparison between ΔE(del) and ΔE or any other
property was made. The ΔE(del) analysis was complemented
by the evaluation of the weakening of the WX and YZ bonds
due to the partial occupation of σ*(WX) and σ*(YZ). This can
be associated with the shift in the BSO values of the WX and
YZ bonds, calculated according to eq 2:








Deviations between trends in ΔE(del) and Δn(WX) (%)
indicate that contributions from other CT mechanisms or lone
pair repulsion also inﬂuence the shifts in the strength of the WX
and YZ bonds upon complex formation. The inspection of the
CCSD(T) electron diﬀerence density distribution Δρ(r) =
ρ(complex,r) − ρ(monomer1,r) − ρ(monomer2,r), deter-
mined for an electron density distribution of 0.001 e/bohr3 was
also used to distinguish between electrostatic and covalent
interactions. An accumulation of electron density in the XY
bonding region indicates covalent character.
All local mode calculations were performed with CO-
LOGNE2016.102 The CCSD(T) energy, energy gradient, and
Hessian were calculated with CFOUR.103 For the NBO
analysis, NBO 698 was used, whereas the electron (energy)
density distribution was investigated with the program
AIMAll.104 Correlated electron and energy density distributions
were analyzed with the programs Molden2AIM, and MOLBO
of Zou and co-workers.105 The CCSD(T) electrostatic
potential V(r) were calculated with Multiwfn.106
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Table 1 lists the noncovalent bond distances r(XY), the
counterpoise corrected binding energies ΔE, the electron
density ρb and the energy density Hb at the density critical
point associated with the corresponding intermolecular
interaction. The CT derived from the natural population
analysis (NPA) atomic charges, the delocalization energy
associated with the lp(Y) → σ*(WX) (ΔE(del)1) and lp(X)
→ σ*(YZ) (ΔE(del)2) CT mechanisms, the percentage shift in
the BSO n values (Δn (%)) of W−X and Y−Z bonds upon the
complex formation (eq 2), the local stretching force constant
ka(XY) and the BSO n(XY) associate with the noncovalent
bond are also reported. The last column of Table 1 shows the
type of the noncovalent interaction of each complex, classiﬁed
according to the complex conformation as type I or II, and as
XB, ChB, or PnB according to the stronger electron acceptor.
In other words, if the largest ΔE(del) value involves a σ*(WX)
where X is a halogen, the interaction is classiﬁed as a XB;
likewise, if X is a chalcogen or a pnicogen the interaction is
termed ChB or PnB.
Monomer properties are listed in Table 2, which includes the
r(WX), ka(WX), and n(WX) values, the vertical ionization
potential (IP) and the extreme values of the electrostatic
potential in the lone pair region (Vmin) and in σ-hole region
(Vmax) of the atom X. Figure 3 shows the bond strength
ordering of all noncovalent interactions investigated in this
Table 2. Geometry, Vibrational Data, And Values of the
Electrostatic Potential for the Monomersa
monomer r(WX) ka(WX) n(WX) IP Vmax(X) Vmin(X)
33 Cl2 2.019 3.025 0.780 11.5 1.10 −0.13
34 FCl 1.646 4.326 0.954 12.7 1.75 −0.01
35 FBr 1.770 4.019 0.915 11.9 2.12 0.01
36 FHS 1.626 4.569 0.984 10.4 1.75 −0.43
37 FHSe 1.765 3.998 0.913 9.9 2.02 −0.37
38 OH2S 1.504 7.163 1.268 10.2 1.77 0.02
39 H2S 1.342 4.249 0.945 10.4 −0.71
40 F2S 1.607 4.729 1.003 10.3 1.61 −0.20
41 H2O 0.962 8.260 1.375 12.7 −1.40
42 OHF 1.442 4.280 0.949 12.9 −0.72
43 AsH2F 1.761 3.991 0.912 8.7 1.83 −0.19
44 PH2F 1.577 5.791 1.125 10.1 1.59 −0.48
45 NH2F 1.433 4.138 0.931 11.6 1.40 −1.21
46 PF2H 1.427 3.150 0.798 11.0 0.88 −0.26
47 PH3 1.420 3.331 0.823 10.5 0.53 −0.68
48 NH3 1.015 6.798 1.232 10.9 −1.62
aDistances r(WX) in Å, WX local stretching force constants in mdyn/
Å, and bond strength order n(WX). Vertical ionization potential,
maximum electrostatic potential at the σ-hole of X, and minimum
electrostatic potential at the lp(X) in eV. All values were calculated
with CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ.
Figure 3. Power relationship between the relative bond strength order
(BSO) n and the local stretching force constants ka of complexes 1−
32. XB in blue, ChB in green, PnB in red, and the mixed ChB/PnB in
orange. Type I complexes are denoted by circles, and type II, by
squares. Calculate at CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level.
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work, ranging from BSO n = 0.054 (complex 2) to 0.176
(complex 22). Compared to the BSO values obtained in our
previous studies on XB,22,24,76 ChB,23 and PnB,54,55 the
interactions considered in the present study can be classiﬁed
as weak (BSO < 0.2 and ΔE < 10 kcal/mol). According to the
Cremer−Kraka criteria, about half of these complexes have a
dominant electrostatic character with Hb ≳ 0.0 and the others
have partial covalent contributions Hb < 0.
Comparison of BSO n Values and Other Properties. A
comparison of the BSO n values and Hb is given in Figure 4a. It
is commonly found that as noncovalent interactions become
stronger, they tend to have a higher covalent character.22,23,76
However, for the relatively weak complexes considered in the
present study, electrostatic interactions are able to surpass
interactions with covalent character. This is in particular
observed for interactions involving O and N atoms, which are
not as polarizable as P, S, As, or Se but have a more negative
electrostatic potential in the lp(X) region.
There is a scattered correlation between BSO n values and
ΔE (Figure 4b). The latter is a cumulative quantity that
measures the energy required for the dissociation of the
complexes into monomers, which includes besides the atom-to-
atom bond strength, the energy required for the reorganization
of the electron density and geometry of the monomers, and the
fraction of any secondary intermonomers interactions that does
not contribute to the atom-to-atom bond strength. Because of
these reasons ΔE does not reﬂect the intrinsic strength of the
noncovalent interactions.76,107,108
Bonding Mechanism of Type I and II Complexes. In
the present work we used the following protocol to analyze the
strength and nature of the noncovalent interactions. First, the
energy density is used to distinguish between interactions of
dominant electrostatic and covalent character. Second, the
strength of electrostatic interactions is rationalized on the basis
of the analysis of the electrostatic potentials of the unperturbed
monomers. Third, electrostatic interactions involving a weak
electrostatic potential are considered to be dispersive and their
strength is rationalized on the basis of polarizabilities. The
fourth and last step is the analysis of covalent contributions on
the basis of charge transfer involving speciﬁc orbitals.
On the basis of the protocol adopted, we can distinguish
noncovalent interactions stabilized by electrostatic, covalent,
and dispersive contributions in the following way: The
electrostatic part refers to the attraction between the negative
electrostatic potential in the lone pair region of atom Y and the
positive electrostatic potential formed at the σ-hole (region of
depleted electron density formed collinear to a σ-bond) at the
atom X (of the unperturbed monomers). Type II complexes
tend to form stronger electrostatic attractions due to the
collinear orientation between the negative electrostatic
potential at the lp(Y) and the positive potential at the σ-hole
of the WX bond, whereas the skewed orientation of type I
complexes leads to a less eﬀective alignment between the lp and
the σ-hole electrostatic potential of the monomers. Electro-
negative substituents withdraw charge from X and Y
strengthening the positive potential at the σ-hole, but
weakening the negative potential at the lone pair region.
Covalent contributions are rationalized in terms of the CT
mechanism described in the orbital interaction diagram
depicted in Figure 5. In type II complexes the covalent
contribution involves the charge transfer from the lp(Y) to the
σ*(WX) orbital, leading to 2e-delocalization and 2e-stabiliza-
tion. A similar situation is also observed for type I complexes.
However, the monomers in type I complexes adopt a skewed
conformation allowing in addition the CT from the lp(X) to
the σ*(YZ) orbital, leading not only to an extra 2e-stabilization
but also to a 4e-destabilization due to lp(X)−lp(Y) repulsion.
The 2e-stabilization and 4e-destabilization are proportional to
Figure 4. Comparison of the relative bond strength order (BSO) n with (a) the energy density at the bond critical point Hb of the ChBs of
complexes 1−32 and with (b) binding energies (ΔE) for complexes 1−32. XB are shown in blue, ChB in green, PnB in red and the ChB/PnB in
orange. Type I complexes are denoted by circles and type II by squares. Calculate at CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level.
Figure 5. Orbital interaction diagram for type I and type II complexes,
showing lp → σ* (2e stabilization) and lp−lp (4e destabilization)
charge transfer mechanisms for complexes 2 and 5.
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the magnitude of the orbital overlap and inversely proportional
to the orbital energy gap (Δϵ) between the molecular orbitals
involved. Although only one CT mechanism is present in type
II complexes, the lp(Y)−σ*(WX) head-on overlap is more
eﬀective compared to the skewed overlap in type I complexes,
and more importantly, the lp(X)−lp(Y) repulsion in type II
complexes is minimized due to the smaller overlap.
The CT can be magniﬁed by decreasing the σ*(WX) and the
σ*(YZ) orbital energies or by increasing the lp(X) and lp(Y)
orbital energies. A more electronegative W substituent lowers
the energy of the σ(WX) and σ*(WX) orbitals, thus decreasing
the energy gap between lp(Y) and σ*(WX). The lp(Y)−
σ(WX) orbital overlap is also improved by an electronegative
W substituent, which reduces the X coeﬃcient of the σ(WX)
orbital. Due to orbital orthogonality, this in turn leads to a
larger coeﬃcient of σ*(WX) orbital, thus increasing the
lp(Y)−σ*(WX) orbital overlap. An electronegative W atom
also contracts the density at the X atom aﬀecting the lp(X)
orbital in two diﬀerent ways (i) for atoms of the second period
of the PT, the lp(X) orbitals becomes too compact decreasing
lp(X)−σ*(YZ) orbital overlap (ii) for atoms of the third or
higher periods of the PT, the lp(X) becomes less diﬀuse,
leading to improved lp(X)−σ*(YZ) orbital overlap.23
Dispersive contributions play a dominant role only for
complexes with minimal electrostatic and covalent contribu-
tions. In these cases the strength of the interaction can be
rationalized on the basis of the polarizability of the monomers
involved.
The diﬀerent bonding mechanisms of type I and type II
complexes are expected to result in diﬀerent electronic
structure changes upon complexation. This is demonstrated
by the Δρ(r) plots shown in Figure 6. Type II complexes (e.g.,
complexes 5, 18, 25, 26, 27, and 28 in Figure 6) are easily
identify by a round shaped increase in the electron density in
the intermonomer region (in blue), whereas type I complexes
have a more stretched region of increased electron density (e.g.,
complexes 2, 8, 9, 10, 15, 21, 22, 23, and 24 in Figure 6).
Therefore, rather than relying solely on geometric parameters
we will make use of Δρ(r) and the properties described in
Table 2 to distinguish between type I or type II complexes in
the next sections.
Halogen···Halogen Interactions (Complexes 1−6).
Complexes 1−6 are only of electrostatic or dispersive nature.
The high electronegativity of the halogen atoms results in X
and Y lone pairs, which are too low in energy compared to the
σ*(WX) and σ*(YZ) orbitals to lead to an eﬀective CT (there
is a large Δϵ(2e) energy gap). Therefore, small ΔE(del) and
Δn (%) values are observed. The electrostatic potential at the
lone pair (π) region of the halogen Y is close to zero (Vmin =
−0.13 eV for Cl2, −0.01 eV for FCl, and 0.01 eV for FBr),
resulting in weak electrostatic attraction with the Vmax at the σ-
hole of X atoms. The skewed conformation of XB-I complexes
1−3 leads to an even poorer electrostatic attraction between
the extreme electrostatic potentials in the lp and in the σ-hole
regions.
The strength of complexes 1−3 can only be rationalized on
the basis of the polarizability of the monomers, in particular of
the X and Y atoms. For these complexes the BSO n increases in
the series (FCl)2 (2) < (Cl2)2 (1) < (FBr)2 (3). The high
polarizing power of the F substituents in 2 withdraws charge
from Cl, decreasing its eﬀective radius and, as a result, 2 has a
Cl···Cl distance 0.083 Å shorter than that found in 1. However,
due to the lower polarizability of FCl compared to Cl2, complex
2 forms a weaker interaction (BSO n: 0.060 (1), 0.054 (2)). In
the case of (FBr)2 the higher polarizability of Br compared to
that of Cl, leads to a stronger bond (BSO n: 0.073 (3)).
By adopting a conformation in which the positive potential at
the σ-hole is collinear with the negative potential of the lone
pairs, XB-II complexes (4−6) are able to form true XBs. The
strength of the XB in these complexes increases in the order
(Cl2)2 (4) < (FCl)2 (5) < (FBr)2 (6) and is determined by the
magnitude of Vmax at the σ-hole of X (Table 2). Although FBr
has a slightly positive potential at the π region of Br suggesting
a lp(Br)···σ-hole(Br) repulsive interaction, one has to consider
that the strong Vmax at the Br σ-hole polarizes the π density of
the second Br. An inverse relationship between ΔE and the
BSO n is found for complexes 4 and 5, indicating that
secondary eﬀects besides the Cl···Cl XB help to stabilize
Figure 6. Electron diﬀerence density distributions Δρ(r) given for selected complexes. Δρ(r) is plotted for an electron density surface of 0.0004 au
for the complexes in the rectangle (ﬁrst row) and 0.001 au for the others. Blue regions indicate an increase in the electron density; red regions, a
density decrease relative to the superimposed density of the monomers. Calculate at CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level.
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complex 4. This is evidenced by the inward tilted θ2 = 88.5°
angle adopted by 4 compared to the outward angle θ2 = 95.3°
of 5.
Chalcogen···Chalcogen Interactions (Complexes 7−
14). There are two minima of ChB-I type for (FHS)2
complexes (7, 8). One with C2 symmetry where the H atoms
are in a syn position (7), and the other with Ci symmetry,
where the H atoms are anti to each other (8). Both complexes
are twice as strong as the isoelectronic XB-I complex 2, with YX
distances of 2.748 Å for 7 and 2.715 Å for 8 compared to 3.268
for 2. The shorter and stronger interaction of these complexes
is due to the more eﬀective charge transfer (ΔE(del) = 14.0
(7), 15.8 (8), 1.3 (2) kcal/mol). Compared to Cl lone pairs,
the lone pairs of S are higher in energy (IP: 12.7 kcal/mol for
FCl and 10.4 kcal/mol for FHS), resulting in a smaller Δϵ(2e)
energy gap. The lp−σ* overlap is also improved due the lower
electronegativity of S compared to Cl (leading to a larger X
coeﬃcient in the σ*(WX) orbital). Due to the large
lp(S)−σ*(SO) energy gap and the weak electrostatic attraction,
(OH2S)2 (9) forms a weak ChB-I.
If one S atom in 8 is substituted by the more polarizable Se,
the heterodimer 10 (FHSe···SHF) is formed. This complex has
a distorted geometry (θ1 = 162.8° and θ2 = 125.2°), favoring a
stronger electrostatic attraction between the Se σ-hole and the
lp(S) and the CT from lp(S) → σ*(SeF). However, partial
ChB-I character is still maintained. This is evidenced from the
Δρ(r) shown in Figure 6 by the stretched area of electron
density increase (in blue), characteristic of type I complexes,
and is conﬁrmed by the sizable lp(Se) → σ*(SF) 2e-
stabilization (Δ(del)2 = 9.2 kcal/mol) and by the weakening
of both SF and SeF bonds by 14% and 15%, respectively (Table
1). It is noteworthy that the ΔE of 10 is 1.4 kcal/mol larger
than that of complex 8, but the BSO n of 10 is 0.105 compared
to 0.111 in 8, suggesting that the geometry of this complex is
distorted, not only to maximize the Se···S interaction but also
due to the electrostatic attraction between the positively
charged Se and the negative charge at the F. This is also
reﬂected by the opposite trends between ΔE(del) and Δn (%)
values (Table 1). Although ΔE(del)1 (referent to lp(S) →
σ*(SeF) CT) is much larger than ΔE(del)2 (referent to lp(S)
→ σ*(SeF) CT), both SF and SeF bonds are weakened by
about 15%.
In contrast, if S is substituted with the less polarizable O,
only a ChB-II is formed (11). The OHF monomer has a lp(O)
that is too low in energy (IP = 12.9 eV (OHF), 12.7 eV (OH2)
compared to 10.4 eV (FHS)), leading to a large Δϵ(2e), and
thereby to a small CT. The large negative potential at the lp(O)
(Vmin: −1.40 eV (OH2) compared to −0.43 eV (FHS)) allows
12 to form an electrostatic interaction that is stronger than
interactions with partial covalent character, such as the ones in
complexes 8 and 10.
When an F atom is substituted with a H in complex 8, a
stronger ChB (BSO n: 0.118 (13), 0.111 (8)) with lower
covalent character, but improved electrostatic contribution, is
formed (13). However, if a H atom is substituted by an F atom
in 8, a weaker interaction (BSO n: 0.098 (14), but with a higher
covalent character than 13, is formed. The extra F atom in 14
has a small impact on the lp(S) energy (IP: 10.3 eV for SF2,
10.4 eV for SFH); however, due to the high electronegativity of
F, the electron density at the S atom is contracted leading to a
shorter interaction distance (r(SS) = 2.840 Å (14) compared to
3.065 Å (13)) and to a more eﬀective lp(S)−σ*(SF) overlap.
Similar eﬀects are also present in XB and other ChB
complexes.23,76
Pnicogen···Pnicogen Interactions (Complexes 15−20).
Complex 15 ((FH2P)2) forms a shorter, stronger, and more
covalent interaction than the isoelectronic XB-I (2) and ChB-I
(8) complexes. P is less electronegative than S or Cl, thereby
the lp(P) orbital is higher in energy, resulting in a smaller
Δϵ(2e) energy gap and a stronger CT. Surprisingly, the
complex formed by substituting both P atoms by the N (16) is
also stronger than complexes 2 and 8. Diﬀerent from 15,
complex 16 has a high Δϵ(2e) energy gap and no signiﬁcant
covalent contribution; however, the lp(N) can form an
electrostatic attraction with the positively charged H atoms at
the opposite NH2F monomers. This electrostatic attraction is
favored by the lp(N)−lp(N) repulsion, which pushes the
electron density from the inter nitrogens region into the
direction of the hydrogens (Figure 6).
Similar to the case for the chalcogens, substituting a P atom
in 15 with the larger and more polarizable As yields a PnB-I
complex (17) weaker than 15 (BSO n: 0.127 (17), 0.139 (15)).
If a P atom is replaced with a N atom the PnB-II complex 18 is
formed. This complex is weaker than both 15 and 16 (BSO n =
0.126 (18), 0.130 (16), 0.139 (15)).
A PnB-II complex with a BSO n comparable to that of the
strongest PnB-I (complex 15) is realized for FH2P···NH3 (20).
The CT in 20 is similar to that in 18 (Table 1); however, due
to the absence of an F substituent NH3 has a lower electrostatic
potential at the N than NH2F (Vmin = −1.21 eV (NH2F), −1.61
eV (NH3)). This results in a stronger electrostatic attraction
with the σ-hole of FH2P. Noteworthy is that although 20 and
15 have BSO n values of 0.14, complex 20 has a ΔE 1.16 kcal/
mol larger than that of 15. The extra stabilization in 20 is easily
understood by considering the orientation of the dipoles
moment of the monomers, which have opposite directions in
15 but the same direction in 20.
Interactions Involving Atoms of Diﬀerent Groups
(Complexes 21−32). From the investigation of XB-I, ChB-I,
and PnB-I complexes it becomes evident that an interaction
involving atoms of diﬀerent groups of the periodic table (PT),
which is capable of retaining a type I character is more likely a
chalcogen−pnicogen combination. This is conﬁrmed for
complexes 21−24, where two CT mechanisms, one character-
istic of a ChB and one characteristic of a PnB, are present.
Therefore, these complexes were classiﬁed as a PnB/ChB-I type
in this work. These complexes also have a Δρ(r) that resembles
those of the other type I complexes (Figure 6).
The combination of the monomers involved in the strongest
ChB-I (7) and PnB-I (15) complexes leads to FHS···PH2F.
This complex has three diﬀerent minimum-energy conforma-
tions: one forming a PnB/ChB-I complex (21), one forming a
PnB-II complex 25, and the other forming a ChB-II complex
(26). The presence of both a charge transfer from lp(S) to
σ*(PF) and also from lp(P) to σ*(SF) in 21 leads to an extra
stabilization and to a stronger interaction compared to 25 and
26 (BSO n = 0.116 (21), 0.097 (25), 0.100 (26)), but weaker
compared to the PnB-I homodimer 15 (BSO n = 0.139).
A complex with partial PnB/ChB-I character and a stronger
noncovalent interaction than 15 is obtained by substituting S by
Se in 21 (complex 22). Similar to 10, complex 22 has a
distorted geometry favoring lp(P) → σ*(SeF) CT and
lp(Se)−σ-hole electrostatic attraction (Δ(del)1 = 63.7 kcal/
mol (22) compared to 47.3 kcal/mol (21)) in detriment of
lp(Se) → σ*(PFH2) CT (Δ(del)2 = 17.6 kcal/mol (22)
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compared to 24.2 kcal/mol (21)). Because of the substantial
stabilization from both CT mechanisms and due to the
characteristic Δρ(r) of type I complexes (Figure 6), complex 22
is still of type I. If the P atom in 21 is replaced by a As, a
complex of similar strength to 21 and with an equivalent
admixture of PnB and ChB character is formed (ΔE(del)1 ≈
ΔE(del)2) (23). The higher polarizability of As in 23 results in
a more diﬀuse lp(As), leading to a longer interaction distance
with a less eﬀective lp(As)−σ*(SF) overlap, thus to a smaller
CT. This is counterbalanced by the higher electrostatic
potential at the As σ-hole, increasing the electrostatic
contribution.
The combination of FPH2 and SH2O also leads to a type I
complex (23). This complex has an intermediate strength
between the homodimers (OH2S)2 (9) and (FH2P)2 (15).
Similar to what was observed for chalcogen···chalcogen and
pnicogen···pnicogen complexes, substituting a F atom with a H
or vice versa only type-II complexes are formed (27−30).
Sensitivity to Angular Distortion. To measure the
angular distortion sensitivity for a set of seven complexes, the
θ1 angle was distorted from its fully optimized geometry in
increments of 10°. At each step all geometric parameters but θ1
were reoptimized. Figure 7 shows how the energy relative to
the undistorted geometry varies as a function of θ1 for three
homodimers (Figure 7a) and four heterodimers (Figure 7b).
Type XB-I complexes (1−3) are ﬁrst-order transition states.
The imaginary frequencies of these complexes are of 12 (1), 25
(2), and 30 (3) cm−1 and can be associated with the W−X−Y
bending mode that leads to the type XB-II complexes 4, 5, and
6, respectively. The bending potential of (FCl)2 (complex 2)
shown in Figure 7 reveals that there is a small diﬀerence
between the high-energy XB-I and the minimum-energy XB-II
conformations (0.48 kcal/mol for (FCl)2 0.39 kcal/mol for
(Cl2)2, and 0.83 kcal/mol for (FBr)2), which could easily be
overcome by crystal packing forces. This observation is inline
with experimental studies on the halogen···halogen interactions
in hexahalogenated benzenes, suggesting that Cl···Cl and Br···
Br interactions are weak and nondirectional and can be easily
deformed leading to a conformation that does not correspond
strictly to type I or type II conformation.53
Other type I homodimers held together by stronger
interactions such as (FNH2)2 and (FPH2)2 are minima in the
potential energy surface. In these cases, the angular sensitivity
increases with the increased strength and covalent character of
the interaction. No type II minimum was found for these
complexes. The angular sensitivity in type II heterodimers also
increases with the strength of the interaction following the
order FH2P···Cl2 < FH2P···PH3 < FH2P···NH2F < FH2P···NH3
(Figure 7b).
Although only a XB-II and a PnB-II minimum and no XB/
PnB type I minimum-energy point were identiﬁed by bending
Cl2···PFH2, the barrier separating the PnB-II complex 31 from
the XB-II complex 32 is just 0.15 kcal/mol, suggesting that a
dispersive force (similar to the ones found for complexes 1−3)
lowers the barrier separating these two types of interactions.
4. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In the present work, we compared the nature, the intrinsic
strength, and the binding energies of a series of weak
noncovalent interactions involving pnicogen, chalcogens, and
halogens atoms using highly accurate CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ
geometries, vibrational frequencies, NPA atomic charges,
energy and electron densities, and electrostatic potentials. By
generalizing the description of type I and II interactions
commonly employed for halogen···halogen complexes and
including suitable molecular orbital diagrams, we obtained the
following conclusions:
1. Noncovalent interactions involving chalcogens, pnico-
gens, and halogens can be described by a similar bonding
mechanism, which only depends on the conformation
adopted by the complex. Type I complexes adopt a
skewed conformation allowing two diﬀerent CT
mechanisms (from the lp(Y) to the σ*(WX) orbital
and from the lp(X) to the σ*(YZ) orbital), whereas type
II complexes adopt a conformation where lp(Y) is
collinear to σ*(WX), maximizing the charge transfer
from the lp(Y) to the σ*(WX) orbital.
2. Instead of relying solely on geometric parameters, we
used for the ﬁrst time in addition, electron diﬀerence
densities, delocalization energies, and the shift in the
bond strength order of the WX and YZ bonds to
distinguish between type I and type II complexes. In this
connection, type I complexes are easily distinguished by
the stretched area of electron density increase in the
intermonomer region, when compared to type II
complexes.
3. Pnicogens can form stronger type I homodimers than
chalcogens or halogens. The lower electronegativity of P
compared to that of S or Cl leads to a smaller Δϵ(2e)
energy gap, granting partial covalent character to the P···
Figure 7. Relationship between the potential energy relative to the mimun energy point and θ1 for (a) homodimers (b) PnB heterodimers. Black
lines are used just to connect points.
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P interactions. The higher electronegativity of halogens
results in XB-I complexes of dispersive nature, which are
ﬁrst-order transition states.
4. Heterodimers can also form type I complexes as long as
the lp(Y)−σ*(WX) and the lp(X)−σ*(YZ) orbital
overlaps and the orbital energy gaps are small. FHS···
PH2F is an example of a stable type I complex involving
two CT mechanisms, one characteristic of a PnB and the
other of a ChB. This PnB/ChB-I complex is stronger
than the ChB-II or PnB-II complexes formed by the
same monomers.
5. There is a scattered correlation between the binding
energies and the intrinsic bond strength given by the ka
or BSO n values for all complexes investigated in this
work. This scattering occurs when secondary contribu-
tions, not accounted for by the atom−atom interaction,
are involved in the stabilization of the complex. The
comparison of BSO and ΔE trends are useful to identify
the signiﬁcance of such contributions.
Clark, Politzer, and Murray96,97,109 recently suggested the
analysis of the unperturbed electrostatic potentials of the
monomers mapped onto a van der Waals surface as a practical
approximation to predict the geometry and even the strength of
noncovalent interactions that are not aﬀected by polarization.
However, a caveat is appropriate. Polarization can play a
decisive role even for weak interactions (e.g., ΔE < 10 kcal/
mol). In these cases, orbital interaction diagrams (although
based on model quantities rather than physical observables)
provide the most insightful and intuitive way to describe the
mechanism of these noncovalent interactions. When a speciﬁc
charge transfer mechanism is singled out, a simple orbital
interaction diagram can be used to rationalize the covalent
contributions of the interactions involving halogens, chalc-
ogens, and pnicogens of both type I and II conformations.
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ABSTRACT: The stability of small Aum (m = 4−7) clusters is investigated by
analyzing their energetic, geometric, vibrational, magnetic, and electron density
properties. Gold clusters can be constructed from stable cyclic 3-center-2-
electron (3c-2e) Au3
+ units (3-rings) with σ-aromaticity. The stabilization
requires a ﬂow of negative charge from internal 3-rings with electron-deﬁcient
bonding to peripheral 3-ring units with stronger Au−Au bonds. The valence-
isoelectronic clusters Au6 and Au5Zn
+ have similar electronic properties: Au5Zn
+
is a strongly σ-aromatic molecule. An understanding of the structure of Aum
clusters is obtained by deriving a Clar’s Rule equivalent for polycyclic gold clusters:
The structure with the larger number of rings with dominant 3c-2e character and
a smaller degree of 3c-3e character occupies the global minimum of the Aum
potential energy surface.
1. INTRODUCTION
Gold clusters have received enhanced interest in nanoscience
because of their unique catalytic, electronic, and optical
properties.1−6 The pronounced scalar relativistic eﬀects of
gold lead to the fact that Aum clusters exhibit unique structural
and bonding properties that distinguish them from other metal
clusters.7−12 During the past three decades, pure gold clusters
Aum in the small-to-medium size range have been described in
experimental and theoretical studies.
In 2008, Gruene and co-workers determined the structure of
neutral Au7, Au19, and Au20 by comparing their experimental
spectra obtained by far-IR multiple-photon dissociation (FIR-
MPD) spectroscopy in the gas phase with the calculated
vibrational spectra for multiple isomers.7 De and co-workers
investigated the ﬁnite temperature behavior of neutral Aum (m
= 3−10) clusters in the gas phase using molecular dynamical
simulations based on relativistic density functional theory
(DFT).8 Zanti and Peeters studied Aum (m ≤ 16) clusters with
B3LYP and explained their stability in terms of a donor−
acceptor model, which suggested a cyclic ﬂow of electrons
within a cluster.9 Sergeeva and Boldyrev demonstrated that
small three-dimensional Au clusters could be built from the Au4
tetrahedron characterized by 4c-2e bonding.10 All these
investigations established a deeper insight into the structure
and thermodynamic stability of gold clusters. Recently, Xu and
co-workers used the triangular, two-electron (2e) Au3 (in short:
Au3(2e)) and rhombic Au4(2e) rings as elementary units to
investigate the stabilities of 71 reported thiolate-protected Au
nanoclusters developing and applying the Grand Uniﬁed Model
(GUM).11 On the basis of GUM, the authors not only
rationalized the stabilities of known thiolate-protected gold
nanoclusters but also predicted new ligand-protected gold
nanoclusters of distinct stability. Gilb and co-workers studied
small Au cluster cations (Aum
+, m < 14) utilizing ion mobility
measurements and computatinal methods and found that gold
cluster cations had planar structures for m = 3−7 at room
temperature.12
The concept of σ-aromaticity (stabilization by 4p + 2 σ-
electrons in radial or 4p σ-electrons in tangential occupied
orbitals, p = 0, 1, 2, ..., thus leading to aromatic Hückel and/or
aromatic Möbius systems) can be traced to two diﬀerent
delocalization modes:13,14 (i) Peripheral (one-dimensional)
delocalization along the σ-bonds: In 1979, Dewar15 discussed
the small ring strain of cyclopropane and related this to the
peripheral delocalization of σ-electrons. (ii) Surface (two-
dimensional) delocalization in the ring plane: Cremer and
Kraka13,14 showed that σ-delocalization could lead to
delocalization in the ring plane of cyclopropane, which in
substituted cyclopropanes determined both geometry and
stability. Later, Cremer and Gauss16 provided further evidence
for the phenomenon of surface delocalization. The potential σ-
aromaticity of various small rings has caught the interest of
many researchers.17−19 The physical and chemical properties of
hydrogen clusters,20 polycyclophosphanes,21 Zn3
+ and Ge4
2+
clusters,22,23 lanthanum-doped boron clusters,24 and unsatu-
rated cyclopropametallapentalenes25,26 have also been rational-
ized in terms of σ-aromaticity or surface delocalization.
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To our knowledge, a systematic theoretical investigation of
the stabilities of planar Aum (m = 4−7) clusters as an
aggregation of Au3(2e) or Au3(3e) building blocks has not been
performed so far. As becomes obvious from Scheme 1, the
ground states of Aum clusters contain Au3 units (Au3 rings with
2 ≤ p ≤ 3 electrons), suggesting a simple structural principle
for gold clusters. In this work, we will present an electronic
structure description of the Au3 units based on their energetic,
geometric, vibrational, magnetic, and electron density proper-
ties and use the outcome of this analysis to discuss structure
and stabilities of planar Aum clusters up to m = 7 for the
purpose of obtaining a general building principle for Aum
clusters. Apart from this, Au5Zn
+ will be analyzed, as it is an
electronically interesting analogue of the Au6 cluster and also a
potential σ-aromatic cluster.27
2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Geometry optimizations and vibrational frequency calculations were
performed for all Aum clusters shown in Scheme 1 utilizing DFT.
Becke’s three-parameter hybrid exchange-correlation functional
(B3LYP)28,29 was used in connection with the LANL2DZ basis
set30−32 (for Zn, the 6-31G(d) basis set was employed). Preliminary
calculations were also performed with the CAM-B3LYP,33 M06,34
M06-2X,34 LC-ωPBE,35−37 and ωB97XD38 functionals. It turned out
that B3LYP was more robust for the calculation of second-order
response properties, and therefore most of the results were discussed
for this hybrid functional. Each stationary point was veriﬁed to be a
minimum on the potential energy surface with the help of the
eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix of second derivatives. At the
B3LYP/LANL2DZ level, the Td-symmetrical Au4 and the D6h-
symmentrical Au6 clusters were located as stationary points with
three and one imaginary frequencies, respectively, which was the
reason why these two structures were not investigated in detail,
although their relative stability was discussed in this work.
CCSD(T)39 and PBEPBE-D3(BJ)40−42 calculations with an aug-cc-
pVTZ-PP basis set43,44 were also performed to predict the atomization




aThe bond lengths (in Å) are given at the B3LYP/LANL2DZ level of theory.
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energies (AE) and normalized AE (NAE or cohesive energy) of the
planar clusters: NAE = AE/N, where N is the number of atoms in a
molecule. In the case of the Au3(3e) multireference system, CASSCF
and broken-symmetry unrestricted DFT (BS-UDFT) calculations
were performed to estimate its stability.
For the description of delocalization and potential aromaticity, we
calculated the nucleus-independent chemical shift (NICS) parameters
utilizing the Gauge-Independent Atomic Orbital (GIAO) meth-
od.45−49 The NICS value gives the negative of the magnetic shielding
computed at a prechosen position of the molecular geometry. In this
work, NICS values are calculated at the centroids of the rings (denoted
as NICS(0)) and 1.0 Å above the ring centroids (NICS(1)) to exclude
to some extend the inﬂuence of the core electrons of Au (the atomic
radius of Au is 1.35 Å) and to get a better description of σ-
delocalization. Scheme 2 illustrates the NICS(0) and NICS(1)
positions and their values for Au3
+. The negative NICS(1) value
means the existence of induced diatropic ring currents typical of an
“aromatic” electron system, while a positive value suggests paratropic
ring currents typical of an “antiaromatic” electron system.50
As a third aromaticity index, the electron localization function
(ELF)-σ was determined.51 ELF-σ is calculated at the bifurcation point
of two ELF domains, which are dominated by the contributions of the
σ orbitals. It reveals the degree of interaction between adjacent ELF
domains: A larger ELF-σ value suggests that the electrons more
strongly delocalize between adjacent domains. Because NICS and
ELF-σ parameters are largely independent of method and basis set, we
exclusively report here the B3LYP/LANL2DZ results.
To determine the intrinsic strength of an Au−Au bond, the
vibrational modes of the Aum clusters were analyzed. For this purpose,
the 3N − 6 normal vibrational modes (N: number of atoms) of a
cluster were converted into local vibrational modes using the
Konkoli−Cremer method.52−54 Then the local bond stretching force
constants ka were calculated, as these provided a quantitative and
reliable measure of the intrinsic bond strength.55 Accordingly, ka values
could be used to determine a bond strength order (BSO). For this
purpose, we used as suitable references the Au2 dimer and the 3-ring
Au3
+ with its 3c-2e bonding. The two molecules have Au−Au bond
orders of 1.000 and 0.333 according to simple molecular orbital (MO)
theory. This is a possible choice to convert local Au−Au stretching
force constants into BSO values n with the help of the power
relationship
=n a k( )a b (1)
where the constants a and b are determined via the two reference
molecules and the requirement that for ka = 0 the BSO value must be
also zero.56 Analysis of the relativistically corrected electron density
obtained with the Dirac-exact Normalized Elimination of the Small
Component (NESC) method57,58 reveals that the MO-based
assumption of bond orders given above underestimates bonding for
Au3
+. The more reliable Mayer bond orders59,60 suggest n-values of
1.105 and 0.610 for Au2 and Au3
+, respectively (for B3LYP/
LANL2DZ, ka values of 1.567 and 0.833 mdyn/Å were obtained),
which lead to a power relationship (1) with a = 0.724 and b = 0.941.
All BSO values were calculated using eq 1 based on these constants.
Sometimes it is useful to scale BSO values so that the total number
of valence electrons is reproduced. Although the scaled BSO values are
no longer comparable with those of other molecules with diﬀerent
atoms, they provide an impression on the number of electrons in a 3-
ring.
The charge distribution in the Aum clusters was determined using
the natural population analysis (NPA) by Weinhold and co-workers.61
This approach was also employed to determine natural bond orders
(NBOs) and to probe the possible existence of non-Lewis bonds with
3c-character.61 The electron density analysis of Bader62 was applied to
ﬁnd bond critical points (BCPs) and ring critical points (RCPs) of the
electron density distribution ρ(r). The Laplacian of ρ(r) in the z-
direction (normal to the ring plane), ∇2ρ(z), was used to investigate
any density concentration in the center of the 3-ring. Larger density
concentration is indicated by a more negative ∇2ρ(z) value.62
Cremer and co-workers have derived an aromaticity index (AI)
from local stretching force constants and their associated BSO values
n.63,64 In this work, we extend the deﬁnition of AI to describe σ-
delocalization and the nonclassical bonding character in Aum clusters:








where nopt = 0.610 gives the optimal BSO of Au3
+ at the B3LYP/
LANL2DZ level of theory, ni the BSO value of the ith bond, Nbonds is
the number of bonds in an Aum ring, and γ = 4.078 is an adjustable
parameter that sets the AI of the reference molecule Au3
+ equal to 1
(or 100%) thus identifying a completely delocalized 3c-2e system. Any
Scheme 2. Overview of the Methods Used in This Worka
aThe NICS(0) and NICS(1) values (in ppm) of Au3
+ are taken at pre-chosen positions indicated by the red dots: for NICS(0), the geometrical
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AI value smaller than 1 indicates a less delocalized σ-electron system.
For AI = 0, classical covalent 2c-2e bonding is fully established as it is
found in Au2.
Parameters such as AI can be used to determine σ-aromaticity
(peripheral delocalization in a Aum ring), whereas ∇2ρ(z) measures the
concentration of the energy density at the RCP, which reﬂects the
degree of surface delocalization and is especially important in organic
3-rings and π-complexes.17,65 One can weight ρ(RCP) with ∇2ρ(z) to
get η = |ρ(RCP)/∇2ρ(z)|, an area reﬂecting the extent of surface
delocalization. If the concentration is large, the area becomes small as
there is less delocalization; that is, concentration and delocalization of
electrons are opposing properties. AI, ∇2ρ(z), and η reﬂect the degree
of electron delocalization, but they do not reﬂect other electronic
factors such as ring strain or π-complex character of a 3-ring.17
Therefore, the deviation di of the maximum electron density path
(bond path) from the internuclear connection line at the BCP was
calculated. Also, the extent of ring strain was evaluated by determining
the deformation coordinates66 R (breathing radius R of 3-ring; R − R0
= t0 is the deviation from a suitable reference radius R0), t1
(deformation amplitude), and ϕ1 (deformation phase angle). Once
the deformation coordinates are known, the associated local
deformation force constants66 can be calculated that provide a direct
measure of ring strain. Calculations were performed with Gaus-
sian09,67 Molpro,68 and the COLOGNE2016 program.69 ELF
calculations were performed with the Multiwfn package.70
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The optimized planar structures of Au3
+, Aum (m = 4−7), and
cation Au5Zn
+ are displayed in Scheme 1 (for the Cartesian
coordinates of the equilibrium geometries, see the Supporting
Information). All structures calculated are planar or nearly
planar. Their relative stabilities are determined via the
corresponding AE and NAE values (Table 1 and Figure S1).




+) a stable Aum cluster (NAE,
PBEPBE-D3(BJ): 47.3 kcal/mol; CCSD(T): 42.5 kcal/mol)
comparable in its stability with Au6 (46.1; 43.1 kcal/mol) and
Au7 (45.3 kcal/mol, Table 1). Noteworthy is that all Au clusters
investigated have a larger NAE than Au2 (27.3; 24.7 kcal/mol),
which suggests that planar Aum rings gain a signiﬁcant amount
of stabilization, which obviously has to do with electron
delocalization in the 3-ring units.
The energy diﬀerences between the frontier orbitals of Au3
+,
Aum, and Au5Zn
+ calculated with diﬀerent exchange-correlation
(XC) functionals are shown in Figure 1 and Table S1. Although
the magnitude of the highest occupied molecular orbital−
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (HOMO−LUMO) energy
gaps, Δε, changes with the XC functional used, all XC
functionals (with the exception of PBEPBE) predict the same
order of Δε values: Au3+ > Au5Zn+ > Au6 > Au5 > Au7 > Au4.
This trend does not exactly follow the trend of the calculated
NAE in Table 1, but there are some similarities.
In addition to the energy gaps, the results of the NICS and
ELF-σ calculations are shown in Figure 1 and Table S1. The
diﬀerence in the NICS(0) and NICS(1) values indicates that
the σ frame has signiﬁcant inﬂuence on NICS(0), which makes
it advisible to base the analysis of the magnetic properties of the
Au clusters investigated exclusively on NICS(1).
The NBO analysis of Au3
+ conﬁrms that the 6s orbitals of the
Au atoms form an a1′-symmetrical, bonding 3c-orbital, that is, a
fully delocalized orbital. Hence, it is justiﬁed to speak of a σ-
aromatic 2e-ensemble that determines the stability and
geometry of Au3
+. The scalar relativistic contraction of the
6s(Au) orbital and the positive charge both lead to a decrease
of the energy of the 3c orbital, a shortening of the Au−Au
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113.2 37.7 142.0 47.3 127.6 42.5
Au3(3e) (D3h)→3Au
(2S)
58.3 19.4 83.6 27.9 73.3 24.4
Au3(3e) (C2v)→3Au
(2S)c
63.5 21.2 86.7 28.9 72.5 24.2
Au4 (D2h) →4Au (
2S) 107.5 26.9 147.1 36.8 134.6 33.6
Au4 (C2h) →4Au (
2S) 102.0 25.5 136.7 34.2 118.2 29.5
Au5(C2v) →5Au (
2S) 147.7 29.5 202.1 40.4 184.6 36.9
Au6(D3h)→6Au (
2S) 208.1 34.7 276.5 46.1 258.6 43.1
Au7(Cs)→7Au (












271.2 45.2 317.7 52.9 296.2 49.4
aIn kilocalories per mole. bCCSD(T) energies at PBEPBE-D3(BJ)/
aug-cc-pVTZ-PP geometries. cBroken symmetry solutions. UPBEPBE
leads to one imaginary frequency of 210 i cm−1.
Figure 1. Comparison of some properties of Au3
+, Aum (m = 4−7),
and Au5Zn
+. (a) Perspective drawings of the HOMO, singly occupied
molecular orbital (SOMO), or LUMO. All MO drawings are obtained
at the RHF (ROHF) level of theory. (b) Bar diagram of the
corresponding energy gaps Δε. (c) Bar diagram of NICS(0) and
NICS(1) values given for Aum. (d) Bar diagram of ELF-σ values given
for Aum. B3LYP/LANL2DZ calculations.
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bonds, thereby an increase of the Au−Au bond strength, and an
overall stabilization of the cation. Kalescky and co-workers71
have coined in this connection the term electronegativity-driven
increase of bond strength, which applies in the case of Au3
+ as
the eﬀective electronegativity of Au increases with regard to the
6s electrons. Scalar relativity also leads to an expansion of the
5d lone pair orbitals and to an increase of their energies, which
leads to overall destabilizing contributions. The strong decrease
of the a1′ HOMO relative to the e′ LUMOs causes the increase
in Δε (Figure 1, Table S1). This observation causes two
questions, which must be answered in the following: (i) Is σ-
electron delocalization a typical phenomenon for Au clusters?
(ii) The 3e system Au3 in its
2E′ state does undergo a Jahn−
Teller distortion from D3h to C2v,
72 which leads to a bent
Au3(
2A′) structure. The question is whether σ-electron
delocalization is also observed in this case.
Investigation of acyclic Au3 (
2A′) leads to a BSO value of
0.746 that suggests a 3e delocalization of the Au 6s electrons
and a concomitant increase in the intrinsic bond strength from
0.610 (Au3
+) to 0.746 (reduction of the Au−Au bond lengths
from 2.705 to 2.640 Å). At this point a caveat is needed
regarding the Jahn−Teller unstable D3h-symmetrical Au3(3e).
Guo and co-workers6 have performed for Au3(3e) and its
excited states multireference relativistic conﬁguration inter-
action (CI) calculations, which explicitly include the eﬀects of
spin−orbit coupling (SOC). Their results reveal that (i) the
Jahn−Teller distortion is relatively small and that (ii) SOC
quenches the Jahn−Teller distortion so that the D3h structure
becomes more stable than the C2v structure. Laser experiments
conﬁrm a D3h symmetrical ground state.
6
DFT in combination with an eﬀective core potential such as
LANL describes SOC only implicitly and in an averaged way so
that its eﬀect can be underestimated. At the BS-UB3LYP/
LANL2DZ level of theory, the D3h symmetrical form is a
minimum (Table 1). Nevertheless, the acyclic Au3 (
2A′) form is
somewhat more stable than the cyclic Au3(3e) form, but both
are much less stable than Au3
+ (PBEPBE, NAE: 28.9 and 27.9
vs 47.3 kcal/mol, Table 1). Strong SOC eﬀects are only
observed for open-shell systems with a fractional occupation of
p, d, and f orbitals, whereas for closed-shell systems or open-
shell systems with singly occupied s-orbitals, SOC eﬀects are
relatively small. Hence, the discussion of the electronic
structure of the latter is reasonable.
SOC plays a role when comparing the D2h-symmetrical Au4
gold cluster with the acyclic C2h-symmetrical Au4. The latter
might be viewed as two Au2 units interacting via weak
noncovalent interactions. σ-Delocalization changes this picture
dramatically by establishing a relatively strong Au2−Au3 bond
(BSO: 0.545; bond Au1−Au2: 1.028, Table 2). D2h-Sym-
metrical Au4 is more stable than C2h-symmetrical Au4 by 5.5
kcal/mol (or 1.4 kcal/mol per Au atom). Apart from these
considerations, it is safe to say on the basis of the data shown in
Tables 2, 3, and 4 that in acyclic and cyclic Aum systems, there
is a pronounced tendency for σ-electron delocalization that
strongly inﬂuences the stability of the various clusters. Our
results suggest that the formation of multiple σ-aromatic 2e
Au3
+ units (or distorted Au3(3e) units) within a polycyclic Aum
cluster lead to extra stability as will be discussed in the
following in more detail.
Each of the gold clusters investigated is formed by 3-ring
units (denoted as a, b, c, d, e from the core of an Aum cluster to
its periphery and in line with its symmetry properties; Figure
2). The NICS(1) values for each of the 3-ring units are listed in
Table 3. They reveal that NICS(1) values decrease with
increasing annelation and decreasing positive charge of an Au3
ring. For the Au3 units in Au3
+, Au5, and Au6 (in total ﬁve
diﬀerent Au3 rings in diﬀerent clusters, called a@ Au5, etc.) an
exponential decay of NICS(1) with the parameter of the
number of shared edges in a polycyclic structure (nshare) can be
observed suggesting a decrease of aromatic σ-delocalization for
the inner rings (Figure 3).
Free Au3
+ possesses the most negative NICS(1) value (−14.1
ppm) in line with its positive charge and the optimal 2e-
delocalization. In Au5, the central ring a shares one edge with
each adjacent Au3 unit. In this case, the NICS(1) value of ring b
is reduced to −11 ppm, whereas that of ring a is lowered to −9
ppm. Deﬁning the number of the shared edges by the
parameter nshare, the NICS(1) values vary from −9 ppm (nshare:
2) to −8 ppm (nshare: 3). This trend is qualitatively maintained
for Au7 (Table 3) and reminds of the tendency of π-aromatic
polybenzoides to prefer the structure with the largest number
of aromatic sextets according to the Clar’s rule.63,73 The Clar’s
rule has also been used for inorganic BN analogues of
polybenzenoid hydrocarbon systems.74
In this sense, the value of nshare might be used to explain the
relative low stability of isomers of the nonplanar Au4 and Au7
clusters. For Au4 (Td), nshare has a value of 6 that is larger than
Table 2. Bond Distances r (Å), Local Force Constant ka
(mdyn/Å), and BSO Values n for the Gold Clusters
Investigated
molecule (sym) bond r ka BSO n
Au3
+ (D3h) Au−Au 2.705 0.833 0.610
Au3 (D3h) Au−Au 2.750 0.785 0.577
Au3 (C2v) Au1−Au2 2.640 1.032 0.746
Au2Zn
+ (C2v) Zn−Au 2.640 0.230 0.182
Au−Au 2.604 1.439 1.020
Au2Zn
2+ (C2v) Zn−Au 2.532 0.753 0.555
Au−Au 2.729 0.821 0.602
Au4 (D2h) Au1−Au2 2.771 0.462 0.350
Au1−Au3 2.677 0.958 0.696
Au4 (C2h) Au1−Au2 2.589 1.452 1.028
Au2−Au3 2.708 0.740 0.545
Au5 (C2v) Au1−Au2 2.752 0.634 0.472
Au1−Au3 2.871 0.285 0.223
Au1−Au5 2.778 0.593 0.443
Au2−Au3 2.698 0.846 0.619
Au5Zn
+ (C2v) Au1−Au2 2.693 0.934 0.679
Au2−Au3 2.717 0.844 0.618
Au2−Zn4 2.620 0.568 0.425
Au2−Au6 2.930 0.345 0.266
Au3−Zn4 2.486 1.040 0.751
Au6 (D3h) Au1−Au2 2.704 0.855 0.625
Au2−Au4 2.901 0.339 0.262
Au7 (Cs) Au1−Au2 2.694 0.909 0.662
Au1−Au7 2.713 0.806 0.591
Au2−Au3 2.714 0.798 0.586
Au2−Au4 2.686 0.373 0.287
Au2−Au7 2.846 0.420 0.320
Au3−Au4 2.724 0.766 0.564
Au4−Au5 2.717 0.802 0.589
Au4−Au7 3.101 0.087 0.073
Au5−Au6 2.770 0.560 0.420
Au5−Au7 2.781 0.519 0.391
Au6−Au7 2.756 0.592 0.442
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nshare = 1 for Au4 (D2h) thus suggesting that the latter is more
stable. The nonplanar Au4 (Td) cluster turns out to be a saddle
point of ﬁrst order at the B3LYP level of theory. Similarly, nshare
is 6 for Au7 (D6h), whereas it is just 4 in Au7 (Cs), again
explaining the lower stability of the former that is also a saddle
point rather than a minimum. In other cases, the nshare value can
be used to predict qualitative trends (see Table 3: Au7). It can
be expected that the value of nshare increases when the size of
planar Aum clusters becomes larger, suggesting the decrease of
σ-aromaticity or instability of the planar structures of Aum. The
energy diﬀerence between the planar and nonplanar structures
will be decreased with the increasing of the cluster size,
rationalizing the tendency that planar Aum clusters are no
longer stable for larger m. The investigation of larger planar
clusters is currently performed in our laboratories.
In general, both NAE and NICS(1) provide a measure too
crude to correctly predict the relative stability of the neutral and
cationic Au clusters investigated. The same holds for the energy
gap Δε and the ELF-σ values. The latter are almost the same
for all clusters (Figure 1). Therefore, other properties of the
clusters were investigated, which relate to their electron density
distribution and vibrational modes.
Listed in Tables 2, 3, and 4 are the calculated bond distances
r, local stretching force constants ka, their associated BSO
values n (Table 2), the properties of the electron density
distribution at the RCP in the form of the Laplacian of ρ(r) in
z-direction (Table 3), as well as the deformation coordinates
and the associated force constants (Table 4). These properties
will be discussed for each system in detail, where however some
general remarks are ﬁrst appropriate. (i) The analysis of the
bond paths of the electron density distribution revealed only
minor deviations from the internuclear connection lines, and
therefore T-shaped or star-shaped structures can be excluded.
However, it is relevant how strong RCPs are shifted away from
the geometrical center of a ring toward one of the bonds. This
is shown in Figure S2 in the Supporting Information. (ii) There
is little evidence for surface delocalization in the center of the
ring. Table 3 reveals that the η values decrease only slightly
from an inner Au3 unit to an outer one; that is, the inner unit
has a somewhat larger degree of surface delocalization, but η
(1.6 < η < 2 bohr2) is in general too small because of a too
small ρ(r).
Au4 (1B1u, D2h). The square form of Au4 is Jahn−Teller
unstable and can be stabilized either by rectangular or rhombic
distortion.66 The latter leads to a planar bicyclic form with two
3-rings in which the four 6s(Au) electrons avoid peripheral
delocalization and Jahn−Teller destabilization as much as
possible as documented by a peripheral AI of 0.725. D2h-
Symmetrical Au4 is best described as a central Au2 unit that
donates some negative charge to the two apical Au atoms (see
NPA values in Figure 2). To avoid the less stable 3c-3e bonding
situation of the 3-ring the apical bond lengths are weakened
(BSO: 0.350, Table 2), and σ-delocalization is suppressed. Note
that the AI(a) value of 0.807 is misleading insofar as both 3-
rings compete for the electrons of the central bond. If these are
Table 3. Results of NICS and the Electron Density Analysis










+ −9.96 −12.60 −11.93
Au6 −8.14 −11.41














η 2.000 1.818 1.700





η 1.692 1.667 1.650 1.619 1.684
∇2ρ(z) −0.013 −0.015 −0.020 −0.021 −0.019
aIn units of parts per million. bGiven in form of the Laplacian at the
RCP in z-direction, ∇2ρ(z), and the relative electron density weighted
by the Laplacian ρ/∇2ρ(z) for the gold clusters investigated. B3LYP
calculations. The symbol η = |ρ(RCP)/∇2ρ(z)| gives an area reﬂecting
the extent of surface delocalization (see text). The Laplacian of ρ is
given in e/bohr5, and η is in bohr2.
Table 4. Aromaticity Index (AI), Deformation Coordinates
(Å), and Local Deformation Force Constants (mdyn/Å)a
cluster AI electronsb R or t0 k




a 1.000 2.000 1.561 8.880 0.000 3.477
Au2Zn
+c
a 0.274 3.000 0.018 6.951 0.014 4.596
Au2Zn
2+c
a 0.992 2.000 1.499 8.062 0.077 3.666
Au4 0.725 (p)
a 0.807 2.000 0.021 7.533 0.036 3.801
Au5 0.946 (p)
a 0.553 1.084 0.079 4.213 0.036 2.135
b 0.770 1.958 0.040 5.172 0.059 1.592
Au6 0.999 (p)
a 0.506 0.520 0.114 3.525 0.000 1.430
b 0.835 1.827 0.037 5.793 0.077 1.781
Au5Zn
+ c,d 0.891 (p)
a 0.474 0.643 0.071 4.860 0.122 1.484
b 0.929 1.820 0.006 7.503 0.077 3.801
c 0.826 1.717 0.038 5.964 0.092 1.833
Au7 0.959 (p)
a 0.352 0.484 0.134 2.049 0.095 0.469
b 0.542 1.166 0.091 2.174 0.140 0.512
c 0.848 1.502 0.038 6.024 0.008 2.257
d 0.882 2.010 0.027 6.512 0.056 2.152
e 0.854 1.838 0.037 5.912 0.058 1.880
aB3LYP calculations. The symbol (p) denotes the AI value based on
the peripheral bonds. bNumber of electrons in a ring unit based on
scaled BSO values. cValues for t0 were obtained with the R value of
Au2Zn
2+ as reference. dThe AI values obtained with Au2Zn
2+ as
reference are given in the text (see also Supporting Information).
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split up (by dividing the BSO value by 2), an AI value of just
0.722, like the peripheral delocalization of 0.725, is obtained.
Consequently, the absolute NICS(1) value of Au4 is with
|−2.5| ppm extremely low (Table 3). At the RCP (which is
removed from the central bond; see Supporting Information)
the degree of surface delocalization is small as indicated by a
compact delocalization region (η = 1.619 bohr2, smallest value
for all 3-rings investigated, Table 3), which is typical of a
slightly positively charged central bond attracting two apical
negatively charged Au atoms. This is in line with a low NAE
value of just 33.6 kcal/mol (CCSD(T), Table 1). Noteworthy
is that the positive charge of the bridge atoms reduces their
covalent radius so that the Au1−Au3 distance becomes shorter.
If one scales the BSO values so that they add up to the
number of σ-type valence electrons of Aum (note that this leads
to a loss of the comparability of local force constants and BSO
values between diﬀerent metal clusters), one obtains 2e for the
Au−Au bridge of Au4 and 2e for the four bonds connecting the
apical Au atoms to the bridge. The four apical bonds have only
slight concave character (i.e., there is no π-complex
character54,55), which conﬁrms that bonding in the Aum clusters
is diﬀerent from what is known from organic systems having
the possibility of involving pπ-orbitals.
The analysis of the electronic structure of Au4 reveals that the
equilateral Au3(3e) units in a polycyclic system prefer to distort.
In Td-symmetrical Au4, symmetry and the polycyclic structure
freeze the molecule in four unstable, equilateral 3c-3e units,
which are prevented in the more stable rhombic D2h-
symmetrical form. Apart from this, the Td-symmetrical Au4 or
the D6h-symmetrical Au7 cluster with its six destabilized 3c-3e
units can only distort by ring breathing, that is, a concerted
bond lengthening, and an overall weakening of the structure
without eﬀectively stabilizing the structure. This clariﬁes the
chemical basis of the parameter nshare: polycyclic Aum structures
with high symmetry and a large nshare parameter enforce
equilateral Au3(3e) units and therefore cause instability.
In passing we note that the D2h-symmetrical Au4 cluster can
be stabilized by opening one of the 3-rings and forming a more
stable C2v-symmetrical structure
9 for which it is easier to realize
a 3c-2e unit.
Au5 (2A′, C2v). The ground state is a doublet radical with ﬁve
6s electrons that is characterized by a peripheral AI of 0.946,
Figure 2. NPA charges for the clusters investigated, taken from B3LYP calculations. The 3-ring units are indicated by a letter code (a, b, c, etc).
Figure 3. (a) The NICS(1) values of ﬁve Au3 units. The red arrow points to less negative NICS(1) values. (b) The NICS(1) values of the Au3 units
in Au3
+, Au5, and Au6 decrease in dependence of the parameter nshare that denotes the number of shared edges of a ring. The letters a and b indicate
diﬀerent 3-rings in Au5 or Au6 clusters (see Figure 2).
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whereas AI(a) = 0.553 and AI(b) = 0.770. Au5 can be viewed as
two overlapping Au4 units with a common central ring a, so
that Au1 and Au5 are both apex atom and bridge atoms at the
same time (Figure 2), which leads to an eﬀective atomic charge
close to zero (0.030e; Figure 2). The bridge bonds Au1−Au3
and Au3−Au5 become labialized (BSO 0.223) because of a
strong electron deﬁciency resulting from the fact that seven
Au−Au bonds must be formed with just ﬁve electrons
corresponding to 65% electron deﬁciency (9e of 14e are
missing; Au4: 6e of 10e, i.e., 60% deﬁciency). Scaled BSO values
reveal that there is eﬀectively just one electron in ring a and two
electrons in each ring b (Table 4). Peripheral electron
delocalization involving somewhat more than 4.2e is preferred.
Aromatic σ-delocalization is stronger in ring b (AI = 0.770)
than in ring a (AI = 0.553, Table 4), in line with the Clar’s rule
for gold clusters (generation of largely independent 3c-2e units
similar to the situation of 6c-6e π-units in phenanthrene63) and
the NICS results. The surface delocalization values are
comparable in b (1.684 bohr2) and in a (1.688 bohr2, Table
3). They are slightly larger than in the reference molecule Au3
+
thus indicating a somewhat increased tendency of surface
delocalization because of the symmetry and topology of the
bonding network.
The stability of two largely independent 3c-2e units in Au5
(topologically not possible in Au4) is conﬁrmed by the
increased NAE value (CCSD(T): 36.9 kcal/mol as compared
to just 33.6 kcal/mol in Au4; Table 1). The extra stability of Au5
can also be documented by the breathing force constants66
ka(R), which for ring b@Au5 are signiﬁcantly larger than those
at ring a@Au5 but smaller compared to the corresponding Au4
value (breathing force constant, b@Au5: 5.172 mdyn/Å; Au4:
7.533 mdyn/Å, Table 4). Ring b@Au5 can easily be distorted to
avoid the unstable 3c-3e situation (distortion amplitude t1 =
0.059 Å, distortion force constant ka(t1) = 1.592 mdyn/Å,
Table 4), which is more diﬃcult for a@Au4 (t1 = 0.036 Å; k
a(t1)
= 3.801 mdyn/Å, Table 4), as the latter has only the possibility
of moving the apex atoms away from the bridge Au1−Au3,
which leads to dissociation.
Au6 (1Ag, D3h). If another Au atom is added to Au5 then the
most stable structure of Au6 is formed as a planar D3h-
symmetrical cluster with three largely independent 3c-2e units
and a central ring a that has a positive charge of +0.3 e (NBO
value) and long, weak bonds (2.901 Å, BSO: 0.262). Scaled
BSO values suggest that just 0.520e (Table 4) are forming the
central ring. Its AI is relatively low (0.506) as is its breathing
constant of 3.525 mdyn/Å (Table 4).
Ring b has stronger bonds (BSO: 0.625) and contains (after
scaling) 1.827e in line with the ideal 3c-2e situation.
Accordingly, both its AI and ka(R) value are high: 0.835 and
5.793 mdyn/Å. The three rings a form a peripheral six-bond
Au6 triangle with the perfect AI value of 0.999 (Table 4). Since
the stabilities of the peripheral Au6 triangle and the three
peripheral rings dominate the overall stability of the cluster, the
NAE value of 43.1 kcal/mol is even somewhat larger than that
of Au3
+ (42.5 kcal/mol; Table 1).
Au7 (2A′, Cs). Adding another Au atom to Au6 leads to Au7,
which in its most stable form has ﬁve diﬀerent 3-rings. These
can be viewed as being formed from a bicyclic Au4 unit (rings a
and b) with three peripheral 3c-2e-rings c, d, and e. The AI
values (0.352 (a), 0.542 (b), 0.848 (c), 0.882 (d), 0.854 (e))
are similarly ordered as the t0 = R − R0 or ka(R) values: 0.134
(a), 0.091 (b), 0.038 (c), 0.027 (d), 0.037 Å (e) and 2.049 (a),
2.174 (b), 6.024 (c), 6.512 (d), 5.912 mdyn/Å (e). This
suggests a decreased stability (increased breathing deformation)
in the series d ≈ e > c ≫ b ≫ a in line with the 3c-2e Clar’s
rule for Aum.
For all Aum investigated, bridge Au atoms have positive NPA
charges, whereas apex atoms have negative charges (Figure 2).
This is also the case for rings d (−0.062), e (−0.093), and c
(−0.063 e) in Au7. Scaled BSO values suggest that ring d is
closest to the ideal 3c-2e situation (2.010 e), followed by rings e
(1.838), c (1.502), b (1.166), and a (0.484 e). These
observations are in line with the 3c-2e Clar’s rule, the NICS
values, and an NAE value of 45.3 kcal/mol (compared to 46.1
kcal/mol for Au6; PBEPBE-D3(BJ), Table 1), which results of
course from the stability of three external relatively stable 3-
rings.
Au5Zn+(1A1, C2v). This molecule has been previously
described as a σ-aromatic system.27 We have now the means
to quantify this description by comparing with Au2Zn
2+ as a
reference ion. The latter has an AI of 0.992; that is, it is also a σ-
aromatic 3c-2e system. It is a suitable reference system to
analyze Au5Zn
+. For this purpose, eq 2 was reparametrized to
obtain reasonable AI values (see Supporting Information). The
three peripheral rings of Au5Zn
+ have AI values of 0.929 (b)
and 0.826 (c), whereas ring a has an AI of just 0.474. This again
indicates a large degree of σ-delocalization because of the
positive charge, which is distributed over the atoms of rings a
and c: Au1 (0.113), Au2 (0.051), Zn4 (0.874e, Figure 2). The
bonds involving Zn become stronger (BSO values of 0.751 and
0.425 vs 0.625 and 0.262 in Au6, Table 2), which is because of
the higher electronegativity of Zn (Pauling scale: 1.65 vs 1.42
for Au) especially in view of its high positive charge.
Theoretically, when splitting up charges always equally, the
six valence electrons could be equally distributed among rings c,
2 × b, and a: 1.666; 1.666; 1.666; 1.000. The NPA charge
distribution gives ratios of 1.519:1.737:1.737:1.007 thus
suggesting that ring c loses charge that is drawn into the two
rings b and to the more electronegative Zn atom (at Zn the
charge is reduced from +1 to 0.874e) and Au3 as well as Au5
(−0.045e). The charge of ring a does not change much so that
this ring is just a means for the charge ﬂow from Au1 to the
base.
Since the covalent bonding radius of Zn+ is much smaller
than that of Au or Au+, the D3h-symmetrical triangle of Au6
becomes a C2v-symmetrical structure with inwardly bent Au3−
Zn4−Au5 unit (see bond path diagram in Supporting
Information) so that Zn+ is “inside” the ring structure and
bonds are much stronger. Both the AI (Table 4) and NICS(1)
values (Table 3) conﬁrm strong σ-delocalization: b (−12.6) < c
(−11.9) < a (−10.0 ppm, Table 3). Au5Zn+ is more stable than
the valence isoelectronic Au6 as is conﬁrmed by a high NAE
value of 49.4 kcal/mol (CCSD(T), Table 1).
The optimal form of Au5Zn
+ must contain Zn in a central
rather than apical position. Only in this way is the
delocalization of some of the positive charge limited to rings
a and c and leaves the apical atoms Au3 and Au5 negatively
charged. The deformation force constants conﬁrm the order of
ring stabilities (Table 4) and, together with AI and NICS
values, predict Au5Zn
+ as an exceptionally stable σ-aromatic
cation.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Gold clusters have a strong tendency to adopt structures built
from 3-ring units. This is a direct result of the extra stability of
the Au3
+(2e) unit, which beneﬁts from σ-electron delocalization
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partially caused by scalar relativistic eﬀects. Adding another
electron to obtain the neutral Au3(3e) leads to a Jahn−Teller
unstable system, which must distort to gain stability. This is
most pronounced in polycyclic structures because of the
diﬃculty of distorting a highly symmetric structure in an
eﬀective way. Examples are the Td-symmetrical Au4 or the D6h-
symmetrical Au7 that are both stationary points of cluster
rearrangements. The D2h-symmetrical Au4 can better distort,
however, for the price of a relatively small peripheral AI value
leading to a central Au2 unit attracting two apical Au atoms.
AI, NICS, and deformation parameters suggest a simple
building principle for small Aum clusters that is closely
connected to the relative stabilities of Au3
+(2e) and Au3(3e)
systems. If a 3-ring can be converted into a unit adopting some
features of the Au3
+, stability will be achieved by σ-aromaticity.
For the small Aum clusters investigated, a distorted 3-ring is
always possible if three-dimensional clusters are avoided. In the
two-dimensional structures, the use of 3-rings as building blocks
leads to a steep increase in the number of bonding interactions
that require electron-deﬁcient bonding. This in turn enforces
electron sharing between 3-rings and a move of negative charge
from the more central 3-rings to the peripheral 3-rings so that
the latter can adopt 3c-2e units of larger stability with relatively
strong bonding on the outside and weak (electron-deﬁcient)
Au−Au bonds on the inside. This is correctly predicted by the
vibrational properties of these molecules in the form of the
local stretching force constants, their associated BSO values,
and the AI that measures the degree of σ-electron
delocalization.
The results of this work can be a basis to predict the stability
of larger gold clusters, which no longer might prefer a planar
structure. Besides the Clar’s rule for 3-rings, one must consider
stabilization via peripheral electron delocalization and the
avoidance of other highly destabilized subunits such as the
tetracyclic and bicyclic Au4 or the hexacyclic Au6 unit. Work is
in progress to provide a general rationale for the stability of
larger gold clusters.
π-Aromaticity has been described as a multidimensional
problem,13 which means that by measuring diﬀerent properties
of an aromatic molecule diﬀerent manifestations of aromaticity
are obtained. The same holds for σ-aromaticity: (i) Energetic
properties reveal the impact of aromaticity on the molecular
stability. (ii) The electron density distribution and its Laplacian
provide an insight into the spatial extension of aromaticity
(one-, two-, or three-dimensional delocalization). (iii) Vibra-
tional force constants reﬂect via BSO and AI the bond strength
and the degree of electron delocalization. (iv) Magnetic
properties such as the NICS values are the basis for a
hypersensitive measure of magnetic anisotropy and potential
orbital currents. Since the energy is a robust but very insensitive
measure and the magnetic properties are too sensitive
indicating even the weakest delocalization eﬀects, the AI
based on local stretching force constants seems to be the most
useful measure, especially if it is combined with electron or
energy density properties: In this way, a sensitive but not too
sensitive measure of electron delocalization is obtained, by
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